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ON THE COVER 

The cover image, Drawing the Line, combines the photography of Michael Conlin 
with atom and molecules made visible through nanotechnology by physicist Nuri 
Oneel. Graphic designer Lucy Ganje used the molecular structure of graphite to 
create the pencil, which writes the Quick Response (QR) code, which is read by 
an imaging device that records and stores information digitally. Ganje's concept 
integrates analog and digital technology to express art, design, and communication 
in the 21st century. 

Ganje also created the Motherboard image for the back cover and two images inside. 
Motherboard is a recreation of a computer's main circuit board--the "mother" of the 
main componen of a computer such as the central proce sing unit- using nanotech
nology to demon trate the relationship between art and cience. Rock Art (page 48) 
a k the viewer to con ider what parietal art might look like in 10,000 AP (After the 
Pre ent). Test Pattern (page 100), contextualized by the Marshall McLuhan quote, 
reminds us that with each new technology, a new language is developed, "grammar 
and syntax yet unknown." 
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A Note from the Guest Editors: 
Timothy J. Pasch and Sharon Carson 

We decided to try an experiment with this issue: We asked a number of 
our colleagues at the University of North Dakota to respond to the ques
tion 'What i Digital Art?" We turned to people working across the cam
pus who are digitally engaged scholars and artists , and we invited them to 
explore the question reflectively via informal essays , and/or visual art , 
and/or by presenting the results of their academic research. 

Here are a few of the specific questions we to ed into the mix for our 
contributors: What do we make of digital dimensions of the real/hyperre
al, the corporeal/incorporeal ? How do we evaluate and critique the per
ceived "arti tic quality " of these dimensions? How does digital art con
struct or relate to physical space(s) and audience participation? What are 
some of the compelling questions and issues emerging in your area(s) of 
digital art related to notions of convergence and authenticity? How do we 
critique the consumption of digital work , the markets for it, the social 
conditions of creation and distribution? What is craftsperson-ship (and 
can it exist) in the context of ever-evolving digital modes of production? 
How best to critique and challenge the notion that digital is "just a tech
nology"? These questions were just a start, and our contributors took it 
from there. What you have in this issue is their collective response to our 
query , and we are delighted with the results. 

We specifically welcomed work that was interdisciplinary, hybrid in 
form and method , and regional , national and international in cope. We 
a ked our contributors to think about the ae thetic , ocial , political, and 
cultural dimension of Digital Art , to critique the category it elf, and to 
write for an audience of variou ly intere ted reader . We were intere ted 
in a broadly inclusive definition of art for this pecial i sue of NDQ, including 
visual, aural, textual/hypertextual, material hybrids, and performative hybrids. 

And we gave our contributors a ridiculously short "turn around " dead
line, a challenge to which all responded with good humor and unflagging 
labor. Managing editor Kate Sweney handled an avalanche of work with 
aplomb . Our warm thanks to everyone. 

Sharon Carson: The lexicon in the titles list is itself revealing of the aes
thetic and conceptual range in the work of our contributors: Bringing 
Guantanamo : .. ; Reproduction/Serendipity; Solid /Melts; Authentic / 
Simulacra, Ephemera /Street Cred; Archaeology /Art; Ethnography / 
Encounters / Anthropology ; Art and Science; Graphical Analyzer/Puzzle; 
Manifesto; Art or Object. I was also struck, as I read through the pieces, 
with the repeated appearance of words like magic , mysterious, and 
unknown, along with the phrase I don 't know. This seems to underscore a 
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frequent n e that we are working in a time of e pecially rapid flux and 
high uncertainty - perhap an era of ignificant cultural and technological 
paradigm hift. But this en e that our time i "especially" flux-full is 
it elf important to critique, and we tried to do that too. 

And peaking of paradigm hift , we have al o tried omething new 
for North Dakota Quarterly. Quickly aware of the irony that a special 
is ue on Digital Art would appear in a print journal, we decided to design 
a playful break with the boundarie of paper by creating a unique link 
acce ible via QR code, which will extend thi i sue of NDQ into digital 
ctimen ion . In the pirit of hybrid metaphor , we have come to fondly call 
thi link "the bl om." Tim Pasch i the architect for thi part of our project. 

Tim Pa ch: lt i both an h nor and a privilege for me to work with my co-edi
tor Sharon arson and managing ectitor Kate weney. In particular, I am espe
cially grateful to have been instrumental in crafting the vehicle for the di emi
nation of the ctigital concepts mentioned in thi journal ectition in the form of 
the accompanying Digital Bloom as a companion to the print version. 

The concept here explained by the author in print range from video 
to audio, digital mapping to digital till imaging, various form of com
puter-mediated analysi , all with degree of technological complexity that 
imply cannot be entirely conveyed by the printed word. Additionally , for 

rea on of pace limitation and co t, it would be prohibitive to attempt to 
render imagery in the high-color re olution required to begin to do jus
tice to tho e work . For audio and video, along with more data-inten ive 
digital inquiry , the inclu ion of a DVD or flash disk might be the only 
way to deliver thi material to the reader , again with co t that would cer
tainly e ce d our allocation . 

For the e and many other rea on , the er ation of the digital, web
ba ed e pan ion to thi journal erve the purp e of providing a venu 
for the "blooming" of each author ' written word , enabling the root of 
their de criptive narrative to grow and flower on the page and then actu
ally bloom online, where all of the myriad and kaleido copic digital rami
fication of their re earch can bear fruit and lead reader (via hyperlinks , 
embedded file , gallery image , upplementary portals, etc.) to expand 
their understanding of the concepts that the authors elucidate herein. 

I hope that you will take the opportunity to visit the Digital Bloom 
either by scanning one of the QR codes found in the print journal or by 
navigating via your web browser to: http: //arts-sciences.und .edu/north
dakota-quarterly / and clicking on "Digital Bloom.' 

The bloom will continue to grow after the journal is published so 
plea e check back online . With sincere t appreciation and cholarly best 
wishes , your in technological art and digitally humanistic creation. 
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AMBER ANNIS and ROSE MIRON 

Bringing Guantanamo to St. Paul, 
Minnesota: A Digital Project 

In February of 2014, the Guantanamo Public Memory Project's traveling 
exhibit will be coming to the Minnesota Historical Society in St. Paul, 
Minnesota. This exhibit includes collaboration with various universities 
which is meant to engage a national dialogue on the history of 
Guantanamo and the lessons which can be learned from the past and for 
the future. At the University of Minnesota, a participating university, stu
dents were offered the chance to be a part of this traveling exhibit through 
the course Public History: The Guantanamo Public Memory Project. The 
involvement would include creating an interpretive digital project on 
some aspect of Guantanamo that would be displayed with the traveling 
exhibit. A doctoral students in the PhD program in American Studies 
when we enrolled in this cla s, we were excited not only to gain knowl
edge about public history but al o to explore the history of Guantanamo, 
specifically within the context of our own American Indian tudies 
research interests. When our instructor po ed variou approaches to thi 
project, one a pect was imagining how we might be able to envi ion 
Guantanamo within a local context. What drew us and other group mem
bers together was the immediate connection that we saw between 
Guantanamo, both as a symbol and an experience, and the historic site 
Fort Snelling. While both sites have a long history of detention and 
American imperialism, they both are remembered in drastically different 
ways. In this article we explore those similarities between the sites and 
explain how we are attempting to show these political connections 
through a digital platform. 

The strongest compari on that the two sites have is their histories as 
sites of detention and their usages as site of American imperialism and 
colonialism. Both spaces were occupied by Indigenous people before 
Euro-American expansion led to treaty making and land leasing. Fort 
Snelling exists on land that is considered sacred to Dakota people as the 
ite of their creation story, and many have argued for the return of lands 
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taken illegally during the treaty making process. Likewise, land on which 
Guantanamo sits was originally inhabited by the Taino people, and the 
United States leases the land which houses Guantanamo based on the 
1934 Platt Amendment. To date, the United States government continues 
to send their lease payment to a Cuban government that refuses to cash 
the checks, claiming that it wants to end United States occupation of its 
territory (Kaplan 836). The questionable ways in which the United States 
began its occupation of each site taints their histories and current states of 
exi tence with imperiali m a doe future u age of the site a locations of 
detention and the way in which both sites are u ed today. 

In order to exemplify the ways in which both of the e site continue to 
function within American imperiali m, we chose to examine their com
parative hi tories u ing their imilarities to then point out the strangeness 
in their vastly different conceptions today. Although our overall objective 
is to u e the sites to point to the ways in which the U.S. empire is ever 
present, we especially want to draw attention to the distorted ways in 
which Historic Fort Snelling represents, or rather fails to accurately repre
sent, Dakota people. While Guantanamo's long history of detention is 
generally acknowledged, the history of detention at Fort Snelling is large
ly repressed, creating an incorrect narrative of Minnesota history that visi
tors then subscribe to. Thus, by placing Fort Snelling in conversation with 
Guantanamo, we hope to change the conversation surrounding Fort 
Snelling and change the narrative presented to the visitors of this historic 
site. Our involvement with the Guantanamo Public Memory Project's 
exhibition allowed us to undertake a digital project where we could spark 
ocial and political criticism of the sites. The project's location within the 

Guantanamo Exhibition allow mu eum vi itor to already be familiar 
with the narrative of Guantanamo. We then hope to pre ent them with 
another site they are familiar with, Fort Snelling, but change the narrative 
they may know. 

The digital nature of our project allows visitors to act as users within a 
Web site. This allows them to explore and move through the project at 
whatever pace they choose. Within the project, we begin by discussing the 
comparative histories of both sites, pointing out their similarities in uses 
as military forts, sites of leisure, and sites of racialized labor. We then 
focus on the histories of the sites in terms of detention. Through a com
parative examination of numbers and narratives from prisoners at both 
sites users will able to explore the many ways in which these sites are 
similar. It is in this part of the project that we hope to disrupt commonly 
accepted narratives about Fort Snelling. The second part of our project 
then seeks to point to the ways in which these sites are thought about dif
ferently. In specific reference to Fort Snelling, why, with such a contro
versial history of detention, is this site still recognized through a lens of 
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patriotism and American exceptionalism? Our answer to this is the ongo
ing nature of Fort Snelling as a site of American imperialism . More 
broadly, by looking at Fort Snelling and Guantanamo, we hope to exem
plify this ongoing exi tence of U.S. empire. Since this project has both 
local and national implications, its digital nature allows for continuous use 
as a resource for the future, both within the Guantanamo Memory Project 
and the state of Minnesota. 

In the late 19th century , Fort Snelling was a site of detention for 
Dakota people during the U.S.-Dakota War of 1862. Often referred to as a 
concentration camp within Dakota comrnunitie , the Fort held more than 
1600 Dakota women and children after the war ended. Guantanamo has 
an equally long history of American coloniali m and detention. Since 
occupying the land, the United State has u ed the space throughout the 
years as among other things, a refugee camp, an HIV prison camp, and a 
detention center. These comparisons led our group to focus on how we 
would convey these histories through "digital art." How could we show 
this ongoing nature of U.S. imperialism through images? How do we por
tray the devastation of detention with so many years between when the 
sites were used for such purposes? What was our responsibility to all who 
remembered these spaces in differing ways? Does the digital world allow 
us to confront these issues in nuanced ways? 

Presenting one's research and analysis on a digital platform is rather 
different than a traditional academic paper or article. For our project, we 
knew the stronge t way was to show these comparisons through images 
and narratives rather than a detailed text of the explanation . A we are 
asking people who are visiting Fort Snelling to recognize that a 
'Guantanamo" exi t in their proverbial backyard, we knew we had to 
provide provocative comparison that would hopefully spark intere t in 
the viewer's mind. The image we chose spoke to the paces not only a 
sites of detention but also to the imposition that colonial and imperial 
structures pose. As our strongest comparison was the topic of detention, 
juxtaposing two photos depicting this was essential. 

One of the essential comparisons we make ( especially with the photos 
below) is of the detention of Dakota people with that of Haitian refugees 
at Guantanamo. Although scores of Haitian refugees have made their way 
to Cuba since the 16th century, the true detention of these refugees 
became an issue after the U.S. established its military base at Guantanamo 
Bay, specifically in the late 1970s, and in the 1990s when a group of more 
than 50,000 Haitian and 35,000 Cubans were detained at Guantanamo 
before most were forcibly sent back to their country of origin. It was dur
ing the detention of these refugees that the United States invoked the 
peculiar legal status of Guantanamo. By claiming that the military base 
was not technically a part of the U.S., detainees were denied constitution-
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al rights, creating a sense of rightlessness for these refugees (Hansen). In 
order to comply with international laws that prohibit the deportation of 
political refugees, Haitians were termed economic refugees and thus 
either sent back to their country of origin as quickly as possible or held at 
Guantanamo Bay until they could be transferred to the United States. 
Additionally, those who tested positive for HIV/AIDS were barred from 
entering the U.S. and then held at Guantanamo indefinitely. Conditions at 
the camp were grim. Haitians were subjected to forced medical testing, 
held behind barbed wire, and given food that more often than not con
tained maggot (Han en). It i these horrible conditions, as well as the 
s nse of rightle sness, that we u e to draw comparisons between Haitian 
refugees and Dakota people detained at Fort Snelling. This sense of right
lessness is carried through to how the site i used for detention today. The 
current detainees at Guantanamo are supposed terrorists, many of whom 
have yet to be charged with a crime but are held indefinitely at Guantanamo. 
Again, the United States invokes the peculiar legal status of Guantanamo 
as a site neither within nor outside of the United States to hold prisoners 
indefinitely without giving them rights under the U.S. Constitution and 
utilizing brutal forms of torture. 

The image above shows one of the few existing images of the four Dakota 
encampments. 
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The image below shows the Haitian refugee camp at Guantanamo.1 

In the image to the 
left a missionary 
attempts to convert 
Dakota people in 
their most vulnera
ble state.2 

The image above of Haitian prisoners praying shows not only the impor
tance of religion to those detained but also the profound sense of displace
ment that occurs as they are kept behind barbed wire, waiting for release 
that may never come. 
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In the image above3 viewer are hown Dakota people in detainment and 
in the image to the right Haitian people 
in their daily existence while being 
detained. Here it is important to high
light that even in detainment, the 
Dakotas and Haitians are still human 
being exi ting in unimaginable cir
cum tance . 

What we hope to convey with 
the e image i the profound sense of 
deva tati n that come with being held 
within an n lo d, gated, and guarded 
imperial tructur . Mo. t importantly, 
we al o want to ignal the level and 
e perience of rightle ne that tho e 
who were detained endured. Our goal 
in the project, specifically through the 
digital juxtaposition of images, is first 
to vi ually challenge perceptions of 
both spaces and then to highlight nar
rative that speak to the comparative 
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experiences. Additionally, we want to draw attention to the fact that 
despite the incredibly similar historical contexts as sites of detention relat
ed to American imperialism, Guantanamo and Fort · Snelling have entirely 
different connotations for people today. We are constructing our digital 
exhibit to include not only juxtaposed images but also juxtaposed narra
tives that will reveal the reality of rightlessness for detainees. We under
stand "rightlessness" as meaning the process and conditions which pro
duce a rightless people. A. Naomi Paik, in her article "Testifying to 
Rightlessness: Haitian Refugees Speaking from Guantanamo," looks to 
Haitian testimonies to reveal the fundamental elements of a rightless peo
ple. She argues that" ... testimonies reveal that it is the mundane but for
mative experiences of merely existing in a space and time of limbo, with
out recognition of their full personhood, that define their rightless 
condition and subjectivity" (60). We evoke this same sentiment in our 
usage of narratives. 

Narratives connect with those who engage in them on a personal level 
and offer a different perspective particularly regarding the ambiguity of 
both Fort Snelling and Guantanamo. For our project, it was e ential that 
we include the narratives of those who had been detained, tho e still 
detained, and tho e affected by the e spaces. Through the words of those 
who experienced these places we hope to show that the isolation and 
destruction of detainment can be carried across time. One of our methods 
for showcasing this in the exhibition is to structure the exhibit via visual 
design that compares various narratives that express the same sentiment 
regarding detention and uncertainty. A Dakota elder recalls: 

There was a story about a medicine man at Fort Snelling who some
how had a drum. He sang a song and broke the chains on the gate 
and the gate opened just to show the people that the land was still 
there. Nothing had changed. To give them hope. Of course the sol
diers quickly closed the gate again. But he did that one single act to 
show that all of creation was still there and what was happening was 
only a moment. (Ross) 

In relation, the narrative of a man who i till detained at Guantanamo: 

I focus on my teps alway wondering and trying to imagine what 
life is like on the out id . What does a tree look like? What does 
grass look like? What does an animal look like? I remember the 
names of the e things but their shape is a vague memory. I sit on the 
bed with my elbows on my knees, my bead propped up on my hands 
and my eyes closed, still trying to imagine what life is like outside 
this underground cemetery .... (Ali Ameziane) 
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What can the stories of those who experienced these sites tell us about 
imperialism? In imagining the similarities between Fort Snelling and 
Guantanamo Bay, narratives serve as a reminder of not only the effects of 
United States colonialism, but also that experiences of detainment can be 
hauntingly intertwined despite the years between them. 

While many of the narratives we are u ing will immediately let the 
viewer know who the source i and where they were detained , we also 
wanted to explore an avenue of art that we were afforded in this digital 
project. Often art is about challenging perceptions and we engaged in this 
concept through the narratives. A segment of the online exhibit will 
include the incorporation of a narrative of a Guantanamo detainee juxta
posed with a narrative of either a Dakota oral history or letters written by 
Dakota men who were imprisoned. Our goal of this section is to disrupt 
people ' s dominant perception of Fort Snelling. By juxtaposing these nar
ratives and displaying the incredible similarities between narratives of 
detention at Guantanamo and those at Fort Snelling, we hope to challenge 
how many people envision the Fort . While we offer the sources for you 
below, we suggest reading them and deciding for yourself where each 
narrative derives before you seek the answer. For example: 

"I am very sad today, and also very dependent upon you for my exis
tence- it is so .... Last winter, they said I was going to die. Lately, I 
just heard that, and then I began to suddenly think, when will I die . . 
. I think I will not be afraid .... I look forward to death and my exe
cution at the appropriate time." (Hopkin 39) 

" ... maybe I will be able to go back home and I will clear my name 
when l go back home. I reached a stage of de peration . I could not 
live any longer. l lo t all hope. I had to play the game with them." 
(Al Rabiah) 

"In the first few years, two years of my capture, I always thought 
that soon enough they would realize that I am innocent and I would 
be released, soon enough. Soon enough that will happen but it never 
did." (Al Rawi) 

"Some of our relatives ... have done bad deeds, now we're defeated 
and suffering because of it. .. . Indeed, we are all alive at this time 
because we're not like them, but we are men." (Fairbault 7) 

The point of this exercise is to provide what we think is a powerful dis
ruption of commonly held beliefs regarding the two sites. When we pre
sented our proposal in the early stages a comment was made that we could 
be seen as "cherry-picking" narratives that served our purpose . Our 
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response was that experiences of detention universally hold the same 
inherent sorrow and desperation. As we read through testimonials, letters, 
and oral histories, the common themes that emerged are what led us in 
undertaking the above exercise. Through a digital platform we could 
express this historical juxtaposition and creative confrontation which ulti
mately expresses our own political undertakings. 

In order to disrupt the common perceptions of Fort Snelling and 
expose the ways in which both Fort Snelling and Guantanamo are still 
sites of U.S. imperialism, our project also points to the vastly different 
ways in which the sites are interpreted today, despite their similar 
moments in history. In spite of the fact that Fort Snelling was used as a 
site of detention where hundreds of Dakota women and children died, the 
site today is portrayed as a patriotic military base. Minnesotans who visit 
the site are invited to watch interpreters demonstrate hand washing 
clothes, firing canons, and engaging in military drills, perpetuating a story 
that excludes Dakota people. Guantanamo, on the other hand, is still used 
as a site of detention and thus entirely conceptualized as such. To demon
strate the vast difference in perceptions of the sites, we wanted to continue 
using visual aids in order to reach users who would be interacting with 
our project digitally. Screen shots, such as those below, show a simple 
online search for each site. As evidenced by the images, results for Fort 
Snelling show nothing in regard to its history as a site of detention, while 
detention and torture are entirely the theme of the search for Guantanamo. 
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We are dealing with a history in Minnesota, and the United States for 
that matter, that is profoundly contentious. While for Dakota people Fort 
Snelling is a site filled with pain, for non-native Minnesotans it's a site of 
national and state pride. For tho e who trained or had family who trained 
at the Fort during WWII, as well as those who have family buried in the 
national cemetery nearby, Fort Snelling is a site inundated with heroism. 
We will be a king re idents of Minnesota to recognize that Guantanamo , 
a a ymbol and set of idea , e entially exi ts in their own backyard , in a 
ite which many of them cheri h. We imagine this will be met with ome 

re i tance by tho e who have likely been expo ed to nothing but national
istic, patriotic narratives of the United States. When confronting the pub
lic about an aspect of history that is "difficult," scholar James Oliver 
Horton reminds us that we are hoping to educate "a public generally 
unprepared and reluctant to deal with a history that, at times, can seem 
very personal" (37). For many Minnesotans, we will be asking them to 
acknowledge Dakota perspectives on Fort Snelling that will lead to con
frontations with their historical past, which is very personal indeed. 

We drew heavily from scholars in the field of public history who were 
already in conversation about dealing with difficult histories and knowl
edge. Roger I. Simon explores exhibits on painful public histories and the 
importance of coupling affect and thought for the audience in his essay, 
"A Shock to Thought: Curatorial Judgment and the Public Exhibition of 
'Difficult Knowledge."' What Simon highlighted for our group was the 
importance of not only our images, narratives, etc., but of what the possi
bilities of thought would mean for the viewer. He stated, " ... what is par-
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ticularly difficult about difficult knowledge comes to the fore when the 
affective force of an encounter provokes substantial problems in settling 
(at least provisionally) on the meaning and ignificance of the images, 
objects, texts and sounds encountered within an exhibition." We are 
reminded that there is a profound sense of responsibility that we are 
undertaking in this project, especially considering the "difficult knowl
edge" that our group hopes to convey to the visitors. It is evident that we 
are involved in a project that surpasses the notion of merely knowledge 
sharing, but indeed are involved in a proces of chipping away at histori
cal amnesia, if such a thing is possible. Therefore, how we choose to 
arrange our exhibit means considering more than what is interesting or 
compelling to us and instead determining what will be mo t clear to our 
viewer to begin to change the narrative about Fort Snelling. As Simon 
states, " ... this allows us to ask the important questions as to how curato
rial judgment is implicated in the containing, channeling and disciplining 
of the movement and substance of the relation between affect and 
thought" (437). 

In our exhibit, as images and narratives will be a part of how we are 
telling the story, we find we are struggling with what our curatorial prac
tice will be in regards to historical context. We are drawn to this idea that 
historical context can be a "safety buffer" for many visitors to museums, 
historic sites, etc. In a sense, we are indeed dealing with the same issue 
when telling the often ignored history of Fort Snelling. While we under
stand the importance of historical context, and at times the nece sity of it, 
we wonder when we will top placating tho e who refu e to acknowledge 
and actually think about pa t atrocities. A di cussion that has emerged 
from time to time in our group is how we can tell the story and make the 
connections without overtly offending every visitor who views our pro
ject. For this project, we are grappling with our sense of responsibility to 
both histories of Guantanamo and Fort Snelling, to Dakota people, to 
Minnesotans, and to visitors to the exhibit in general. 

Ultimately, we are excited and a bit anxious to be a part of an exhibit 
which hopefully will lead others to engage in their past while addressing 
the "difficult knowledge" that is associated with it. Echoing Gilles 
Deleuze, we want to involve others in "impressions which force us to 
look, encounters which force us to interpret, [ and] expressions which 
force us to think" (Simon 437). What is equally as compelling is that we 
will be working with institutions, Fort Snelling and the Minnesota 
Historical Society, that have struggled with telling this "difficult" history 
as well. Fort Snelling and the Minnesota Historical Society are both 
affected by such influences of power and politics, but it is promising to 
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know that there is an understanding within these institutions that change 
in the way the history of Fort Snelling is told needs to occur. 

Notes 

t All photos of Guantanamo courtesy of the Guantanamo Public Memory Project. 
2"Bishop Whipple visited the Dakota pri oners at Fort Snelling and worked to 

convert them to Chri tianity." Photographer: Benjamin Franklin Upton, 1863. See 
more at <http://u dakotawar.org/hi tory/aftermath/forced-marches-imprison
ment#stha h.MWk l G2zv.dput>. 

3"A view of life in the internment camp. This picture, taken by Whitney's 
Gallery in 1862-1863, was un-posed unlike the other photos they took of the 
inmate and camp conditions." <usdakotawar.org>. 
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KIM FINK 

Beautiful Accidents: 
Reproduction in the Age of Serendipity 

digital native: n 

"This generation is astonishingly fluent in 
graphic narrative. Serendipity is the rhythm 
that defines them. They thrive through con
nections. "--Source Unknown 

a person who has been familiar with computers, the Internet, and other 
digital technology from a young age. A similar definition would be as a 
native speaker of a language ( coined in 2001 by Marc Prensky, American 
educator and consultant). 

digital immigrant: n 
a per on who has become familiar with computer , the Internet, and other 
digital technology as a young adult or later in life, imilar to an immigrant 
who must learn a new language (coined in 2001 by Marc Prensky, 
American educator and consultant). 

As an artist and printmaker, I have been engaged in the ongoing discourse 
of information technology and its constant incarnations as a working tool 
in the creation of fine art and fine art multiples since the early 1990s. At 
that time, mass consumption of personal computers began transforming 
homes, businesses; and colleges. It is from this perspective-as a "digital 
immigrant"-that I write. 

With information technology infiltrating virtually all aspects of life 
and culture, the word "appropriation" takes on a complex definition. 
Newer, perhaps more appropriate meanings have surfaced that may define 
our worlds more correctly. "Open content," "public domain," and "share
alike" are terms that refer to intellectual property in today's computer
proliferated cultures. Certainly Creative Commons, a not-for-profit orga
nization devoted to expanding the range of creative work available for 
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others to build upon and share legally, would not have existed twenty 
year ago, nor would it today, were it not for information technologies 
and postmodern thinking. 

open content: n 
any creative work including articles, pictures, audio and video that are 
publi hed in a format which explicitly allows the copying of the informa
tion (coined in 1998 by an unknown source). 

public domain: n 
the body of all creative works and other knowledge-writing, artwork, 
music, science, inventions, and other intellectual property-in which no 
person or organization has any proprietary interest. Such works and 
inventions are considered part of the public's cultural heritage, and any
one may use and build upon them without restriction. 

Artists today regularly appropriate images they see around them. It is a 
common strategy of interpreting our world in a unique and engaging way. 
Deconstruction as an artistic mode forces us to look again at what we nor
mally see as banal, common, and everyday. We re-contextualize what we 
see. Our expanded inclusivene s of context expands our interpretations, 
and the e interpretation in turn can become tactic to illustrate or repre-
ent cultural change. 

Po tmodernisrn u es the word allegory to describe the relation of one 
text to another, particularly when they purport to be about the same 
things. But actually, multiple texts introduce disparate signifiers. In an 
earlier artistic movement renowned for appropriation, Dada artists often 
chose to work with photographic processes, allowing them to emphasize 
the conceptual rather than the handmade art of the time, and thus negating 
the "original" in art-one of their main interests. 

Context and content, innate in all art making, are strikingly employed 
by artists who choose to use the vast repository of popular culture images 
and ephemera available to address issues symptomatic of contemporary 
life. Their work ranges from the ambiguous to the specific, making com
plex use of visual connections, cultural cues, and layerings. This art 
employs a range of strategies that have a common denominator: the for
mulation of meaning through conceptual associations. No surprise that 
ever-evolving information technology is a major "tool" being used by 
these artists. 

A good example of current digital applications is the artwork of con
temporary New York artist Wade Guyton, a post-conceptual American 
artist who makes digital paintings on canvas. His unique work explores 
our changing relationships to images and artworks through the use of 
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common digital technologies, such as a computer, an Epson large format 
printer that prints on primed canvas intended for digital inkjet printing, 
and a scanner. Guyton's purposeful "misuse' of these tools to make paint
ings and drawings results in beautiful accidents. 

Guyton' s paintings assume the appearance of traditional painting, yet 
conjure a re tructure of today's art. The blurs and smudges often charac
terized as printer error play a primary role in the overall composition of 
the work, and by repetitively overprinting, unexpected painterly processes 
develop. They transcribe a visual record of the printer's actions: the trace 
of movement of the print heads, the track marks of the wheels on wet ink 
all mixed with the scratches and smears on the paintings that are dragged 
across the floor to be fed back again into the printer (Benjamin 219). 

matrix: n 
something within or from which something else originates, develops, or 
takes form. 

Technology generates outcomes, particularly in relation to the economy. 
And these outcomes, in turn, open avenues for appropriation of the tech
nology by artists. The late 18th-century Bavarian businessman and inven
tor Alois Senefelder created lithography for a very practical reason-he 
wanted to be able to cheaply and ea ily ma -produce sheet music. 
Almost immediately, commercial publishers and artists aw the po sibili
ties of fine art multiple in this new and easier-to-publish print media. For 
all mass-published images of the time, engraving and woodcut were the 
leading means of illustration. According to theorist Walter Benjamin, 
lithography, at least for a few decades, was the new and leading technolo
gy in the mass production of images until the advent of photo processes. 
But lithography still required the hand of the individual artist to create an 
image on the matrix. Eventually, with the emergence of photography, 
lithography embraced photo-based printing as a new and economical process. 

The oldest surviving permanent photograph of an image formed in a 
camera was created in 1826 or 1827 by the French inventor Joseph 
Niepce. Almost immediately photo processes became the new technology 
for mass publishing. Critics and artists at the time declared that painting 
was dead. Why paint landscapes, portraits, or anything representational 
now that the photograph could catch an image in real time? 

Of course, painting did not die. In fact, with the advent of photogra
phy, painters were freed from the necessity of representation and found 
new avenues of image making to pursue, and painting became more and 
more abstract in application, in theory, and in the image itself. 
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Fast-forward to today's digital age. What is "original" when art is pro
duced via our emerging information technologies? With our new comput
er technologies, the steps of producing a traditional photograph have been 
erased-or at the least dramatically altered. Now , a photo is taken on a 
digitized camera, downloaded into a computer, processed through soft 
ware such a Illu trator or Photoshop, and printed out or po ted online. 
With each of these tep , the image is altered, taking the image further 
and further from the "original" image. And the access and ease of using 
digital photography has found its way into our lives. People can now take 
a photograph of an event and post it immediately on social media , often 
altering human di course and action in the world , such as with the begin
nings of the Arab Spring in December 2010. Nowadays, this mixing , 
matching , and altering layers upon layers of the "original" photograph , a 
common social practice, is accepted and often unquestioned. 

Walter Benjamin's 1936 essay "Art in the Age of Mechanical 
Reproduction (Reproducibility)" was ultimately meant as a critique of 
photography , film, and technology in fine art and still stands as a valid 
argument in the 21st century, part of which is: 

Works of art are received and valued on different planes . Two polar 
types stand out: with one, the accent is on the cult value ; with the 
other , on the exhibition value of the work. Arti tic production begins 
with ceremonial object de tined to serve in a cult. One may a sume 
that what mattered wa their exi tence, not their being on view .. .. 
With the emancipation of the various art practices from ritual go 
increasing opportunitie for the exhibition of their products .... With 
the different methods of technical reproduction of a work of art, it 
fitnes for exhibition increa e to such an extent that the quantitative 
shift between its two poles turned into a qualitative transfonnation of 
its nature. In the same way today , by the absolute emphasis on it's 
exhibition value the work of art becomes a creation with entirely 
new functions, among which the one we are conscious of, the artistic 
function , later may be recognized as incidental. This is certain : today 
photograph and film are the most serviceable exemplifications of this 
new function. (3) 

Now, we simply add digital technologies . 
Artists are always pushing boundaries aesthetically , conceptually , and 

technologically , and digitally-based hardware and software offer our next 
generation of artists an opportunity to explore the digital world in new 
and exciting ways. The Internet offers more possibilities to exhibit work 
on online galleries and provides easier access to grant sources , simply by 
the touch of a button. According to pundits of social media , services such 
as Google lead the way in the attempts to make mass consumer services 
ever more personal and ever more relevant. The aim here is always , of 
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course, to "sell" the service to mass consumers. But the technology opens 
all kinds of avenues for working artists and those who want to see their work. 

self-publishing: n 
the publication of any book or other media by the author of the work, 
without the involvement of an established third-party publisher. A self
published physical book is said to be privately printed. The author is 
responsible and in control of the entire process including design 
(cover/interior), formats, price, distribution, marketing, and public rela
tions. The authors can do it themselves or outsource all or part of the pro
cess to companies that offer these services. 

Currently there are galleries and business persons who commission artists 
to make limited editions digitally and for a profit. Faye Hirsch's 2011 Art 
in America article "The Everyone Artwork" states: 

In the past few years, some savvy young entrepreneurs, drawing both 
on venerable models of print marketing and a native comfort with 
the Internet, have succeeded in ljnking the technologies of Web com
munications and digital printing-vastly improved in stability, 
endurance, quality and availability-to market a new genre of inex
pen ive, mass-produced artwork. While online enterprises plying 
digital art have been in existence for ome time, the new model for e
commerce print publishing ingeniously merge the democratic ideol
ogy of "art for all" with the lure of carcity. The product i digital 
print , mainly on paper, each available in multiple sizes, with price 
set accordingly, beginning quite low-s ometimes as low as $15. 

Offering large numbers of buyers the opportunity to become 
"collectors" by purchasing "original" limited editions, online compa
nies such as 20x200, ArtWeLove, ArtStar, Electric Works, and 
Exhibition A advertise the prestige of art collecting without the trials 
of navigating an intimidating gallery system. To emerging or under
known artists, these companies offer an efficient publicity machine, 
and to better known artists, whose prices in all mediums, including 
prints are beyond the budget of the average consumer, an audience 
with which th~y often long to connect. 

Capitalizing on a general trend, e-commerce print publishers 
profit from customers who are increasingly comfortable purchasing 
art on the web. At Christie's, for example , 28 percent of bids are now 
made via Internet, and the total value of lots sold online rose 69 per
cent from 2009 to 2010. (140-47) 

We live with social media and depend heavily on it. Online books are 
essentially scrolls-a throwback to a bygone era. But questions arise, par
ticularly from those of us who have witnessed the transformation from 
analog media to digital. What has been lost to society with the absence of 
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the tactile propertie of print? When work can be produced so quickly 
and all kinds of art becomes o readily available online, ha it lo t its 
power to transform thought? Is etting something in type, which cannot be 
easily changed a more thoughtful and enduring proces ? 

I recall a writer' panel di cussion at the 2010 University of orth 
Dakota Writer' Conference, when artist and graphic novelisf Art 
Spiegelman ruminated on the different dimensions of the ' temporal?' .in 
digital v . traditional text . He argued that hi torically, once ideas, 
image and text were committed to the printed page, then publi hed and 
distributed it became impo ible to take back, change, or alter what wa 
written. But what tops someone from changing content online? Can we 
tru t who control the "cloud" and all it contains? What happens to arti tic 
expre ion when multiple leave the control of the artist? 

multiple: n 
the replication of any number but more than one, from a matrix, of an 
object, either two-dimen ional work on paper or three-dimen ional culp
ture or in tallation piece. 

The multiple is also defined as a eries of identical art objects produced or 
commissioned by an artist according to his or her idea, usually a signed 
limited edition. As such, the multiple offers artists a way of creating art 
without compromising artistic integrity while making their work accessi
ble to a wider market. Many artists work solely with the concept of the 
multiple. The challenge to the artist is often in finding ways of resolving 
an idea that can be repeated time and again. Thus part of the creative chal
lenge comes in researching new method and sourcing new materials, 
leading often to collaboration between arti t and fabricators. 

At the Univer ity of orth Dakota Department of Art and De ign, 1 
in tituted a printmaking program in 2000 called undog Multipl , creat
ed a a mean to augment what wa learned in the printmaking cla s in a 
more meaningful way. tudent printmaker collaborated with vi iting 
arti t in the creation of and edition of fine art multiples. Profes ional 
printing practice among t upper level undergraduate and graduate art stu
dents are encouraged, and through these collaborations, tudents have the 
opportunity to work alongside artists of regional, national, and interna
tional repute . The "Multiple" part of the shop's name was carefully 
picked, as I did not want to limit the studio activities to simply editioning 
traditional prints but to move toward more non-traditional applications of 
the multiple, reflecting current trends in art practices. Sundog Multiples 
has created fabricated, digital-inspired, and other non-traditional applica-
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tion with arti t uch a Barton Lidice Bene , Mark Amerika, Michael 
Mercil, Kim Abele · Samina Man uri, Arturo andoval, and Audrey Flack. 

In 2012, Sundog Multiple created a print portfolio in concert with the 
2012 Arts and Culture Conference, "Binary Invention : Art and Culture 
in the Digital Age." The theme "allow for a conver ation on the changing 
modes of production that digital technologies introduce into the arti tic 
proce , into cultural forms of expre ion and into the maintenance of 
those cultural forms. The theme create points of access for multiple con-
tituencies including tho e intere ted in visual and performing art , media 

technology me age creation, and hi torical archiving." The portfolio 
included fifteen arti t intere ted in experimenting with the emerging digi
tal media platform. We gave artists the opportunity and option of working 
with digital application , a well a traditional print application , to e 
what would happ n. Inter tingly, only on artist actually mixed m dia, 
with the majority of arti t incorporating digital application xclu ively. 
The uite of work currently is archived in the Department of Art and 
De ign' "Art Collection ." 

Printmaking i the proce s of making artwork , typically on paper. 
This process con ists of creating print with an element of originality. 
Printmakers produce multiples of the same image, which are called prints. 
Each print produced i not considered a 'copy" but rather an "original." 
This is because typically each print varies due to variables characteristic 
to the printmaking process. The image of a print is not simply a reproduc
tion of another work but often a unique image designed from the tart to 
be expre ed in a particular printmaking technique or media. Printmaking 
i not chosen by artist just for its ability to produce multiple impre sion 
but for the unique qualities involved in each step of the printmaking pro
ce it elf. 

To create th ir print , printmaker tran fer ink from a matrix (th 
thing that the image com from) to a h t of pap r or other rec ptive 
mat rial. Typical type of matric include: woodbl ck or linol um for 
woodcut or lino ut ; copp r, zinc m tal, or polym r plat f; r ngra ing 
or etching; and tone, aluminum, or polymer for lithography. creen 
made of synthetic fabric are u ed for the creen-printing proce s. 

Multiple impre sion printed from the ame matrix form an edition. 
Since the late 19th century, artists have generally signed individual 
impressions from an edition and often number the impressions to form a 
limited edition; the matrix i then destroyed o that no more prints can be 
produced. 

Initially, dealers and collectors wanted to attach monetary value to a 
print for commercial use and hence de i ed the rubric of "value" for an 
artist-created limited edition signed print. All print became "limited" edi-
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tions at that time- this in about 1820. A very limited and set number of 
prints in tum make the print "rare," thus more expensive. 

But prints also tend to democratize art. Those people who couldn 't 
possibly afford a painting could afford a multiple, especially as the num
ber of images available to the general public increased and the cost was 
often ignificantly lowered. 

But what happens when the matrix is a laptop connected to a large
format printer? Is this hard and software considered a viable matrix? If so, 
how does this affect the concept of limited editions? Democratization 
takes on yet another dimension and new definitions. One can make as 
many copies of an image as one wants without getting your hands dirty. 
Just push print, leave the studio and come back in an hour or two, and 
have as many "originals" as you want. Does this constitute "making" art? 

What is a print worth when the artist can make more images anytime 
he or she wants? How can the collector know they are buying a limited 
edition? Are these notions even sustainable in the digital age? 

In the creation of multiples of a digitized matrix, traditional rules of 
printing an edition change. The artist now tends to be the printer and pub
lisher, who sets a limit of numbers in the edition- say 200 or possibly 
1,000-erasing the image from the computer after the "editioning" pro
ce s is complete. Technically, this would be considered a limited edition 
ba ed on the artist's own decision. The limited edition loses its integrity 
to some degree. And in the world of art markets, this form of fine art mak
ing will be accepted by the buying public only if they trust the integrity 
and finality of the edition run. 

Computer-based self-publishing is certainly nothing new to writers 
and printmakers. The distinguishing characteristic of self-publishing is 
that the author or artist has decided to publish his or her work independent 
of a publishing house. In the past, self-published authors had to spend 
considerable amounts of money preparing a book for publication , pur
chasing bulk copies of their title, for example, and then had to find a place 
to store them. Print-On-Demand and e-book technology allows the author, 
via numerous, accessible global distribution channels like Amazon.com, 
to have a book printed or digitally delivered- virtually worldwide-only 
when an order has been placed. In 2008, for the first time in history, more 
books were self-published than those published traditionally. In 2009,, 
76% of all books released were self-published (Trafford). 

For artists, traditional commercial fine art print shops - such as 
Tamarind Institute in Albuquerque, Pace Editions of New York City, 
Gemini LTD in Los Angeles, or Crown Point Press of San Francisco-
publish and sell fine art prints. There are dozens and dozens of smaller, 
lesser-known publishing print shops throughout the US. 
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For most artist printmakers , self-publishing is typical in the tradition 
of creating a work of art. One uses one's studio to create an edition. But 
with emerging modes of digital technologies , what will happen to distri
bution and sales? Using digital technologies is rare in printing and publishing, 
but it is gaining acceptance. Once an artist creates a print edition, sources for 
sales of artwork have expanded tremendously in the past ten years. 

Aside from traditional sales through print fair uch a the New York 
Print Fair, artists and buyers now have e-commerce websites focused on 
handmade items to rely on for sales : Etsy , Amazon , E-Bay , DaWanda 
(German-based) , eseebee.com (Swiss) , Zibbet and Madelt {Australia) , 
iCraft (Canada), and Artfue. These sources don ' t discriminate regarding 
quality of the product. Are we in a new age of Low Brow vs. High Brow, 
or are we happily in the land of No Brow? 

Information technology takes many forms as it relates to the arts and 
its impact is yet to be determined. I have addressed only a few issues: 
open content as possible fodder for artists; Internet networking as a tool to 
forward artists' careers or that of those in the business of dealing art ; 
issues of technological change and how it impact art media such as paint
ing or printmaking; and a very brief sampling of printmaking history and 
how technology has redefined the concept of matrix in multiples creation . 

As a species, we often seem slow to accept new information technolo
gie , and arti ts have often been uspicious of new and unte ted tool . But 
time changes cultures , and artistic language is part of this alway progre -
sive symbiotic relationship between culture and time. Ultimately, in our 
work as artists, what we choose to do with new technology reflect our 
basic attitude toward change and what we do as stewards of change. We 
all are always in flux as a culture and the art of creation is no different. 
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SHARON CARSON 

All that Is Solid Melts into Air: 
An Interview with Jonathan Miller 

Jonathan Miller has worked as a radio producer for many years. Here 's a 
bio clip from Jon's current digital shop, Homelands Productions 
(homelands.org): 

As a freelance journalist, he has reported from Asia, Latin 
America, Africa, Europe, and the USA for NPR, BBC, CBC, 
Marketplace, The World, PBS NewsHour, Monitor Radio, 
VOA, Radio Netherlands, and Radio Deutsche Welle, and has 
written for the New Yorker, Conde Nast Traveler, Parents, 
American Way, Chri tian Science Monitor, and many other 
publication . He wa also a corre pondent for Video News 
International. For 13 years he lived and worked in the 
Philippine and Peru. 

I wanted to interview Jon for our "What is Digital Art?" issue not only 
because he has worked through the technological transitions from analog 
audio production to digital, but also because his thinking about aesthet
ics-and about the relationship of sound to meaning-is so consistently 
grounded in his day-to-day work as a narrative journalist for a large and 
diverse audience. Jon describes himself as more an artisan than an artist, 
omeone immersed in the craft of"making meaning" in a digital age. 

At one point in our conversation, Jon said about his work in digital 
sound design: "You use your eyes and ears to perceive what's going on, 
but your recorder is collecting ones and zeros. Then you bring them home 
and pour them out on the table, and you start to build something with them." 

That statement condenses digital "materiality" and a portrait of the 
working artist into one compressed image, itself no small achievement. 
Compression is also something Jon talked about related to digital compo
sition and narrative art, and we'll come back to that. 

Meanwhile, here are some ones and zeros from our several discus
sions--cut, clipped, condensed, and mixed for the page. 
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What aesthetic shifts have you noticed in the move from analog to digital 
technology, especially in your own work with sound art? 

JM: I think there's been an important aesthetic shift. It's not just a change 
in the quality of the finished work. It' a change in the way we conceive 
of what we do in the first place. 

When I started working in audio, filing storie for NPR in Asia, l 
would record on cassettes, but everything was ultimately edited back in 
Washington with razors on quarter inch tape. If there wa n't time to send 
my cassettes by courier I'd play selections over the phone and they'd 
record them at the other end. It was pretty low tech: I'd unscrew the tele
phone handset and attach little wires with alligator clips, and I'd play my bits 
of tape so an engineer at the other end could make a copy and mix my piece. 

When you're cutting tape with razor blades, there's a real transaction 
cost for every edit. I don't think it was a coincidence that my scripts were 
clunky-sometimes 45 seconds of narration, then a 40-second interview 
clip, then another 45 seconds of narration, and so on. I'd use ambient 
sound but mainly like wallpaper. Part of that was me and my lack of expe
rience, but a lot of it had to do with the technology. I don't think I would 
have thought of asking an engineer to make 20 or 30 cut and fades in a 
ix-minute piece. 

Nowadays, I do my own editing and mixing, and my piece are much 
more complex. My chunk of narration are almo t alway le s than 20 
econds. I' 11 weave interviews and narration together, with each of u 

completing each other's sentences. I play a lot with the ambient sound
layering it, cross-fading to change scenes, letting sounds pop up between 
words or sentences. An edit used to cost you something, and now it really 
doesn't. It's so easy to chop things up and recombine them. 

I think what we can do affects what we do do. I once created a little 
two-minute musical piece, a fugue composed from recordings of dripping 
water. I was trying to learn how to use some of the plug-ins in ProTools
pitch shift, time shift, reverb. I wouldn't have thought of doing that if the 
tools hadn't been there. It wasn't like I needed to produce this piece of 
music and was thankful that I had the tools to let me do it. I produced the 
music because the tools were there. 

So this "tool explosion " has its own conceptual and aesthetic consequences. 

JM: You have to ask yourself if the technology is a liberating thing that 
enables you to think and create in ways you weren't able to before, or if 
you're thinking and creating in those ways because of the technology. 
The most powerful way to tell a story is still probably just to speak and 
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forget the layering and the juxtapositions and the tricks. So the question 
is, are we a makers seduced or distracted by the tools we have, and does 
that make it more difficult to make good or even great things? 

Granting the importance of that question, what are some of the creative 
possibilities that come with working digitally with sound? 

JM: I don't mean to ound like a curmudgeon - I think the tools are 
incredible. You have so many options and o much control. You can cut 
thing up and put them back together in every conceivable combination. If 
they don't work you can ju t undo them and try omething el e. That' 
fanta tically empowering. 

Listen to the work being done by Jad Abumrad and hi colleagues at 
Radiolab (http://www.radiolab.org). Jad ha a background in music, and 
he' managed to u e hi composer's sensibility and his comfort with the 
technology to make deeply moving pieces about science and ideas. Still, 
when the show first started, I sometimes got the sense that Jad was throw
ing all the tricks he could throw into every piece. People never got to fin
ish their sentences, and there were bits of music and goofy sound effects 
popping up all the time. But for the last few years the work has been 
beautiful. Jad and his colleagues have figured out when to hold back and 
when to let loose. 

As for sound versus other kinds of media, I think audio recording 
tends to change your situation less than shooting video or pictures or sit
ting on a bridge with an ea el and a box of paints. People perform for 
camera . They behave differently when they ee them. Microphone don't 
really regi ter. It' funny- I'll interview omeone with my recorder and 
mic, no camera in ight, and afterward the per on will a k, "When can I 
e thi ?" ow that recorder are o tiny and have decent internal mies, I 
ometime pretend my recorder i a cell phone and walk through a scene 

looking at it as if I'm reading text messages. 

I'll remember that if we ever take a stroll and discuss state secrets. You 
say collecting sound changes a scene less than collecting visual images. 
But you 're going to change what you collect anyway, right? 

JM: That's true. When listeners hear a well-constructed radio feature, it 
really feels like it "takes you there." When you're on the production end, 
though, you realize that that impression is totally constructed. 

I remember this revelatory moment when I was visiting the studios of 
NPR. I was just getting started with digital editing and I was interested in 
doing more ambitious work with ound. Someone said "you should go 
up tairs and meet the people at Radio Expeditions," so I went to the stu-
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dio where they were putting the series together. It was a coproduction 
with National Geographic, and it was supposed to be the audio equivalent 
of the magazine, with all its great photographs. The engineer, Bill 
McQuay, opened up an editing session for me and it almost knocked me 
over. It looked like a score for a symphony. The number of layers and all 
the little elements that were strategically placed here and there. It was a 
scene with of a group of horses walking up a trail, in China or Tibet, and 
you heard people's voices talking over that. The sound quality wa 
incredible, o three dimensional. But it wasn't real. The bell, the snort, the 
huffle of feet, the rock that falls at just the right time-all those things 

were placed there for effect. This was not verite, this was reconstruction. 
But now I'm in that business. Even when I go out to report a "news" 

feature, I tick my mic down and I get the sound of the wind in the gra s, 
the feet on the gravel, the cowbells on the cows. And if there's a tree with 
a bunch of birds in it I say, "Quiet everybody, I'm just going to record this 
tree," and I stick my mic up in the air and record the tree for a while. And 
then I come back with hundreds of sound files and I rearrange them to 
create these scenes. 

So in the kind of work you've just described, what constitutes "the real"? 

JM: I'm constantly struggling with that question, especially when I do 
stories about issues in the news. There's an expectation, as there should 
be, that the reporter is being loyal to what's actually there, because in a 
news story what's real and what isn't real matters more than ju t about 
anything. But I've come to think that reality is much too complex for us to 
comprehend, let alone "capture" and play back faithfully on tape. The 
reality of a given place at a given moment is the reality of everything that 
came before in that place, and thing that you can ec from there but 
aren't audible, and things that have happened there but aren't happening 
now, and the meaning that people have given to those things. None of 
which you can get by holding a microphone up in the air and pushing 
"record." 

So you gather the pieces one at a time and try to reconstruct the expe
rience. It's not lying, really, or at least it shouldn't be. Maybe it's just lan
guage. It's using aural language to create a sense of something that people 
who weren't there can understand. 

What is "actuality" in audio art? 

JM: In the language of radio, pieces are made up of "ax," "trax," and 
"ambi." Trax are the bits of narration. Ambi is the sound that runs in the 
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background. And ax i hort for "actualities." Those are the things that 
run in the foreground but aren't narration-interview clip usually, but 
al o pecific ound that advance the tory. It's a bit of a deceptive word, 
I think, becau e if people knew what we did with actualities, they'd be 
hocked. 

I did a profile once of a profe sional chocolate taster. She was French, 
and her Engh h wa good but not perfect and I wanted to do the piece 
with no narration at all which is always a challenge. It was a seven
minute piece and I ended up using-I counted because it looked so 
ridiculou on the editing creen-I ended up cutting her voice track 105 
tim . There were 105 eparate little ound file . They weren't only cut , 
where I removed a breath or an "um." I rearranged things and compressed 
thing , recon tructcd entence , added mi ing letters to word . 

If you look at th original recordings, taken over the four day I pent 
with h r, and compare it to what ended up in the piece, you could ee that 
there wa, nothing "actual" about it. But trangely enough, it ounded nat
ural, and it made en e. Every one of tho e cuts was slightly painful for 
me, but ... it's what we do. And urprisingly, people basically never 
complain. 

That aid, there's always a ri k that you overdo it. You have the power to 
take out every breath but you don't want to suck the breath out of the piece. 

The e day , there is a lot of talk about "storytelling" in journalism. A a 
journali t, would you draw any distinctions between "reporting" and 
" torytelling, " in terms of these things you are doing with sound composi
tion in your work? 

JM: I' e been ha ing an internal tug of war with the notion of" tory'' for 
a whil no . t ry i .-uch an attr, ctiv and powerful idea, but I'm tru t
ing it I · nd Jes·. ccau the world doe n 't organize it elf into torie . 

c rganiz th \ orld into torie . 
The retically, a a reporter you'd like to go out and collect bit of 

reality, then come home and pre ent them and let people ort through 
them and make their own judgment . But people can't and won't, and 
don't. and don't want to do that. So you make decision for them-about 
where to go, whom to talk with, whom not to talk with, whom to believe, 
when to stop an interview, when to top collecting sound, who gets the 
fir t word, who gets the last word, and so on. And those are generally sto
rytelling decisions, for flow and clarity and drama, and they're inevitably 
subjective. They reflect the storyteller as much as they reflect the world. 
That' a pretty cary idea. 
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Journalists sometimes talk about themselves as filters. But it's not like 
I'm a filter in the standard sense, taking only particles of a certain size, or 
sounds of a certain wavelength , or one out of every 10 bits of data. I'm a 
black box. Information goes in one end and comes out the other, and I 
don't really understand bow the circuitry works . The relationship between 
the world that I've experienced and the story that I fashion from it is mys
terious to me. 

Aesthetically and philosophicall y, what interests y ou most about the 
human capacity to "experience via the ear "? 

JM: I once heard Ira Gla s say that radio is the mo t visual medium. Then 
he pau ed and aid no it's not, obviou ly. But you hear that a lot in the 
audio world- that aural experience is omehow more evocative or power
ful than visual experience . More re onant. Maybe becau e ound divorced 
from image is usually less literal. It require you to inve t something of 
yourself, to engage your imagination , to complete the picture. Of course, 
you can only complete it with things that you already know, so there are limits. 

You can move someone through space and time with a montage of 
sound: I've done this in some of my pieces , where we move from place A 
to place B to place C as I am talking, just by changing the background 
sound. Again, people may not be imagining with perfect accuracy what 
the places were really like, but they 're experiencing them somehow. 

We've talked at other times about musicality and sound. Can you say a bit 
more about your own work in that sense? 

JM: I grew up imagining my elf a a writer, and I alway thought of writ
ing a being very clo e to mu ic. It wa ab ut rhythm and ton and pace , a 
con tant balancing between being literal and being uggestive , circling 
around omething and going in .... Audio i even more like mu ic. A 
good audio piece develops the way a piece of music does. It's all about 
timing and phrasing and weaving strands together . And of course there's 
music in narration, which is a form of performance. 

Speaking of performance , what 's been the impact of the Internet and 
multi-media digital platforms and performance spaces on your work? 

JM: Broadcasts used to be so fleeting; if you missed something when it 
aired, you'd never have a chance to hear it again. But now the work lives 
on, and people can hear it whenever they want. Well, not always; we 
made two beautiful Web sites for the WORKING project and both have 
disappeared for technical reasons. But I love hearing from people years 
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l ter about omething they found when they were poking around online. 
Plu the Internet draws a different audience than tho e who li ten to the 
radio, which i great. 

People talk about on-demand media being so much more personal
ized, and of cour e it is. But broadca t radio has another kind of intimacy. 
lt in inuate it elf into your life. It helps you mark time it help you stay 
current. You experience it at the same time that your friends and neigh
bor experience it. When you put sound online, it becomes audio. A unit 
of omething, not a moment in time. And it' kind of naked there. Who 
want to sit at a computer and watch a little cur or scroll aero s the creen 
in an audio player? So as a producer, you feel you need to provide some
thing to look at. Thi mean that many of u in the independent radio 
world ar trying to learn about photography and video editing and audio 
lide how and on. Doe that trcngthen or weaken the power of the 
ound? I don't know. 

I've been reading Tim Crooks' book Radio Drama; he works in the UK on 
the aesthetics of sound de ign. He cites several New Media theorists who 
argue that we are in a digital age of communication that is "decentral
ized, multidirectional and interactive ... unstable, multiple and diffuse." 
There is clearly optimism here that the democratic vistas of audio art are 
expanding. I thought of his work when I read the way you frame your 
work on the homelands.org Web site: 

Homeland Productions is an independent, non-profit journali m 
cooperative pecializing in radio feature and documentarie . Its mis
ion is to illuminate complex i ue through compelling broadca ts, 

article , book , and educational forum , and to foster freedom of 
cxpre ion and creative risk through the media art . 

Your thoughts on democratic vi ta ? 

JM: l think it' a hugely po itive thing that the e tools are available to so 
many people and that so many people are using them. I think decentraliza
tion in general is great, with voices rising from everywhere, not just blast
ing down at us from official loudspeakers. I love the idea that we're not 
ju t a download society anymore, that we are uploaders, too. 

On the other hand, and maybe this is an old-fashioned idea, I think 
human beings crave curatorial intelligence. People we trust to help us sift 
and sort and make sense of things. The idea that there are millions of peo
ple out there producing content and sharing it is fantastic, but no one can 
absorb it all, let alone make any sense of it. So as more of us have access 
to production, we need ever more curators. 
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There' al o the question of quality, or profe ionali m. If you're a 
newspaper or a radio or TV network, it may be tempting to say you don't 
need foreign bureaus anymore becau e you have access to all these blog 
and Tumblrs and Twitter feeds and citizen journalists and o on. But I 
think there's still a role for reporters and editors in the traditional sen e. 
Which i tricky, I realize, because professional journalists can and will mis 
things and get things wrong. But at least they're somehow accountable. 

Also, because the media landscape is so wide open, people can buy 
their way into it. A lot of joumali m the e days i commi sioned and 
funded by people and organizations with specific financial or ideological 
intere ts. Of cour e that's nothing new-I don't mean t be no talgic 
about the old-time new paper day . But decentralization i n 't nece arily 
the ame a d mocratization. 

Still, I'm thrilled that a per on in Tahrir quar , or omeplace you had 
never heard of before, can boot a cell phone video of a p I iceman beat
ing a prote tor and anyone in the world can ee it. I love the fact that bril
liant tuff goes viral, no matter where it come from,just becau e it's good. 

Ironically, your reference to a video going viral internationally still 
invokes an image of the solitary citizen-maker or viewer-who sits in 
front of a solitary computer. How is digital technology affecting the way 
you work, day to day? You are based in Ithaca, New York, and other 
Homelands producers are based in other parts of the country and around 
the world. I get the sense that despite that collaborative dimension, you 
do a lot of your actual production work alone, is that right? 

JM: Right. I love my Homelands colleagues, but we don't ee each other 
that much. Becau e I have this powerful tudio in my laptop, and a phone 
and e-mail and kype I can work fr m anywher . o I p nd my day in 
my attic, in a millworker' hou e from the 1 20 , with th ound of a 
waterfall coming in through the window, and I wander down to the 
kitchen from time to tim to bake bread or make oup. Which is wonder
ful, but it's also i olating. o that's an interesting ide effect of the digital 
revolution: it makes all orts of collaboration po sible, but it also makes it 
less necessary to work shoulder to shoulder with other people. 

A lot of producer collaboration now happens online. Here's a recent post 
from you on the Association of Independents in Radio (AIR) listserv at 
airnzedia.org, an international forum for people who work in audio art 
and journalism. You are answering a frustrated new producer's question 
about equipment. You say: 
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I recently bought a JuicedLink Riggy Assist 222 ( 400 with phantom 
power , $330 without) , which is much smaller than the DR-60 , al o 
crew onto the bottom of the camera , and provide a decent preamp , 

two xlr inputs , a headphone jack , optional phantom power and 
meters. Unfortunately, it doesn 't work as a stand-alone recorder, and 
it looks a little odd. The slicker looking (but bigger and more plas
ticky) Beachtek DXA-SLR Pro HDSLR Audio Adapter ($439) does 
what the Riggy A ist does , but it's lightly les enthu iastically 
reviewed. Beachtek al o ha a unit with no meter for $285 . All that 
aid .. . When I te ted my new Riggy As i t with my Canon T2i I 

wa n ' t impre ed at all with the ound- it wa certainly better than 
going from the mic (a ennhei er M 66) directly to the camera , but 
till noi y . Then I in talled the free Magic Lantern oftware and the 
ound, magically , wa much cleaner. omeday all of this will be imple. 

From a literary-critical standpoint , y our commentary in this post offers 
fa cinating bi-lingual word play with clear aesthetic undercurrents, and a 
clear sense of your patience , good will, and humility. And within the tech
nical lexicon, I hear intriguing references to phantoms , magic, and utopi
an hopes for the future . Care to comment? 

JM (laughing): There's nothing like talking shop! I do love the special
ized language of professions or guilds. But I'm basically a technical dolt. 
In this case , I'd just been tudying up on how to get good ~ound into a 
digital camera. I'd spent weeks trying to figure it out. So when someon e 
a ked a question about it online , I felt I could contribute omething , from 
one ignoramu to another . Which eem pretty ironic now, when I look at 
my an wer , which i a little hard to penetrate . The point i n ' t to intimidat e 
people with the jargon, it's to demystify and humanize this tuff. 1 think 
that's a fundamental part of my work as a journalist , and it's al o funda
mental to the way I interact with my colleagues. I really appreciated , 
when I came into the independent producer community , that people were 
so generous with their knowledge and time. Generosity and demystifica 
tion: these two things are important to me. 

To access the Digital Bloom with a smartphone or camera-enabled tablet , 
scan this image with QR scanning software such as the free QR Reader 
application. To access the Digital Bloom companion site without a smart 
phone , navigate to http:/ !arts-sciences. und.edu/north-dakota
quarterly / and click on Digital Bloom. 
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TIMOTHY J. PASCH 

Analog/Digital, Authentic/Simulacra 
and the Ephemera of Digital Street Cred 

I would like to begin this es ay by de cribing a particular challenge that I 
have been attempting to re olve for an extended period of time. The i ue 
that I have been confronting involves developing accurate lock-synchroniza
tion between analog and digital synthesizers in an attempt to have them 
interact seamlessly to such an extent that, in a production environment, they 
create a unified musical expression. My experience in working through this 
challenge will, in turn, frame some of the subsequent discussion of digital vs. 
analog in audio production, the concept of street cred in electronic art, and 
peripheral ramifications of these on cyberinfrastructure in higher education 
in the United States. 

The story of my interactions with synthesizers began in Toronto, where 
for ten years I attended a school based on the philosophies of the schola 
cantomm dedicated to the study of plainchant, Gregorian chant, counter
point, polyphony, and other musical forms (much of it in Latin): a musical 
pedagogy long associated with the Catholic Church. As my mu ical educa
tion progrcs ed I became aware that clo e family relatives of mine were 
b coming celebrated as electronic mu ician first in Quebec, and then inter
nationally. My meetings with them throughout my formative years were 
influential on my development and interest in the composition, production, 
and performance of electronic music. 

Following these experiences, living as a study abroad student in 
Southern France in 1994 and 1995 set the stage for the beginning of my con
tinuing adventure into analog/digital that I will use to frame this discussion. 
Realizing that my student stipend would not enable me to see other parts of 
Europe during my studies, I navigated through the streets of Montpellier 
looking for potential employment and discovered a large music shop that 
old electronic as well as acoustic instruments. After playing classical piano 

works that I had studied during my liturgical musical education, followed by 
demonstrating an understanding of the principles of digital synthesis and 
sampling technologies, I was offered a job as a studio technician at one of 
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r the largest musical establishments in southern France. It was through this 
opportunity that the idea of digital street cred first began to form in my 
understanding. 

During the time that I was living in France, the underground techno 
movement was flouri bing with the energy and passio~ that often accompa
nies new social movements functioning ju t outside the margins of the 
socially acceptable. Until the time that I began working in the tudio, my 
experience in France had been limited to working with other (mostly 
exchange) tudents at the univer ity campu , and I had never yet directly 
interacted with French youth. After working in the tore for everal month I 
began to notice a tark differentiation between what I will call the "genres" 
of customers frequenting the establi hment. Some were traditional mu icians 
and producers focused on re earching and purchasing acou tic instruments, 
sheet music partitions, and lessons· others were profe sionals working for 
advertising agencies developing commercials, audio jingles, and looking for 
software to assist in scoring films, etc. Those who most interested me how
ever-and who soon became an inspiration-were the techno artists. At the 
beginning I noticed these customers on the periphery and primarily remarked 
on (in many ca es) their tribal appearance, the respect shown them, and that 
they were possessed of an aloofness/detachment that I found intimidating, 
yet compelling. After my command of the local colloquial French increased 
and I developed trust through discussing digital audio recording techniques 
and, increasingly, selling equipment to these artists, I wa invited to my first 
real party. 

The experienc of my fir t major t chno party in France wa highly 
influential for me on a wide variety of level . My mu ical experience and 
training at the ho/a antorum had been far beyond what i nonnally taught 
in chools, and I had naively felt at that time that I wa experienced in mo t 
musical genres and form . I looked askance on electronic music out ide what 
I had studied at UNC and Duke (musique concrete, "clas ical" electronic 
music, influence of IRCAM, etc.). The experience of a large-scale farmer's 
field-era techno party in southern France, backstage with major techno artists 
and watching the immensity of the sound systems, thousands of people danc
ing, and the complexity and depth of the music performed completely shat
tered any illusions that I had related to my understanding of the musical 
instruments that I had been selling. It helped me to realize the vast extent of 
the lack of fullness in my own digital musical compo itions. 

At one point during the event, a certain sound completely captivated the 
entire crowd and brought the event to an absolute fever pitch of intensity. I 
had never heard audio produced in such a manner and the sound was hypnot
ic, filtered, and evolving in a way that I later came to realize would serve to 
hi torically categorize entire subgenres of electronic music. I asked the DJs 
what I was hearing and I was told ''bienvenue a l'analogique" (welcome to 
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analog). The sound, I cmne to learn, was that of the Roland TB-303 bassline 
synthesizer, and that experience was my first realization that the digital syn
thesizers that I had been selling and using until that time, were only a simu
lacrum or an ersatz approximation of the "real thing." 

Over the rumble of the subsonics I was taught ( over the period of the 
entire party) that only technics 1200 vinyl record turntable were used at 
shows rather than any digital format such as (the then-available) DAT, CD
R, and MINIDISC formats because the limitations in the auditory range of 
those digital formats could clearly be felt by the dancers and that only the 
analog pre ence of vinyl could convey the " pirit" of the music appropriate
ly. The audio channel as u ed in those events existed completely in the ana
log realm, from the turntables, to the cables, to the mixers, and e pecially the 
vinyl records. In many case , single-pre s waxplate made by studio produc
ers could only be played live one or two times before degrading completely 
and becoming unplayable. These ephemeral analog audio artifacts existed 
only at that particularly moment in time, a le on in transience and imperma
nence that was amplified by the buddhist and hindu philosophical symbolic 
imagery that many of the events communicated through live digital anima
tion beat-synchronized to the music and projected in large-scale on immense 
cloth backdrops framed by vistas of the Mediterranean or the Pyrenees. 

The DJs themselves appeared larger than life, iconic figures who repre
sented not only deep knowledge of audio technology and rhythmic perfor
mance principles such as beat-matching, creative equalization, and :frequen
cy cutoff with resonant filtering/artistic crossfading, but who were also 
political leaders, participants in student protests, and vocal critics of conser
vative national government policies. I vividly recall assisting with installing 
sound systems and live performance setups onto bus roofs so that DJs could 
pin live techno while driving in a convoy protesting economic policy pro

po al unfavorable for tuden and the youth. They were the figurehead of 
the underground and posse ed a treet cred and a gravita to render them as 
almost spiritual figures, an image enhanced by the thousand of dancers 
who e attention was focused unwaveringly on the DJs as they crafted their 
next vinyl drop. Part of their power I feel came from the ability to ee into a 
musical world that had fully leapt into all things digital and reject that total 
conversion. They were pulling the value from what William Gibson calls 
"the patina of the archaic" and preserving the organic in the electronic before 
leaping headlong into the new, simply for the sake of the conversion and 
novelty. 
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Preface to digital/analog 

As background to this di cus ion of digital/analog I would like to take a 
moment to de cribe some of the science differentiating analog vs. digital sig
nals. The principle here are primarily used to explain differences between 
digital and analog audio, but variants also apply to video, still photography, 
graphics, and any other media form wherein we are comparing analog with 
digital (ND) artifacts. In the analog realm, ignals are transmitted in their 
(what I will call) "original" form which exi ts throughout the spectrum of 
their available bandwidth (be that auditory, visual, tactile, even olfactory). In 
audio terms, for example, when a dog barks, the sound is created by the 
functioning of the animal' vocal biology causing vibratory phenomenon in 
the air. The e analog influence to the audio pectrum are not limited to the · 
zone wherein healthy human hearing exists, namely the range between 
approximately 20 Hz for low frequency and 20 kHz for high frequency 
(hertz ignifying audio cycles per econd). The analog can extend far beyond 
this, to areas we would de ignate as infra-and ultra onic frequencies. Digital 
synthe izers and ound generating device , in contra t are often focu ed 
entirely upon the generation of ound that i audible/detectable by human 
auditory function. Digital oscillators (sound generating engines) are often 
limited to these regions (with ome exceptions when digital sub oscillators 
are present). 

The differentiating factors between analog and digital signals are not 
only limited to the differences in frequency spectrum described above, but 
also fundamentally depend on the phenomenon of what is called sampling. 
Similarly to how we differentiate light into simultaneously existing phenom
ena of both waves and particles (quanta), it may be a helpful analogy to con
sider analog audio as a tidal (wavelike) transmission of sound, whereas digi
tal ound is sound divided into component ample or " poonfuls of the 
wave," even "drop ," which are recorded a specific frequencie exi ting at a 
precise moment in time. The number of time that the e poonful are 
required to be taken i dependent upon the Nyqui t- hannon ampling theo
rem which tate that imp rceptiblc reconstruction of ound is p · ·ible when 
the ample frequency (44.1 kHz, for example) is greater than twice the fre
quency of the sound being sampled (20 kHz, for example). If we do not take 
ufficient poonfuls of the audio waveform and do not take them often 

enough, we will hear through the illusion of the digital reconstruction of the 
true analog and hear that what we are perceiving is actually a very poorly 
reproduced copy of the original. "The manifestation of spectral aliasing 
when a time-varying signal is sampled less frequently than stipulated by the 
Nyquist theorem is straightforward: exact replicas of the signals appear 
reflected about the limits of the effective bandwidth a phenomenon com
monly referred to as spectral aliasing" (Maciejewski 2009). "The distortion, 
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due to an insufficiently high sampling rate, i irrevocable and i known as 
[ pectral] aliasing" (Va eghi 2008). 

The pectral artifact produced by ound that are not ampled at a 
high enough frequency ( al o referred to a temporal aliasing, in reference 
to the critical timing element of the sampling de cribed above) ound 
absolutely terrible: they are an as ault to the ear , the re ult of attempts to 
capture audio without copying fragment of the analog sound sufficiently 
often to reproduce it with any ability to fool the human ear. Equating this 
analogy with digital imaging: for example, an analog photograph is an 
actual tran fer of light photons onto silver halide reproduced on paper via 
olution tran fer. Thi i not the ame a a digitally ampled image; with 

film, the effect that the light ha produced been literally tran planted onto 
the page in analog fonnat. Digital photography imilarly to digital audio, 
i an approximation of the image achieved through producing a finite 
number of impre ion (mea ured in megapixel ) or ample , of the arti
fact in time. Vinyl record are to audio what film i to photography: the 
actual analog ignal are tran ferred by phy ical mean to actual object , 
and the moment is inscribed directly into the physical matter. 

In the world of video digital video frame rates can be thought of as 
parallel to digital audio ample rates, and indeed the phenomenon of the 
per istence of vision wherein frame rates of 24 fps or higher are per
ceived as actual moving pictures, may be helpful when thinking about 
pectral alia ing in digital audio. The jarring, flashing effect that occurs 

when image are hown at less than 16 fp no longer fool the mind into 
believing that it is perceiving "real" footage and the illusion of continuous 
motion is broken. If we transpo e the concept of the per istence of vi ion 
to the per i tence of ound: if we de ire to retain 20 kHz high-frequency 
( yqui t) content, the ound mu t be ampled at double that frequ ncy 40 
kHz or high r (44.1 kHz commonly accept d). The illu ion of the digital 
continue to vi ual (te tual/irnage-ba ed) digital content a well, including 
element uch a textual font and graphic de ign. Pixilation that occur in 
ra ter graphic image i called alia ing, and textual anti-aliasing technolo
gie (and converting to mathematical vector algorithms when enlargement 
i required) i essential for real-looking print, becoming even more impor
tant as retina and 4K creen become increasingly prevalent. 

Despite the somewhat technical nature of the principles described 
here, if there is one me age that I would like to convey vis a vis the rela
tionship between analog and digital signals at this point, it is that there is 
a wholenes , a purity, and a power about the analog that, arguably, the 
digital can never entirely reproduce when imply attempting to copy the 
analog signal. Indeed, for many profes ional producers, the la t and most 
critical step of any digital chain has become running the digitally creat
ed/processed signal through an analog ( often vintage analog) circuit ( uch 
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as a tube valve, tran is tor, compressor, EQ or analog channel strip), to 
give "life" and "pre ence" to the signal and ensure a solidity of sound that 
pure digital simply cannot match. What I came to understand over time, 
however, is that this does not mean that the digital does not have a place 
or a highly significant one as a counterpoint to analog: a concept that I 
came to understand later in my adventure. 

In earch of analog 

De pite my first catharsis at hearing analog synthe izers, I encountered 
many challenges in acquiring the first one of my own. Before the 1980s, 
analog syn the izer were all that existed commercially. Bob Moog was 
one of the very earlie t analog-synth pioneer and invented iconic instru
ments uch as the Moog modular and then the minimoog, instruments that 
came to shape the sound of progressive and experimental composition 
through musician uch a Kraftwerk, Tangerine Dream, Erner on, Lake 
and Palmer, the Mahavishnu Orchestra, Yes, and many others. Other early 
synthesizer manufacturers such as ARP, E-MU, EMS, and lesser known 
but equally legendary engineers such as Serge and Buchla created iconic 
and legendary synthesizers that tied in closely with the Height-Ashbury 
and other counterculture movements in the 1960s and 1970s. Japanese 
development by the Roland and Korg corporations resulted in the first 
low-cost (semi) modular analog synthesizers and put many of the 
American analog synthesizer companies out of bu iness. It was not until 
the Yamaha DX-7 (based on scholarly research out of Stanford 
University) that the "digital sound" was born, and this changed the sound 
of popular mu ic from a much more analog sound to the characteristic 
'80s ound which focu ed heavily on digital ynthesizer and drum 
machine . It wa the later redi overy of analog ynthe izers especially 
the Roland TB-303 baseline and the TR- 08 drum machine, coupled with 
the realization of certain p ·ychoacoustic propert1e that the e analog fil
ter po se ed when overdriven, that developed into the earliest precur-
or of the techno movement in the late '80s and early '90s, after which 

mu icians began scrambling to find these in truments and their prices 
oared to astronomical levels far beyond the realms of reason. And it was 

at this time that I began unsuccessfully to seek my first analog synthesiz
ers in Europe. 

I put on a concert of my own music at the end of my stay in France, 
sponsored by the music store as partial advertising event and partially as a 
going-away gesture for me. Despite this event being held at a large ( com
mercial) venue heavily attended by many of the artists in the region, in 
retrospect, I feel that one of the principal issues with the event was the 
fact that the sound was entirely based on digital synthesizers ( of which I 
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bad a truly copious amount on stage) with a notable lack of any analog 
sound generation. The sound was very focused on the high-frequency and 
lacked depth and fullness. It did not contain any live performance aspects 
other than manipulating computers and lacked what I will call a human 
element. Several dancers valiantly worked toward dancing throughout the 
entire show, but I can now clearly analyze the fact that it in no way com
pared to the cathartic experience that I felt at the farmer's field that fir t 
night when the window of analog electronic mu ic was opened to me. 

The element of electronic arti tic street cred was also very much 
apparent to me as the live hows in the fields were based on a connection 
with the underground; they had a purpo e, a deeper meaning and a cultur
al and political connection. My performance was primarily ba ed on the 
connection with the commercial , and what limited treet cred I did po -
e wa primarily tran ferred to me based on "word of mouth" from the 

actual arti t that I had befriended rather than any intrin ic worth of my 
own. This has a strong relation hip in ome ways to the phenomenon of 
the transfer of social capital exhibited by the graphic design artist Mr. 
Brainwash when he attempted to benefit from the ( earned/deserved) street 
cred of Banksy, as chronicled in the film Exit Through the Gift Shop. 
Although some may be fooled by the quality of art created by amateurs 
utilizing similar technologies and techniques to the original artists the 
essence of the electronic art is not the same without the street cred, and 
the effort ultimately lacks authority and impact. I argue that the social 
capital (in the Bourdieuian sense) of electronic artistic street cred is not 
earned simply through the utilization of the tools themselves, and neither 
is it earned through the creation of works mimicking works created by 
celebrated artists. Valid treet cred and arti tic credibility may be earned 
through deep and abiding engagement and interaction with the "scene" or 
milieu wherein thi artistic activity i being di played, performed cele
brated and/or experienced. I will al o argue that thi technological/arti tic 
treet cred i deeply enhanced by the utilization of thi artistry and tech

nology for ociopolitical engagement (including political prote t), e pe
cially in marginalized and/or countercultural communities functioning 
outside the mainstream. 

Before heading back to the U.S. , I sold the production equipment I 
had acquired in France to a techno producer of some notoriety, where I 
attempted to convey that my digital equipment was just as good as analog. 
The response I received was incredulous, and I was asked how anything 
digital could ever be just as good as the real thing. After realizing that my 
digital equipment was no longer worth even a fraction of what I had 
invested (and realizing that analog synthesizers were only becoming more 
and more valued), this response cau ed me to reflect on how many digital 
ynthesizers did indeed claim to be "virtual analog," "analog simulators," 
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and "ba ed on the ound of the original." Returning to the United State 
wa particularly challenging and the culture hock that I had heard o 
much about uddenly became quite real. Immediately upon graduation I 
moved to Quebec and oon afterward began an ody ey traveling aero 
all of ortb America with my brother in earch of analog synthesizer . 
Thi wa truly a que t of Arthurian proportions, with the goal not a grail 
but rather electronic objects een by many in ortb America a obsolete 
and almo t di po able but known by me to be collector ' s items , nearly 
r lie • po e ed of incredible onic capabilitie . I found an ARP 2600 in 
a Univcr ity br om clo. et and b ught it for a ong a Juno-106 in an attic 
in Florida a Moog M -1 in Lo Angel and many more in trument 
thr ughout th c ur f the three-month trip . W reunit d with ur 
ou in in M ntrcal and tayed at the tudio ther fill d with ynthe izer 

and recording quipm nt collected during their ynth-pop hi tory wher in 
th y had achi d the coveted recognition of achieving # 1 tatu on the 

illb ard Dance hart. 
Mo ing to Montreal I now realize. was in part due to a desire to 

develop authentic electronic artistic street cred of my own not simply to 
continue to borrow from other arti ts. I spent more than a year in-studio 
attempting to combine the power of analog audio with the flexibility and 
cu tomizability of digital ynthe izers and early digital recording (ADAT) 
technology. I quickly ran into what at that time eemed to be in urmount
able challenge . First i the fact that original generation analog ynthe iz-
r are ry temperamental vi a vi tuning upkeep, ound quality, tabili

ty ourcing replacement part • etc. They u e timing protocols ba ed on 
I ctrical ignal ( V/Gate) and their timing i controlled by DI ync 

c mpl t ly fi reign to the rial-ba d MIDI ync of digital ynth izer . 
nal g cillation ( ound , n rati n) i L c mpletcly diffi r nt fr m 

th digital, and it was n rm u ly frustrating t ha rhythm drift in and 
ut f · n hronizati n. I b an to I am ab ut conv rter and MIDI- V 
ync; I in ·tailed o · illator , learn d ab ut wavefi nn pba e and continu-

ally tried to recrcat what I had heard in th field n ar Mar eille . 
Throughout thi proce , I found my elf increa ingly drawn to the 

mountain that Montreal take it name ake from where I would play live 
percu ion every unday morning in groups with francophone African 
dia pora mu icians, many originally from Senegal and the Maghreb . It 
wa here that (in French) I wa instructed in live percussion techniques in 
djembe and darbouka, and I began to realize the depth of nuance available 
in rhythmic mu ical timing. I de ired to incorporate live percu ion into 
my performance and compo ition a well a combine humani tic perfor
mance a pee into electronic /digital art. I additionally began to feel that it 
wa the combination of the power of analog with the algorithmic control 
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of digital that could erve to create hybrid form of art bridging the two, 
imilarly to the imultaneou wa e/particle concept discus ed earlier. 

Increa ingly frustrated with the technical a pect of timing i ues in 
ynchi-onizing analog and digital ynthesizer , I wa accepted to a mas

ter's degree program in audio recording technology at McGill Univer ity, 
where I hoped to learn more about the engineering fundamental of the e 
i ues while continuing to play live percu sion with techno artists. In 
Japan , I acquired one of the last available first edition Korg Wavedrum , 
an instrument that for me symbolize the ultimate digital/analog hybrid 
in trument: a real drumskin with embedded microphones that capture the 
waveform created on percussive impact, which then run that sound 
through an acou tic physical model to create sounds that have never 
before exi ted. I traveled exten ively with that in trument and developed 
more digital/analog street cred performing live with that instrument than I 
had ever had with digital ynthesizer alone, resulting in ucces ful, exhil-
arating and, ultimately, cathartic performance aero anada, in Japan 
and part of South A ia. 

· Ultimately, my travel led me in different, more cholarly direction , 
and I left live electronic performance to continue producing and working 
toward olving my challenge of ynchronizing digital and analog audio 
in- tudio. It wa not until I di covered a whole community of techno pro
ducers struggling with the same problems that I learned that others were 
also working on this issue, and recently I have acquired a time code gen
eration device that simultaneously provides sample accurate synchroniza
tion to analog and digital devices and has, to a large degree, at long la t 
helped me significantly forward my efforts toward bridging the divide 
between analog and digital in my studio. Additionally, a most welcome 
development over the past five years is a renais ance in analog synthesiz
er development which has opened new worlds of creation and control 
with stable, controllable, and powerful o cillator . What I have come to 
learn i that it is the combination of analog and digital, or the mixed
method of tho e form , that for me erve to create the fulle t, mo t com
plete, and ati fying typ of digital art. (I prefer the tenn "electronic" or 
"technological. ") It is the under tanding of the analog, organic, human 
element , and it u e a a fundamental caffold, that allows the creativity 
found through the multifaceted permutation of th digital to flouri h. 

AID in higher education 

Having taught software techniques over the course of many seme ters, I 
have a concern that for many, learning a software package seems to pro
vide some students with the impression that they are instantly artists. A I 
learned so clearly when attempting to use a cornucopia of digital tools 
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without any under tanding of the ba e fundamental underpinning my cre
ation, it wa important for me to pend time with arti t who had devel
oped treet cred, who were part of the culture, and who were u ing tradi
tional tool before I could feel comfortable in experimenting with the 
merging of form . Although I encourage experimentation with digital 
tools, I al o feel that time pent "in the field" with artist po ses ing the 
treet cred of cultural, political, and disciplinary connection and who are 

working, ideally fulltime in their art can help to mentor arti ts. Through 
thi mentor hip proce , new arti t may potentially learn the hi tory, 
early tool , and modem e ten ion of tho e tool where they exi t at the 
inter ection of th analog and digital form of their art, beginning a jour
ney toward wielding both with equal ability and effectivene and leveraging 
the ability to create hybrid form greater than the um total of their parts. 

I have a concern in higher education that the hift to digital has creat
ed for ome a de ire to do away with the more analog forms that erved a 
a foundation for the original innovation in digital oftware development 
for higher education. A recent presentation wherein I saw a significant 
push to rapidly "increase online teaching!" at all costs recalled in my 
mind the early desire of some electronic musicians to dispose of all ana
log ynthe izers as soon a the digital became available. In the desire to 
increa e flexibility, customizability, and to reduce cost, much of value 
was lo tin the resultant digital arti tic creations (such as my own that uti
lized only digital at the expense of analog): these were creations that 
lacked what artre would have called "essence." Students who feel that 
they are immediately arti t upon learning a digital oftware package, 
re earcher who feel that the u e of digital quantitative data-gathering 
to I immediately indicate validity in re earch, and univer ity admini tra
tor. who may feel that rampin up digital in truction at the exp n ·e of 
fac -to-face learning i' alway "progrc " are embarking upon a potential
ly precariou ndeav r. or tho wh only cc value in the late t, bl ed
ing edge digital te hnologie (without realizing that the digital i , by it 
very nature an approximation, albeit an increa ingly ophi ticated one), 
ri k developing artifacts and constructs that although they may appear 
modern, attractive, and compelling to the layperson, are not quite so. 
Upon anything more than cur ory examination by those who really under
stand what they are looking for they will not be able to endure or provide 
value for those who eek essence as an underlying fundamental. 

Epilogue 

After all of my earching, I wa ucce sful in acquiring my own TB-303 
analog ynthe izer, the same type that I first heard in southern France, and 
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that opened the world of analog to me. Despite my acquisition of this syn
the izer, I found it notoriou ly difficult to compose with, temperamental, 
and elusive to my efforts at controlling its power and tonal characteristics 
until very recently. Thanks to a Kickstarter crowdsourced funding initia
tive and programmable digital microprocessors called quicksilver (see the 
accompanying digital bloom for more detail ) the analog "heart' of this 
legacy synthesizer is now ample-accurately controllable via the "brain" 
of the digital CPU. This is, for me, along with the reciprocal of the wave
drum, an example of a hybrid analog ound controllable with digital pre
ci ion and, I hope, symbolic of th message that I her attempt to convey, 
of retaining the fundamental of the analog, whit utilizing the flexibility 
of the digital to enhance that e ence. 

Note 

For references, links and additional information: plea e ee the Digital Bloom 
which can be referenced by canning the QR code found throughout thi edition. 
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''Today, computer 
hold out the promise of a 
means of instant translation 
of any code or language 
into any other 
code or language." 

Marshall McLuhan 



WILLIAM CARAHER 

Digital Archaeology as Digital Art 

The study of the old has never precluded embracing the new. Archaeologists 
have embraced new technologie to document site , to di eminate the 
re ults of their research, and to train the next generation of practitioners. 
Mediterranean archaeologists have been a bit slower than our colleagues 
in the ew World to adopt the newest advances in technology, but over 
the last few decades, we have begun to make up for lost time. From the 
use of iPads to document excavations to open access data repositories, 3D 
imaging technologies, Geographic Information Systems modeling, and 
growing engagements with social and new media, Mediterranean archae
ologists have moved with growing confidence into the area of digital 
archaeology. 

The question driving this collection of essays is "What is digital art?" 
Archaeology has generally regarded itself as involved more in the study 
of art than the production of art. At the same time, archaeology has 
attracted artist , architects, and even the occasional poet or musician to 
mediate between the physical material remains pre ent at a ite and the 
wider world. The be t-known example of the archaeologi t' art featured 
elegantly inked (and ometime colored) illu tration . By the 20th centu
ry, high-contra t black-and-white photography challenged the utility of 
illu tration. In recent times color and , now , digital photography have 
slowly supplanted the austere beauty of black-and-white prints. 
Illustration software, Geographic Information Systems software, and even 
typed field-notes have replaced the distinct hands of individual archaeolo
gists and skilled illustrators. In comparison to mid-20th century archaeo
logical publications, contemporary works seem impersonal and mechani
cal with their precise line drawings, standardized maps and plans, and 
cookie-cutter illustrations. 

A similar trend has appeared in how texts and data serve to describe 
the archaeological process. Archaeological recording has gone from per
sonalized notebooks (sometimes maintained as the private property of the 
excavator) to standardized forms preserved in project-owned databases, 
presented in elaborate charts and analyzed using statistical models. The 
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highly- tructured data then circulates on the Internet where a growing 
community seek to integrate it with similarly produced datasets to 
addre s question that exceed the per pective of single excavator , pro
jects, or ites. The goal of this increa ingly standardized art and data i to 
pre ent in a tran parent way the experience and results of fieldwork. Over 
the pa t half century, the growing encounter with the digital has sought to 
tandardize the rule of archaeological mediation. 

If we consider digital art a new mode for mediating archaeological 
work, then we mu t ob erve the shift from the distinctive archaeological 
docum ntation of the fir t three quarter of the 20th century to the 
increa ingly tandardized practice of our digital era. My es ay for thi 

olume con ider the remarkably irregular method through which 
M diterranean archa ologi t develop the kill a ciated with digital art 
and do umentation. In particular, it looks at the inter ection of archa o
logical documentation and new media and how these new practice are 
expre sed: both a theoretical expression of archaeology's arrival in the 
digital age and a a practical manifestation of the archaeologist's craft. 

I received my PhD in 2003 with a generation of archaeologists emerg
ing on the cusp of the formal definition of a digital archaeology. From the 
trenche we had experienced both the growing ubiquity of digital tools in 
the field and the increasing reach of the Internet. We also understood and 
had grown to appreciate the fir t adopters of digital methods in archaeolo
gy who had drawn the abilities of computer pecialists to the 
Mediterranean world and even attracted the attention of high tech compa
nie . A famou Apple adverti ement from 19 5 that touted "While tudy
ing prehi toric Greece, John berry di covered the comput r" eel brated 
the novelty of computer in archae logy with the humorou juxtap ition 
of m dcm t chnology and antiquity. 

al en untercd thi juxtapo ition fir thand. During my fir t a-
on in the field, in th mid-1990 , we wer urrounded by computer . A 

team of cholar v.a digitizing notebook , creating databa es, collecting 
field data u ing total tations and electrical re istivity rigs, and creating 
plan u ing autocad and 3D models. My parents were in the computer 
bu ine at the time, so I was naturally drawn to the computer room 
beneath a village hou e where the computer team toiled in front of CRT 
monitor and nur ed devices like the almost mystical Orb Drive through 
the dust and heat of the Greece ummer. 

By the early 2000 , with the magical equipment in that room having 
become a part of our everyday routine as archaeologists, we would ven
ture in ide in the afternoons to key data collected in the field into databas
e or to plot our daily progre on Geographic Information ystem maps. 
In fact, the digital world dictated a regular movement from the field to the 
computer keyboard. Our paper field recording forms smeared with 
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Corinthian grime erved a holding area for archaeological knowledge 
only for as long a it took us to enter the data into the computer. Along the 
way, patient project directors tutored u on how the GIS and database 
worked. They looked the other way as we pulled apart personal copie of 
the database and attempted to trearnline the endle erie of textual 
report required of a major archaeological project. 

Although I hardly realized it at first, I was beginning to under tand the 
role that computer played in mediating between my experience in the 
field and the experience of the past that we so eagerly sought to under-
tand. ome of thi came into focu while writing my fir t cholarly arti

cle. David Pettegrew, my colleagu and co-author, and 1 at aero from 
on another in a tiny dig library, in pla tic chair , at laptop computer 
running and rerunning querie from a databa e developed over five ea-
on of archaeological work. From thi analy i emerged our conclu ion 

which mostly touched upon archaeological methods. 
We learned more that um.mer than our article ever bowed as we 

had developed techniques and procedure for managing how digital data 
mediated between our field experience and the past. For example, we 
quickly produced a series of queries that revealed how our project's two 
ceramic analysts regularly interpreted the pottery differently. The re ult 
of these queries told us much more about how pottery was recorded than 
what was on the ground (and we vowed never to run that query again). 
We al o noted that certain patterns in the distribution of artifacts aero s 
our tudy area revealed the ubtle movement of a settlement over cen
turie . The e were pattern that were invi ible to u in the field, a our 
preoccupation with day-to-day activitie and the object at our feet pre
v nt d u from gra ping th larger land ape. We under tood that the 
careful analy i of thou and of bit of data collected from the field and 
mediated by databa e and GI map allowed u to make conclu ion that 
went far beyond our individual experience . 

At the ame time, we under tood how the analy i of thi data wa the 
product of a social environment that granted u access to tools and exper
ti e. We did not follow a path laid out by our field experience or the data 
alone, but navigated our engagement with digital tools through the patient 
attention of colleagues and co-authors who trained us in software, verified 
the results of our queries, and discouraged us from hasty conclusions. In 
other words, technology' role as the mediator between finds in the field 
and the conclusions that we draw is part of the larger social proce of 
archaeological analysi . 

In 2003, after a period of digital apprentice hip on other project I 
began my own archaeological project. We adopted and adapted many of 
the same basic practice that we had learned through our earlier experi
ence refining how we u ed technology whenever we were able and inno-
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vating whenever technology allowed. As we did this , we were vaguely 
aware of the growing body of "best practices " in archaeology that sought 
to define more clearly the relation hip between digital artifacts and physi
cal artifacts . We also understood that digital practices in archaeology pro
vided a way to introduce new levels of transparency to what we did in the 
field . The portability of digital data allowed us to continue to hare our 
work among everyone on the team. The reach of the Internet and it abili
ty to bring together image , text , video , and audio al o nudged us to con-
ider how digital technologie could make our analytical proce e , delib

eration , and conver ation more vi ible to the world . In effect , we 
wond red wheth r digital portability of the traditional output of archaeo
logical work could extend to the proce of archaeological analy i . This 
i e pecially relevant for my re earch focus on method and intere t, to 
paraphra e Brian Eno, in process not product. 

Thi growing interest in blurring the di tinction between digital prod
uct of field works (themselves a more portable and dynamic version of 
the earlier analogue products) and our process in creating these products 
coincided with the rapid development of social and new media platforms 
on the Internet. Our project , the Pyla-Koutsopetria Archaeological Project 
on Cypru , commenced in 2004. This coincided with Google ' s purchase 
of the blogging platform Blogger in 2003 and the appearance of 
Wordpre in 2004. The ri e of easy-to-use blogging platforms fueled the 
fir t generation of academic bloggers who attracted interest in the trade 
pre around the ame time. In 2006 , Facebook opened it elf to the world 
and a year later, Twitter and Tumblr appeared . The e tool made it po si
bl t communicate to an audience in clo e to real-time . Blog ea ily 
a c mmodated photograph and ther media a well a long- or hort
form wri tin . 

In 2007 , I began our project ' fir t blog , The Ar chaeology of the 
Mediterranean World, with the explicit goal of keeping "our friends , fam
ilies, donor and colleagues up to date on our work both in the field and 
back in the office." The first teps were tentative and halting. It was hard 
to know how much to reveal and whether we'd have an audience. I 
remember the exhilaration of averaging more than ten page views a day 
( over the first six months I averaged a heady sixteen views a day!). In my 
first three months of blogging , I mainly provided mundane updates on the 
lead-up to our work on Cyprus , some daily updates on our work there , and 
general notes on activities in the field of Mediterranean archaeology . At a 
few juncture , I invited my colleagues to write blog post concerning the 
variou debate we had about how our project should run. These po ts 
combined with our regular journaling about our activitie to provide a 
day-to-day view of the project and to capture ome of the spirited, but 
good-natured, debate about our work. We combined this with some on-
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the-scene podca t and ome video taken by a professional videographer 
to bring a slightly more dynamic sense of our work to the blog. 
Bandwidth re trictions limited how quickly we could di seminate video 
or even podcasts on the blog. 

I recognize that blog po t and databases do not typically qualify as 
art, but archaeologi t have made them function in some of the ame 
way . There are tructural imilarities, of cour e, between the archaeolog
ical notebook, arranged by date and location and the organization of the 
blog. The ability of the blog to integrate text photograph , and illu tra
tion likewi e parallel the nature of an excavation notebook to u e vari
ou media to document the r lation hip pre ent in the field. At th ame 
time, the u e of video and audio files extend how we can document field 
experience and archaeological reality into new media. 

Blogging can both embody certain key a pects of the archaeological 
notebook and extend it in digital form. The practices a sociated with the e 
kinds of digitally mediated expressions of archaeological knowledge 
derive less from a formal set of best practices and more from experimen
tation and apprenticeship among like-minded colleague in the field. As a 
result there has been a tremendous amount of creativity in efforts to make 
field experiences and archaeological data available in digital form. 

If the product of archaeological work fits into a tradition of art (albeit 
of a technical kind), then the emergence of digital practices in archaeolo
gy marks the appearance of digital art in the discipline it elf. The tradi
tional emphasi on mediation between field experiences, object of study, 
and an audience has haped certain expectations of transparency. The 
reader of archaeological art expect to ee b th the archa logy that they 
repre nt and reprc entation of the pa t it elf. The art m diate the view
er and the archaeological pra tice and pro id a en ory exp rience of 
the hi tory of the ite. 

At the same time, the diver ity of digital output from the field ranging 
from robust, interactive data ets to maps, blog descriptions , video, audio, 
and 3D images, derives in part from the dynamic nature of digital media 
and from the irregularity of the social context for the emerging practices 
of digital archaeology . As this generation of archaeologists comes to 
terms with the rapidly changing digital media through which we make our 
experiences and sites known, our output comes into contact (and some
times conflicts) with established practices. The publication of peer
reviewed datasets, for example , asks the archaeologist to operate a the 
curator of their dataset by making it understandable to both their peers 
and a larger audience. Biogs repre ent a more ambiguous product as their 
content can range from momentary impressions to legitimate cholarly 
material. The former have always fit awkwardly into academic publi bing 
(at lea t since the demise of hort correspondences in academic journals) 
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and the latter tends to defy the expectation of peer review central to our 
tanding as progressive "speakers of truth." Even photographic images 

and illu trations, the traditional expres ions of archaeological art, have 
entered a dynamic age where traditional images may form the basis for 
3D digital models, and illustrations derive as often through sophisticated 
photogrammetry program a careful autop y. 

With the framing que tion of this collection of essays being "What is 
digital art?", I have offered a respon e that primarily reflects on the' how" 
more than the "what" of digital art in the di cipline of archaeology. My 
experience in the production of digital art range from my fir t engage
ment by my colleague in the fir t decade of the 21 t century to the adop
tion of pre ent-day digital tool and dynamic experimentation with digital 
form of publication. Our de ire to u e digital tools to mediate between 
our field experiences and the past encouraged the development of a set of 
digital object which, like archaeological art from the earliest days, pro
vide a legible and transparent window to our work. 

Perhaps as a side effect of this digital age, the product of this genera
tion of digital scholars in archaeology has favored process as much as 
product. Our work bas sought to reveal not only our analytical conclu
sions about the past, but also the data that produced these conclusions as 
well as the fal e starts and contingencies that shape our knowledge. 

The awarene s of digital technology as a tool learned mainly through 
the informality of experience opened it up as an object of reflexive tudy. 
Becau e it lacked the authority of best practice or di ciplinary cannon, we 
were attentive to the idea that we needed to ju tify ourselve . Thi ensured 
that the art of digital archaeology wa a much about the art and the pro
ce a the final analy i . 
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ANN REED 

Ethnographic Encounters of the 
Digital Kind: Art and the Engagement 

of Digital Anthropology 

Introduction 

Michael Wesch's "An Anthropological Introduction to YouTube" is a 
fifty-five minute YouTube video that draws from multimedia content and 
powerfully articulates-in such a way that a text only form could not
how people engage in public culture in the 21st century. This is becau e 
Wesch analyzes YouTube's potential for promoting new kinds of global 
connection through artfully and directly referencing econdary Y ouTube 
videos, maps, photos, screenshots, music, and text in building hi argu
ment that in the pre ent day, we are both increa ingly independent and 
imultaneou ly long for community . Hi m del for participatory culture 

empha ize the inherent ten ion between individuali m and community; 
independence and relation hip; and commercialization and authenticity. 
He argues that the YouTube community is deeply invested in producing, 
watching, commenting upon, and remixing videos becau e they long for 
social connection without constraint or responsibility and are attracted by 
the potential for profound learning experiences playing with what is 
"real," promoting positive social change, or for simply sharing entertain
ment through transnational flows (Wesch). 

A prime example featured in Wesch's video is Gary Brolsma's 
"Numa, Numa" video that depicts the then (2004) 19 year old from New 
Jersey exuberantly lip-synching and dancing in his chair to the song 
"Dragostea din Tei" by the Moldovan pop band, O-Zone (The Geeker; 
Brolsma). When I viewed the video, I wa struck by Brol ma's pure joy in 
performing without a trace of self-consciousness for an a of yet unknown 
global audience. Here was an ordinary guy just having fun and his enthu
siasm apparently resonated with millions of onlookers. This video went 
viral, became an Internet ensation reportedly viewed more than 700 mil-
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lion time , and made Brol ma a celebrity worthy of coverage by BBC 
, Good Morning America VH-1, and the New York Times, among 

many other media outlet . 
In pite of concern about elf-promotion appropriation , and in incere 

performance YouTube and other digital haring ite have definitively 
become a part of contemporary culture. Our current Web 2.0 technology 
ha enabled the eparation of form and content, allowing for people to 
elf-publi h, pread th ir work around th Web, and collaborate with geo

graphically di p r cd other much more ea ily than in the past. 
nthropology, lik oth r di cipline , ha to therefore account for the 

meaning of thi digital pre ence in our live . The que tion i whether 
the are fundamentall new meaning and whether ethnography is till a 
u eful methodology to de cribe digital realitie . Repre entations of cultur 
al meaning , e pecially in public exhibitions , are often classified as "art." 
While not every contribution to Y ouTube may be regarded under that 
cla ification, it i neverthele a u eful place to start this investigation. 

I Brolsma ' s " uma uma" video digital art? If we take digital to 
mean that which can be reduced to binary codes (Horst and Miller 3) and 
digital media to include uch form as blog , wiki tagging , and media 
haring ites, then, ye , it is digital. Whether this video hould be called 

art i perhap a more debatable point. Reacting to the earlier history of 
mu eum practice to demarcate o-called high art that wa placed in 
renowned art mu eum from mor "functional" ethnographic piece that 
wer di played in natural hi tory mu ·cum , contemporary anthrop I gi t 
like my If t nd to mbrac a rather br ad iew of art that eamle ly 
incorp rat ' "fin ," "folk," and " thn graphic" cat gori of art, limited 
n ith r by ur centric notion ' of ac thctic tandard nor p ctation of 
form ( e Marcu and Myer 6- ). If we di lodge art from the confine of 
an authorized ae thctic and in tead take it to ignify creative demon tra
tion of what it mean to be human, then Brol ma ' video is mo t certain
ly art . Through digital media, it sparked a reaction in viewers that invited 
playfulne and a en ory re ponse. 

Art, Science, and the Senses: A History of Ethnographic Engagement 

Apart from thinking about digital media' potential to encourage a broad
er engagement with public culture, we can al o reflect upon how cholars 
tend to categorize their topics of study in ways that legitimize or de-legit
imize pursuit of knowledge. I belie e tracing the hi tory of ideas about 
legitimate area of tudy in under tanding ociety and identifying conven
tional approaches to culture are quite relevant to under tanding how 
anthropology enter into the di cu ion of "What is digital art?" 
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In the 1790 Critique of Judgment, Kant place the sen e of ta te and 
mell quarely within the realm of ae thetic and out ide of the domain of 
cience altogether: 

In order to di tinguish whether anything i beautiful or not, we refer 
the repre entation, not by the understanding to the object for cogni
tion, but by imagination ... to the ubject and it feeling of plea ure 
and pain. The judgment of ta te 1 therefore not a judgment of cogni
tion, and i con equently not logical but ae thetical, by which we 
under tand that tho det rmining ground can b no other than ub
j ctiv . (qtd. in toll rand Olk 469-70) 

In the aftermath of Kant' publication, taste wa no longer taken up as 
a legitimate topic within the tudy of politic and ociety; thi reinforced 
earlier Enlightenment prioritie of pur uing logical, objective, and scien
tific approaches to understanding humankind (Stoller and Olkes 470). 
While anthropologists had long argued the point, in the 1970 , Derrida' 
work theoretically deconstructed this compartmentalization by propo ing 
that we should not separate the intelligible from the sensible and popular
ized that notion. 

Humani tic approaches to ethnography (the detailed de cription of a 
culture or culture ) incorporating the sense have been written by anthro
pologi t since at lea t the mid-20th century; however, the 1980 u hered 
in a heightened ensitivity toward reflexivity and the cri i of authority. 
In contra t to Kant' notion that the judgment of ta te i purely ubjecti e 
and r lated to ae thetic alone, anthropologi t who alway engaged th 

n in their thnographi , b gan to d o mor on i u ly and al 
detailed their po itionality in relation to the " ubject " of their re earch. 
Whil ome anthropologi t today ar elf-profe ed po itivi t in earch 
of rational cientific approache to the "truth,'' many more ba e their 
analyse in contextual knowledge situated by their own ethnographic 
encounters that simultaneou ly incorporate both cognition and affect as 
welJ a objectivity and ubjectivity. Stoller and Olkes explain: 

Rather than looking for deep-seated hidden truth , the ta teful field
worker under tands, following Foucault, "that the deep hidden mean
ing, the unreachable heights of truth, the murky interior of con
sciousne s are all shams." From the sensual tasteful vantage, the 
fieldworker investigates the life torie of individual Songhay, uer, 
or Trobrianders a oppo ed to totalized inve tigation of the 
Songhay, the uer, or the Trobriander. This recording of the com
plexitie of the individual's ocial experience lend texture to the 
landscape of the fieldworker' note . (474) 

Th long outmoded idea of carrying out a cientific tudy that claims 
to de cribe and analyze all aspects of a culture- repre ented, for example, 
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in Evan -Pritchard's The Nuer-fails to acknowledge the piecemeal 
nature of any ingular account, po itionality of the researcher, and her/his 
ituated knowledge, and diver ity of beliefs and behaviors often collap ed 

into what i described as the Malinowskian goal of representing 'the 
native' point of view." In making the ca e that good ethnography 
demand en ual connection to people and place and the ability to tell 
good torie , toller and Olke cite Jame Agee' Let U. Now Praise 
Famou Men 1941 ), in which he detail the mell of an Alabama tenant 
farm hou ·e: 

The e are i ingredient . The odor of pine lumber, wide thin card of 
it, heat d in the un, in no way doubled or in ulated, in clo ed and 
darkened air. The odor of w d moke, the fuel being agam mainly 
pine, but in part al o, hickory, oak and cedar. The odor of cooking. 
Among the e, mo t trongly, the odors of fried salt pork and of fried 
and boiled pork lard, and econd, the odor of cooked com. The odors 
of weat in many stage of age and freshnes , this weat being a dis
tillation of pork, lard, corn, woodsmoke, pine and ammonia. The 
odors of sleep, of bedding and of breathing, for the ventilation is 
poor. The odor of all the dirt that in the course of time can accumu
late in a quilt and mattre s. Odor of stalene from clothe hung or 
stored away, not washed. I hould further de cribe the odor of com: 
in weat, or on the teeth and the breath, when it i eaten as much as 
they eat it, it i of a particular weet tuffy fetor, to which the nearest 
parallel i the odor of the yellow excrement of a baby. (474) 

Agee' kill in de cribing the diver ity of odor found in the 1940' 
Alabama farm hou e i obviou . A a reader, I can readily imagine the 

ne in my mind's ey and am drawn into the narrative. 
Good ethnographic writing ha to tart with decent description that 

effectively u e the en e . Clifford Geertz u ed that principle of "thick 
de cription" to both explain and textually analyze the symbolic meaning 
of Balinese cockfights (their central public ritual) for an audience who 
was unfamiliar with the practice. Edmund Leach (1961) wrote that the 
ta k of the anthropologist is "to understand and explain what goes on in 
society, how societies work. If an engineer tries to explain to you how a 
digital computer works he doesn't spend his time clas ifying different 
kinds of nuts and bolts. He concerns himself with principles, not with 
things" (qtd. in Boel torff 42). At the heart of anthropological inquiry is 
u ing ethnographic fieldwork (whether physical, digital, or both) as a 
means to both tell good torie and to develop theory based upon empiri
cal evidence and inductive rea oning. 

Engaging culture with and through film has been highly ignificant in 
tracing our ideas about repre entation, deconstruction, and construction. 
In 1982, cultural tudie cholar Trinh T. Minh-Ha produced "Reassemblage: 
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From the Firelight to the Screen" as a post-colonial critique to what he 
perceived of as anthropology' "totalizing que t of meaning" in it 
propen ity to a sign meaning to every experience. Her film featured video 
nippets of African people who we eventually learn are Senegale e. The e 
nippets alternate between egment of reported conver ation, no narra

tion, and her own narration that explained her role a not peaking about, 
ju t nearby , the people depicted in th film. he wa re ponding to what 

he aw as a lack of di cu ion among cholar about power differential 
between re earch r and re earch ubject a well a conventional form 
of ethnographic repre entation that made authoritative claim in interpret
ing culture . Thu the decon truction and democratization of cultural 
meaning , often a key concept a crib d to the digital age, ha b en di -
cu ed in anthropological di cour e for a few decades, in direct re pon e 
to ethnographic practices. 

By the early 20th century, tandards of anthropologists living for one 
to two years among the people in a small-scale non-Western society 
peaking the local language, and collecting their own fir t-hand ethno

graphic data were firmly e tablished by pioneer like Franz Boa and 
Bronislaw Malinowski. Further, realist ethnographies written in third-per
son perspective were the conventional fonn of writing about the totality of 
culture or ocietie a whole in which individual subject remain d 
namele (Marcu and Cushman 29-32 and who per pective were gen
eralized in both claiming to repre ent the native' p int of view and tran -
late that per p ctive in uch a way a to mak it intclligibl for a pre-
urned We t rn audience. 

In 19 6, the publication of Writin ulture by liff ord and Mar u 
di rupted the tatu quo in ethnographic repre ntation by galvanizing 
upp rt around the nece ity for anthropologi t to explicitly attend to the 

process of writing, including rhetorical technique u ed to establi h o
called scientific authority a well a literary arti try. One of the mo t ig
nificant outcomes of Writing Culture is that it encouraged anthropologi t 
to write reflexively and situate themselves in their work in a way that wa 
not simply relegated to the introduction of a monograph. While many 
anthropologi ts of the 21st century are till expected as their professional 
rite of passage to spend one year conducting fieldwork in a non-Western 
context (in part fueled by grant and employment opportunitie that are 
till bia ed toward tudying the non-We tern world) professional and/or 

family obligations make the pro pect of conducting continuous field 
research for a year or more unlikely. 
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From Doing Ethnograph in the Digital Age 
to Defining Digital Anthropology 

The hegemonic model of carrying out long-term field research with one 
particular cultural group ha been updated by engaging in multi-sited 
re earch involving horter and poradic period . For example, Ulf 
Hannerz re earched the world of new media foreign corre pondents 
ba ed in Jcru alem, Johanne burg, and Tokyo in order to reconcile com
p ting repre entation of them, alternatively a puppet and heroe ( 40 I). 
Hugh Gu terson, who tudied the American nuclear weapon community, 
view contemporary ethnography as engaging with research subjects 
aero s di persed ite , gathering data eclectically by telephone and e-mail, 
and paying attention to popular culture, newspapers, and official docu
ment (Hannerz 406). This pastiche approach to doing fieldwork is 
becoming more commonplace in light of personal and professional time 
constraints, as well as the increasingly inter-connected world in which we 
find our elves and our research subjects. My own research on the socio
cultural impacts of orth Dakota's oil boom has combined face-to-face 
and Skype interviews, e-mail conversations, and data collected from 
Facebook, blog , Web sites, newspapers, video , and scholarly sources 
(Reed "What's Gender"). Likewi e my work on Ghana's heritage 
touri m that attract dia pora African through lave trade memory capes 
combined participant-ob ervation face-to-face and e-mail interview , ur
vey , data c llected from gue t book , Web ite , film , Y ouTube video , 
new ·paper , and cholarly ource (Reed, Pilgrimage Tourism). 

In an effort to di tingui h virtual anthropology (substantive area of 
re earch) from digital anthropology, Tom Boel torff argued that the latter 
i an ethnographic technique used to research the virtual; it is grounded in 
participant ob ervation and sometimes u ed in conjunction with inter
viewing and conducting surveys and focus group discussions ( 40). He 
engaged in participant observation of Second Life, a virtual world that 
allows individuals to have an avatar body and interact with other persons 
around the world who are logged into the computer program at the same 
time. Boelstorff s goal was to find out how residents communicate, edu
cate one another, work together, and relate to one another in terms of gen
der through the practice of Second Life, and he reasoned that by partici
pating in this virtual world himself, he was able to collect data that 
elicitation methods (e.g., interviews and surveys) alone could not provide 
(Boelstorff 43). 

Though ome may be tempted to conflate the virtual with the digital, 
Boelstorff makes a compelling case for how we should not simply view 
the digital a ba ed electronically but think about the dialectical relation
hip between the virtual and the actual as akin to the gaps between the 
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"digits on a hand" ( 40). In a related fa hion, Ilana Gershon concluded 
that online breakups are not about "the disconnections between supposed
ly real interaction and virtual interactions. Rather, they are disconnections 
between people-the endings of friendship and romances" (14). Of 
cour e, the connections between the digital and the analog al o affect 
ethnographer them elve . 

In the aftermath of conducting hi research on African Hebrew 
I raelite of Jeru alem (AHIJ John L. Jackson, Jr., de cribe how one of 
hi re earch ubject found an online announcement for a re earch talk he 
wa to give in California and e-mailed him a king about what he intended 
to ay about the AHIJ community (492-93). Thi example remind us that 
ethnographer ' repre entations of their work are now more acce ible to 
the public than they were even a decade ago, enabling our interlocutor to 
easily monitor our ideas and movements through our online pre ence. 
This raises the question of whether we communicate our ideas any differ
ently based upon the audience composition and how feedback and surveil
lance from our research subjects might inform our research presentation . 
While some may view this development as encroaching upon one's free
dom of expression, it could al o be interpreted a a positive development 
in terms of fostering dialogue and interest with a broader public and rein
forcing the relevance of ethnographic engagement. Jack on, Jr., elaborates: 

Digitality's bending of time and pace recalibrate the dyadic rela
tion hip that erv a c nterpiece and pivot point for th entire 
ethnographic encounter . ... If nothing el e [the digital] require 
recogniti n of the fact that ethnographic" ubject "are already (quit 
authoritatively!) writing, filming and ob 'e rving them el e (and 
u and that that might ju t be (ironically enough) what ave the 
di cipline from what others prophesy a its pending irrelevance . 
(495) 

A public culture example of this phenomenon is found in the collabo
rative anthropology project MyStreet an online film archive started by 
Michael Stewart of the Anthropology Department at University College 
London. MyStreet was envisioned as a way for the marginalized and 
tho e suppressed by the state to make their voices heard through DIY film 
production. People from all over the world- provided they have access to 
the proper technology-can share their torie which are linked on the 
Web site to a map with pins identifying the filmmakers' preci e geograph
ic locations. MyStreet offers documentary workshops in the UK and holds 
an annual juried competition with prizes awarded to the best films submit
ted to its site. Olivia Bellas uses MyStreet a evidence upporting the 
claim that today, ''we are all digital anthropologists" ince everyday people 
can digitally docwnent their own stories and share them through ocial media. 
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While I do not th.ink participating in MyStreet automatically makes 
one a professional anthropologist, the point that a wider public of non
experts i deeply invested in de cribing their own experiences and sharing 
them with globally dispersed others is clear. Democratizing the anthropo
logical project, akin to democratizing what constitutes art, is probably 
omething that hould be embraced for promoting inclu ivity, continued 

relevance, and unfore een in ights. 
The e kind of project • on the other hand, are not new to anthropolo

gy. From the b ginning of the di cipline, anthropological "subjects" 
alway repre ented them elve and produced their own culturally emic 
per pectives. imilarly, anthropologist have encouraged their interlocu
tors to produce their own vision of the realities through film, photogra
phy and writing for a long time. The difference in these projects seems to 
be primarily the ea e and quickness of production, distribution, and acces
sibility through digital media. Rather than relying on the authority of the 
cultural interpreter or the art critic, an individual analysis and aesthetics is 
privileged in these kind of projects ( ee Miller 75-77). On the other hand, 
digital art is not emplaced anywhere, there is no center or cannon, so any
thing goes. For anthropologi t , ethnographic practice has always empha
sized holism, including a "focus upon the world constituted within the 
frame of a particular ethnographic project but also the still wider world 
that both impact upon and tran cends that frame" (Horst and Miller 4). 

Wh ther we can engage a broader public while till maintaining long
tanding commitment to holi m and cultural relativism remains to be 
een. It might be worth remembering that culture work through hared 

meaning ; the democratization and individualization of meaning might 
only be po ible in the digital world. The translation of these notions into 
enduring cultural realities often fails, as anthropologists have pointed out 
for some time. 

Conclusion 

In staking out the parameters for digital studies, the digital seems to signi
fy a catchall for anything that is new and involves technological innova
tion. When new programs in digital anthropology at the University 
College London and in museum studies at New York University were 
being developed, con ensus wa lacking about overarching goals. For 
example there was debate over whether the programs should include vir
tual exhibitions, digitalization of archives and collections, digital commu
nication like smartphones, and innovations in research methodologies 
(Hor t and Miller 4). These kinds of discus ions are commonplace in the 
emerging fields of digital art , humanities, and social sciences particular
ly when there is competition over charting the future of a hot topic, 
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engaging the public, and identifying creative ways to work interdisci
plinarily. While these discussions have been commonplace in academic 
disciplines , the questions ahead seem to revolve mostly about how to inte
grate new technology into old discourse. 

We live in an era of deterritorialized community. We may interact 
face-to-face with next door neighbors, call friends on the phone, or post 
letters through snail mail, while simultaneously posting news feeds to 
Facebook for friends on the other side of town or half way around the 
world. Owing to the material realities of the current moment, we may 
struggle to steal time away from our busy workaday worlds for face-to
face encounters and find ourselves geographically dispersed from friends 
and family. In spite of these challenges, we make time to stay in touch 
through Facebook and Skype. But becoming more digital does not make 
us any less human, less authentic, or more mediated. We need to be con
scious of the possibility to romanticize the pre-digital as having more real
ity or authenticity (Horst and Miller 11). Further, we should not assume 
the digital is necessarily a homogenizing force in making everyone the 
same, nor a force for cultural democracy, making everybody and all inter
pretations equal. "Anthropology teaches us that there never was a precy
berculture , that social life has always been complex and technology has 
been part of that complexity - which is not the same as saying that the 
new technologies are not fostering important cultural transformations" 
(Escobar 228). 
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NURIONCEL 

Art and Science of the Digital 

Human beings have very complicated feelings and thoughts: this is as true 
in the digital age as in any other. You can spend pages and pages to 
describe human experience , yet visual arts have this unique ability to 
compress all these feelings and thoughts into a single image or cluster of 
images. Even if this artwork is all about negative feelings and disturbing 
thoughts, the act of seeing such intense experience conveyed in an elegant 
visual fonn makes the vi ual art irresistible. 

Guernica, a famous 1937 painting by Pablo Picasso, is a good exam
ple of this. It portrays the bombing of Guernica, a Basque Country village 
in orthem Spain during the Spanish Civil War. Picasso create a concen
trated image of the cata trophe of war, all it human uffering and pain, 
and yet thi painting i compelling and emotionally moving to look at. It 
portray omething terrible , yet important. We cannot help admiring it. 
Thi i the power of art. 

Digital art encapsulates all forms of art, including vi ual arts that u e 
digital technologies a a key part of the creative and/or presentation pro
cess. At the beginning, it created a lot of disturbance within the art com
munity, but digital art survived these criticisms and bas persisted as a 
valid form of art. There are, however, some valid questions we should 
ask, and concerns remain for many in the arts, especially related to what 
some perceive as the loss of traditional craftsmanship in the process of 
digitally creating an artwork. As a scientist working in a field with long
standing standards for what constitutes legitimate inquiry, I understand 
these concerns and I value the questions. In order to clarify where I stand 
in this di cussion I would like to broaden the discussion with some examples. 

For me, visual arts are the medium through which artists communicate 
with the audience. Digital technologies give almost everybody a chance to 
express their feelings and thoughts. But I have to empha ize that I believe 
that however appealing an object is to look at, it is not art unles it ha 
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involved its creator in trying to express or grapple with some dimension 
of human thought or emotion, with grandeur. 

I love paintings from the Renaissance era. They are so realistic and 
full of details. Whenever I look at them, I am in awe: how is it possible 
for someone to draw so many details with such precision? At the same 
time, they can appear to have rather uncomplicated subjects. We consider 
them to be compelling visual art mainly because of the master craftsman
ship that the e paintings have. 

There is a theory called "The Hockney-Falco Thesis" that claims that 
"certain element in certain painting made as early as c1430 AD were 
produced as a result of the artist using either concave mirrors or refractive 
lenses" (Falco). The artists projected the images of the objects illuminated 
by the sunlight onto his canvas. The artist then followed the traces of 
some parts of the projected images and completely skipped other portions 
that did not fit his artistic view. In these paintings, eyeballed and optically 
correct pieces are drawn together. 

The names behind this thesis are David Hockney and Professor 
Charles M. Falco. Hockney is a well-known painter, draughtsman, print
maker, stage designer, and photographer. He is an important name in the 
pop art movement and considered one the most influential British artists 
of the 20th century. On the other hand, Falco is an experimental physicist 
at the University of Arizona and an expert in magnetic and optical proper
tie of thin film material . He ha publi bed more than 250 refereed 
papers and has given countle s invited talks all over the world. 

Con idering their trong background in the arts and sciences, the theo
ry is something that we cannot easily dismiss. There are, of course, skep
tics of their thesis, but if what they claim is correct, would you change 
your opinion about Renaissance art and artists who used these techniques? 
Would you call this "cheating"? Would it make their art less valuable and 
make these artists less talented? For me, it definitely would not. I still 
think that they are precious. Even if they used these optical tools, they use 
them innovatively and creatively to reflect--quite literally-their day and 
age in their paintings. To me, this is aesthetically dynamic, and it is art in 
every sense of the word. 

Digital cameras have had significant impact on photography. Now, 
with the modem technology in digital cameras, we can all take wonderful 
pictures. After taking a couple of amateur photography classes, almost 
everybody is perfectly capable of taking "artistic" shots. It is not even 
necessary to know anything like depth of field, focal length, or composi
tion. It is possible to play with the settings of a camera randomly until you 
hit the right combination to get a perfect shot of a certain scene. Is this 
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kind of randomness and "accident" artistic? Is this art if there is no craft 
involved in the proce s? Important question for our day, no doubt. 

But digital photography in the hands of experienced vi ual arti ts pre
sents a more clear-cut ca e. Time magazine recently published an eight
page photo es ay featuring Stephen Wilke ' remarkable work Day to 
Night. Wilke take picture of famous places at different time of a day 
(1,200 to 1,500 image ) and overlap them ( auburn). By doing thi h 
takes the inherent weakne of photography apturing only a ingle 
moment in time- and convert it into trength, wh re different time of 
the ame place fu e into one. He u e digital technologie to break open 
and intensify our sen e of time and place. This is art with a capital A. 

Technology is evolving at an incredible peed. Certain skills and 
trades are becoming almo t ob olete. It is a sad fact but it is still a fact. 
Our understanding of the arts must evolve around these new develop
ment . We need to accept digital technologies and embrace them because 
they will reach, if they haven't already, a point where whatever we 
"image," can be turned into some form of reality. In that respect, digital 
technologies are very useful for scientist like me who do not have the tal
ent/time to create something in any form of traditional visual art . 

In fact, right now digital technologie may actually give cientists an 
upper hand, a magic tick to explain their cience to the public. For exam
ple, ASA ha done many remarkable mi ion to explore our univer e. 
In order to attract th attention of the g neral public to tho e mi ion and 
a ociated cientific development , they regularly relca e photo , video , 
and animation . All of the e visual documents have one thing in common: 
they are appealing to the eye. We cannot top looking at tho e amazing 
images of galaxie and star . NASA employs a con tellation of digital art 
to draw public attention to their impressive scientific achievements and 
they are not the only ones. 

owadays, when you look at any research paper in physics and chem
istry, you will find aesthetically pleasing graphs and figures. Almost all 
scientific journals in these fields choose covers from the figures submitted 
with the research papers. Research institutions, universities, companies, 
and government labs all use such image to advertise their research efforts 
and draw attention to their work. Sometimes these images emerge out of 
real experimental or theoretical data, but sometime , especially when 
actual data cannot be more than a simple graph, scientist go one tep fur
ther and prepare rendered images and animation to better explain their 
ideas. Yet most institutions do not have money to hire professional graph
ic designers to prepare uch figures, so they are mainly put together by 
graduate student , post-doctoral fellows, or faculty members. Although 
these images are often prepared by complete amateur , they look o good 
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that sometimes you cannot help wondering who the artist behind them 
might be. 

In my lab, I have a Scanning Tunneling Micro cope (STM, for short) . 
The microscope u es electrons to get images with sub-Angstrom re elu
tion. It employ quantum tunneling to record an image of atoms and 
molecule lying on a urface . The STM images reflect both morphology 
and electronic propertie of the urface . 

I'd like to give you a en e of scale on uch an image. One Ang trom 
i one I 0-billionth of a meter. The average diameter of an atom i about 2 
to 3 Angstrom . So when I want to see atoms I usually measure an image 
of about 50 x 50 to I 00 x 100 Angstrom 2 • Such an image usually contains 
200 x 200 ( 40000) pixels or 4 to 16 pixels per Angstrom 2 • STM, unlike a 
traditional microscope , does not get an immediate picture of the surface, 
but instead collects it one pixel at a time. 

Since STM uses electrons and they don't have any color, the software 
needs to use false-color to represent surface morphology. This is no dif
ferent than a fishing radar or medical sonography . There are tens of possi
ble color scales to choo e. For scientific purposes , we are conservative in 
selecting color scale . We have one or two favorite and we usually go 
with one of them. But ometimes, especially if an editor of a journal or 
the university public relation department asks us to prepare a fancy 
image, we do. Without formal training in vi ual art , our imagination run 
wild. We choo e what eem like the be t color cale and format to both 
repre ent the cientific data and impre the reader. 

Of course , what we do i not art , but if you look at some of those 
image without knowing the tory behind them, you might consider them 
ae thetic or even artistic . As an example , I would like to share with you 
an STM image of Iridium silicide nanowires (Oneel and Nicholls O 140 I 0). 
The image on the left was measured in the ultra-high vacuum STM in my 
lab. The white blobs are alternating iridium atoms and silicon dimers (a 
dimer is a structure formed by two similar sub-units; in our case these are 
two silicon atoms). As you can see they form a chain of atoms that we call 
nanowires. In the image on the right, the same STM image is processed in 
software called ImageJ (developed by National Institute of Health). Black 
and white is chosen as the color scale for both images for printing purposes. 
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Right: A STM image of 
iridium-silicide 
nanowires . The image 
size is 3 .2 nanomete x 
5.0 nanometers. 

Below: A processed ver
sion of the STM image. 

These images have symmetry, contrast, shading, depth, point of view
many of the dimen ions of visual art. And although I don't consider the 
images I make in my lab "art" per se, I share these images with art stu
dents at the university and in art classes at local high schools, where tu
dent interpret and transform these image in artworks made by creating 
drawings and paintings. 

In this regard, digital technologies have one more benefit that I can 
see. Throughout hi tory, art and cience have alway gone hand in hand. 
Starting from pictures on cave walls, art helped translate and transfer 
knowledge to other people and to the future. Recently I gave a couple of 
talks both in the Art and Graphic De ign Department at UND and in art 
cla se at Red River High School in Grand Forks. As I prepared my talk, I 
thought of examples where art and science come together. One example 
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that I could think of was the evolution of stained glass. Glass making in 
general-but stained glasses specifically-requires a lot of know-how. 
The colors in stained glass come from adding metallic salts during manu
facturing. Preparing durable glasses with non-decaying colors is definitely 
science. Putting it together in a creative way to tell a story is art. Another 
example would be drawings by Leonardo da Vinci. In his drawing , Da 
Vinci explored anatomical detail of human and animal bodies. Do you 
think we can ea ily categorize tained glass window or Da Vinci's draw
ings as either art or cience? I don't. I think they are both. 

If you think of today's digital art, it actually functions in a way similar 
to that of that of stained glass and Da Vinci's drawings. Digital arts 
encourage artists to move beyond their comfort zone in technology and 
explore electronics, optics, geometry, computer programming, physics, 
and chemistry to create a unique way to express their art. In that respect, 
digital technologies give us the chance to reach a new understanding in art 
that evolves as fast as science and technology. We may not catch up with 
the speed of technology, and art is definitely a field where we would pre
fer a slower pace. But art is one of the fields that can help us understand 
the humanistic and cultural implications of all the e emerging technologi
cal development . 
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KATIA MAYFIELD and CRYSTAL ALBERTS 

GRALT: Graphical Analyzer of 
Literary Text Versions 

Gone are the days when a computer took up an entire room; now, thou
sands of documents ( enough to fill not just a room, but a whole building) 
can be digitized and their information held on a device that fits in the 
palm of one's hand-from ENIAC to the iPad Air in just a few short 
decades . Unsurprisingly, the improvements in and the availability of com
puter technologies have led to new and exciting possibilities for many, not 
just in business (or the military, if truth be told), but also in the arts and 
humanities. Even those who once poured over manuscripts in an archive 
can benefit. Although these digitized texts may prevent a textual critic 
from analyzing the physical characteristics of the item- paper type, book
binding , and ink- software systems are currently available that can log 
dates, highlight modifications, and show how an author changed his/her 
work. Thus, if all of the drafts were available, these tools could enable the 
scholar to see the evolution of the work through a comparison of the indi
vidual characters, including punctuation and other symbols, of each vari
ant. This is not to say that these electronic texts and tools are a substitute 
for direct access to the physical manuscripts; there is data that cannot be 
captured digitally. Journalist D. T. Max realized this fact after sniffing a 
manuscript box once owned by Edwardian British publisher Cecil Palmer 
housed at the University of Texas, Austin's Harry Ransom Center (HRC), 
where the scent of "tobacco, mold, [and] dust" lingered; this discovery 
prompted former HRC Director Thomas Staley to exclaim: "'See, there's 
information in the smell, too'" (Max). However, new investigative tools 
can complement those already in use, may replace those that are no longer 
helpful, and could lead to other breakthroughs. 

While there have been others who attempted to create textual compar
ison algorithms, previous tools did have some shortfalls. For example, in 
their article "String Alignment for Automated Document Versioning," 
Wei Lee-Woon and Kuok-Shoong Daniel Wong describe how to measure 
the relationship between multiple variations of a text (primarily computer 
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programs ource code and Web page ) and di cu an early algorithm 
de igned to e timate the evolutionary path of a document' ver ion . 
Howe er, their tudy did not allow for the po ibility of two variant 
being derived from the ame original, and it only compared word there
by ignoring chang to individual character , like punctuation, that are 
crucial to literary analy i . Building on the ba ic concept u ed by Woon 
nd Wong, thi articl de crib a new tool for t xtual critic fi cu ed n 
timating the evolution of a te t and offer re ult ba ed on a real lifi 

problem pre ented by th mo tly undat d "Lo t In Tran lation " 
manu cript by Jame Merrill. 

The new technique, the Graph Analyzer of Lit rary Text Ver ions 
(GRALT) algorithm developed at the University of orth Dakota, 1 

involve the functionality of a modified Leven htein algorithm, which i a 
traditional computational method u ed to determine the minimum number 
of single character in ertions, deletions, and ubstitutions required to 
change one text into another, otherwise known a the "editing di tance." 2 

This mea urement i the input to a ver ion equence e timation method, 
which provides an option for two different algorithm implementation : th 
H-Tree path and the Minimum panning Tre (MST). H-Tree Path i 
de igned to tart with the already identified original text and connect it 
with the variant not y t connected pre nting th !owe t difference in 
chara t r to th riginal. Thi pr e i th n r p at d for ry n w con
n ct d t xt until all th t t are linked. h oth r m th d, M rch 
fi r the h rte t ditin di tan c b tw n any tw t t to creat a tr 
that incorporate all of th ariant ,. Put anoth r ay, RAL T re ult in a 

raph with th already identified original a the tarting point and pr -
ceed by traver ing the graph to obtain the e timated ver ion evolution . 
Thi graph can be interpreted as a "tree," similar to an upside down 
genealogical tree where the root is the original text and the branche take 
us to the variants of the text. Unlike the genealogical tree sometime the 
graph may contain just a single direct path. 

When developing and implementing GRALT, the technique waste t
ed to verify it effectivene in predicting the evolutionary equence of 
document ver ion . Table 1 shows the accuracy of the MST and the H
Tree path in our benchmark te t which analyzed poems by Elizabeth 
Barrett Browning (EBB)4 and Walt Whitman (WW),5 a well as play by 

illiam Shake p are (W )6 that have multiple variant . A een in Table 
1 the MST pro ide better, or at lea t the ame, accuracy re ult when 
applied to the larger data ets, like the works of hake peare. Thi might 
be becau e the M T algorithm allow for multiple ver ion of a text to 
have the ame origin, while the H-Tree algorithm doe not. 
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Table 1 Minimum panning tree and H-Tree path accurac percentage 

Te:t 'umber "linimum H-Tree P1tth w 
of~odcs Spanning Tre 

EBB Child 100/o 100¾ 

EBB B ttin 4 66% 66~' 

EBB S~t 4 33% 33% 

EBBLov d 5 1001/o 100~-

EBB Clouds 5 I ¾ 100¾ 

EBB Dog 5 50% 5 )% 

EBB Mitford 4 JO % 100¾ 

w Lea es 7 100/o 100¾ 
W Hamlet 7 66% 66% 

WS Hamlet ( exclude 
Quarto I files & 3 l<>Mo 100 0 

Modem Versions) 

W Hamlet (exclude 
4 66°0 (,600 

Modem crs1ons 

w Hamlet (e clud 
Quano l Modern 7 0 00 

Quano 1) 

WS Henry TV Part T 4 I % 61% 
I Henry (1 ~ I 660' , o 

Richard ll 3 lOOVu 1003/c 

WS .RJchard ill 100% 100% 

Romeo & Juli t 4 100% 100% 

WS Troilus and 
3 100% 100% 

Crcss1da 

Clearly, a few results, like the EBB Seate t ca e, bowed low accura
cy. When analyzed more clo ely, we di covered that the re ult were a 
consequence of a backward evolution or a jump from the original text to 
the la t version. For example, if the actual chronological order wa A, B, 

, D, the GRAL T algorithm detected the equence A, D, C, B. A rea on
able explanation for uch inver ed path would be the author making a 
major modification from A to B and then removing ome of tho e 
change when creating new er ion making clo er to the original A, 
and D even clo er, working again t the initial a umption u ed by 
GRALT. After identifying uch an anomaly, the inv tigation wa extend
ed to the other low accuracy ca e , where imilar backward path ection 
were al o id ntified u ually aft r on to thre ariation . 
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Even with this known issue, the re ults obtained in thi benchmark 
allowed for some stati tical analysis. Assuming that the results of the 
benchmark are representative of a normal distribution curve, with the 
average accuracy of 85% and a tandard deviation of 21.6%, we can pre
dict with a 90% confidence that the MST algorithm applied to future 
problems will correctly e timate the evolution of 76% to 93% of the text , 
while the H-Tre with an average accuracy of 2% and a tandard devia
tion of 22.9% allows a prediction with a 90% confidenc that it will pro
vide a 72% to 91 % correct e timation. From a different p r pective if the 
re uJt are considered of binomial nature ( correct or incorrect), then there 
would be an expected 62% correctne s probability for MST and 56% cor
rectne s probability for H-tree. 

After establishing the probability of getting the correct results, we 
applied the GRALT algorithm to an experiment consisting of draft vari
ants of the work "Lost in Translation" by James Merrill, whose 
manuscript collection is housed by Washington University in St. Louis 
(WashU). The manuscripts of this poem are a mixture of typed and hand
written texts and range from full drafts of the poem to short fragments. 
When preparing the experiments with the texts, marginalia and handwrit
ten notes found in the manuscript were not considered part of the test 
data due to the difficulty of accurately repre enting the numerous, over
lapping, competing, and/or non-linear in ertion .7 After transcribing/digi
tizing each typ d manu cript pag , each text file wa giv n a sp cific draft 
number a the file name. While the ORAL T naming convention adopted 
for th text is ba ed on the order tabli hed by Rachel laughter after 
her analy i of the manuscript in 2006, any drafts not included in her 
original tudy were given subsequent number . Therefore, the number 
associated with the digitized text file name has no evolutionary or tempo
ral meaning; it simply denotes that one document is different from the 
others. Washington University in St. Louis has also assigned an item 
number for each page of the manuscript; the appendix to this article 
demonstrates the correlation between the numbers that we have used to 
represent each file and which page of the manuscript it represents. 

According to Slaughter's literary analy is, in agreement with other 
Merrill scholars before her like Stephen Yenser, the published poem by 
James Merrill is plit into five different "sections." The odd numbered 
section I , 3, and 5- which include published stanzas 1-3, 5-6, and 14-18, 
respectively- are written in unrhymed pentameter. Section 2 (stanza 4 in 
the publi bed version) contains a stressed alliterative verse. Section 4 
(stanzas 7-13 in the published ver ion) i categorized as Rubaiyat qua
trains. Once the five ections of the published poem were established, 
each data document was classified as part of one or more of tho e sec
tions. When looking at GRAL T result , the textual critic, who is left to 
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make a final determination on the evolution of the text, should take all of 
this information into consideration. 

The overall experiment consists of four test cases. The first case only 
contains files identified as full versions, specifically those named Drafts 
1, 20, 22, 24, 31, 32, 33, and Final. The second case contains all the data 
identified as written using unrhymed pentameter, including the files des
ignated Drafts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19a, 20, 21, 22, 23a, 
23, 24, 30, 31, 32, 33, and Final. The third test ca e consists of all data 
identified as using stressed alliterative verse, including Drafts 1, 25, 26, 
27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, and Final. The fourth test case consists of those 
containing the Rubaiyat quatrains, including Drafts 1, 11, 18, 19, 20, 21, 
22, 23, 24, 31, 32, 33, 34, and Final. In all of these tests, "Draft l" is 
always included, as we assumed it to be the first draft of "Lost in 
Translation" based on marginalia showing a date in the author's hand that 
is prior to any others; "Final" is also always included because this is 
known to be the complete full published document. 

The results of the Merrill test cases are presented in Figures 1 through 
8. These are graphical representations to help the textual critic visualize 
the estimation of the evolutionary path. The labels on the nodes of the 
graph are representative of their file name (for example, 24 would be the 
text in file Draft 24). Drafts 31 and 32 are represented as 31/32 in the 
graphs because there are no character differences found within the typed 
text of the manuscript .s Each test ca e is provided with two re ults: one 
given by the MST algorithm, which allows for a document to have more 
than one version created from it, and the other from the H-Tree algorithm, 
where each document can only have one version from itself. 

The results of the fust test applied to files that have been previously 
identified as full draft versions of the text are shown in Figures I and 2. 
By looking at both the MST and H-Tree, the results are identical. 

Figure 1 MST Merrill Test 1 

Figure 2 H-Tree Merrill Test 1 
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The results of the econd test applied to files using unrhymed pentameter 
are hown in Figure 3 and 4. In the MST e timation, there are everal 
uh-trees that do not link to what is known to be the final publi bed draft. 

However, the drafts from the sub-tree were likely influential in the cre
ation of the variant , a the H-Path diagram, een in Figure 4, how that a 
po ible connection could exi t. 

2 ,__ ____ -4 

Figur 3 MST Merrill Te t 2 

Figure 4 H-Tree Merrill Te t 2 

Figure 5 hows the MST re ults for the te t ca e in which stre ed 
alliterative ver e i u ed, while Figure 6 how the corresponding H-Tree 
e timation. In thi ca e, the MST and H-Tree again provide identical 
re ults for the evolutionary path. 
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Figure 5 M T Merrill Te t 3 

Figure 6 H-Tree Merrill Test 3 

Lastly, Figure 7 hows the MST results for the te t involving drafts in 
which Rubaiyat quatrains are found within the tanzas, while Figure 8 
how the corre ponding H-Tree. We can ee that there are two ub-path 

that do not link to the complete ver ion in Figure 7, while Drafts 23 and 
20 in Figure 8 are hown as being created after the final publi hed ver-
ion which may ugge t that th author had difficulty deciding on the be t 

te t. ertainly, thi rt of ob ervation indicate th need of a more in
d pth analy i f the text to verify if the author di carded tho e 
manu cripts in favor of an earlier variant. 

Figure 7 MST Merrill Te t 4 
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Figure 8 H-Tree Merrill Te t 4 

A noted above, the e re ults are not definitive, but merely meant to 
provide textual critic with a starting point in their process of analyzing 
texts, which may allow them to establish an initial hypothesis and direc
tion for their analysis in a shorter amount of time. It is up to the textual 
critic to evaluate the given result , to decide whether more tests with dif
ferent criteria are necessary, and ultimately to analyze the manu cripts 
themselves to attempt to determine the evolutionary order, which Alberts 
will do soon. 

That said, the GRAL T algorithm tool is still being developed and two 
areas have already been identified as requiring additional investigation. 
Fir t, alternate solutions or modifications to the proposed method need to 
be tudied to increa e the accuracy rate of e timating the evolutionary 
path. Second, during benchmark not reported here, which included 
e periment con i ting of hundred of text (Web pages and other Internet 
content) extracted from archival Web ite , the algorithm implementation 
computational time required more than 27 hour of continuou computer 
time for some of the experiment , which is less than ideal. The improve
ment of the computational time i highly dependent on the use of new 
computer sy terns. One pos ible solution is to use multiple system to run 
the compari on between every two texts with their results being analyzed 
by a single central located processor (a computer cluster system). 
However, this type of implementation would raise new challenges, includ
ing the need for sophisticated methods to keep all of the systems synchro
nized and prevent duplicated efforts. Another problem related to the sys
tem platform is the availability of sufficient memory to handle lengthy 
texts, like, say, Ulysses by James Joyce, while working with large 
amounts of text stored in memory. Although there are issues still to be 
addre sed, we hope that GRAL T will be the fust step toward a more 
sophisticated system which textual critics can use as the basis to evaluate 
how an author created a new version of his/her work. 
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Piecing Together the Puzzle: 
the Manuscripts of James Merrill's 

"Lost in Translation" 

by Crystal Alberts 

Over the past couple of years, digital bumanitie have gone from being 
heralded as "the next big thing" to being declared "the Thing."9 To be 
fair, a number of cholars and librarians have been making manuscripts 
available electronically for decades . In fact, the history of humanities 
computing dates back to 1949, just three years after E IAC was 
announced ,10 when Father Roberto Busa, an Italian Jesuit priest, et out to 
create an "index verborum of all the words in the works of St Thomas 
Aquinas and related authors, totaling some 11 million words of medieval 
Latin" and sought out Thomas J. Watson, the founder ofIBM, to help him 
do so (Hockey). In other words, although many eem to have forgotten, 
literary scholar have been working with computers (and computer scien
ti ts) for more or les as long as computers have been in existence. Thu , 
for tho e who worked with anything from punched card to D-ROM , 
from O OA to GML the true pioneer of the field the increa ed 
attention being paid to the fi Id of digital humanitie i p rhap a vindica
tion of orts, particularly becau e people at any tage of their career are 
now encouraged to venture into the fray and te tify about their "come-to
DH moment. "! I But, truthfully, collaboration between a computer scien
tist and a literary critic- such as Mayfield and myself-isn't some sort of 
newfangled "innovative" development, rather, it's just a continuation of 
what curious scholars have been doing in some form for decades. 
However , we do hope that her tool will be a new addition to the relatively 
long tradition of humanities computing and that our findings related to 
Merrill's "Lost in Translation" manuscripts will be an interesting contri
bution to Merrill scholarship. 

Acquired by Washington University in St. Louis circa 1996, the James 
Merrill Papers (1926-2003) are comprised of approximately 175.5 linear 
feet, including fifty-nine items related to "Lost in Translation," 12 which 
David Kalstone declares is one of "the most beautiful poems that Merrill 
has ever written," explaining that it "is a long and grateful farewell to 
Proust whose doctrine of time recaptured ha long been an article of faith 
for Merrill" ( 49). The poem, described by Stephen Yenser as being "at 
once a memoir and a poetics with metaphysical and epistemological 
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aspect ," de erves continued attention by critic (78). However, of partic
ular interest here i not its meaning, but rather it making. 

Another cholar ha endeavored to complete thi ta k; in 2006, a part 
of a Washington Univer ity in St. Loui spon ored graduate ummer fel
lowship in digital humanitie Rachel Slaughter studied Merrill' "Lo tin 
Tran lation" and po ited an order for the poem' mo tly undated 
manu cript - by her count totaling thirty-three extant draft , not includ
ing the publi hed ver ion from the Pulitzer Prize winning Divine 
Comedies (1976). However, after examining the manu cript , I believe 
that there are, in fact, thirty-nine extant draft (including the publi bed 
version). Consequently, rather than interpreting the content of' Lost in 
Tran lation," I will instead turn my attention to a different puzzle and 
attempt to piece together the creation order of the poem's drafts ba ed on 
my own textual analysis of the manuscripts and the findings of Mayfield' s 
Graph Analyzer of Literary Text Version (GRAL T) algorithm.13 

Like Mademoiselle and the boy in the poem, spreading the images of 
the drafts out face up to look for ' [ e ]vidence the Law must piece togeth
er" is the be t way to start to complete thi puzzle (Merrill 144). Scanning 
the items, the most obviou example of evidence are dates written in 
Merrill's hand, which do appear occasionally, thus providing the te tual 
critic with ome hint a to what wa created when. Unfortunately, a 
alluded to ab ve the va t majority of the draft lack thi type of inti rma
tion, and other means of making a tory mu t b found. Luckily, though, 
the "Lo t in Tran lation" manu cript are highly colored crap . A combi
nation of typ d text and handwritten not , the appearance of ome of the 
draft seem omewhat chaotic- a punctuation, word , line , or whole 
stanza are deleted or added in the margin in pencil or different colored 
ink, occasionally on the same page implying multiple passes at editing. 
However, when Merrill settled on a revision, he would retype the entire 
draft, incorporating those handwritten changes, and begin the process 
again. The regularity of Merrill's drafting method (if one can decipher his 
handwriting) thus provides solid textual evidence that reveals the poem's 
progression. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, "Lost in Translation" is 
divided into five distinctive formal parts: unrhymed pentameter (pub
lished stanzas 1-3, 5-6, and 14-18), stressed alliterative verse (published 
tanza 4), and Rubaiyat quatrains (published stanza 7-13) (Yenser 80-

81 ). Also useful for the task at hand is the fact that the stanza containing 
Rubaiyat quatrain and tres ed alliterative verse were added later in the 
drafting process; consequently, by clustering drafts of these parts together , 
a more sophi ticated unit can be formed which will help reveal the com
plete picture. 

And so, to do borders: because the earliest date found within the col
lection is October 8, 1972, that item, along with another seemingly con-
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nected page, have been determined to be the first extant version of the 
poem; it has been named "Draft l" by Slaughter, Mayfield, and myself. 
Similarly, the published version has been designated the last (Alberts 
Draft 39/GRALT Draft Final). The rest are left in the seemingly incoher
ent middle. However, the remaining pieces have been aligned based on 
their formal characteristics and analyzed using Mayfield's GRALT, which 
produced encouragingly accurate outcomes, sugge ting that her tool will 
be beneficial to textual critics. That said, there are some missing pieces in 
the GRAL T data. Items that were completely handwritten were not 
included, because it was deemed too difficult to integrate Merrill's penned 
drafts and/or marginalia into the typed text with any sort of consistency 
(one needs only look at MSS83_3338_LostlnTranslation_034 to see why 
this would be an issue).14 However, those drafts haven't been forgotten 
and were "under the [metaphorical] table all along" (Merrill 147); they 
will be snapped into place in the proposed complete creation order. 

Having determined that Merrill began ''Lost in Translation" on 
October 8, 1972, additional dates in Merrill's hand found on assorted 
drafts indicate that they were written on October 9, 11, and 12, 1972, 
implying that Merrill spent the next few days drafting, revising, and 
reordering his verses especially what would become published stanzas 1-3 
and 5-6, which were written in unrhymed pentameter. 15 These items, 
labeled Alberts Drafts 1-12, are covered in handwritten notes in pencil 
and differing inks (black, burnt sienna, and red). In addition to revised 
language and punctuation, the red ink also mark variou stanza with a 
set of letters and/or a set of numbers. The significance of these ymbols 
becomes clear in Alberts Draft 12 (GRALT 17), where, like a planchette, 
they point the way: the assorted stanzas in their previously noted alpha
betic/numerical order now appear as typed text. Alberts Draft 12 also 
includes the first instance of the poem's title in penciled, block capital letters. 

Focusing next on a few "[n]omad inlanders" (Merrill 145)-those 
drafts of "Lost in Translation" containing Rubiayat quatrains-were like
ly begun by Merrill on October 12, 1972, based on marginalia on the 
verso of Draft 1, page 2 (designated Alberts Draft 13/GRALT 38). 
October 12, 1972, was also likely the date that Merrill began to compose 
this section. Some, although not all, of these handwritten stanzas appear 
in typed form in Alberts Draft 14 (GRALT 34), which suggests that 
Merrill continued to use the page to draft ( especially as red ink mixes with 
pencil). This item has four typed quatrains and, true to his revision pro
cess, there are a number of notes in Merrill's hand, which are then incor
porated into what has been named Alberts Draft 15 (GRALT 18), a draft 
that contains six typed quatrains plus handwritten marginalia. While all of 
the textual evidence for this conclusion (like the ones above and those that 
follow) cannot be articulated here due to space constraints, a couple of 
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examples will have to suffice. In particular, above Alberts Draft 14's line 
"Skins brown or iron blue , tattoos and scars," Merrill penciled in "gun
metal or bronze, " which led to a change in the corresponding line found in 
Alberts Draft 15: "Gunmetal skins, or bronze , tattoos and scars ." He also 
altered "With kif for boredom and iced drink for thir t" to "Kef ea es 
boredom; and iced syrups , thirst ," with the former line appearing in pencil 
in the margins of Albert Draft 14. Similarly dated October 15, 1972, 
Alberts Draft 16 (GRAL T 11) ub titute a stanza that i found in hand
written form on Alberts Draft 15 for one typed separate from the other 
quatrains in Alberts Draft 15. Merrill then reworks the omitted stanza in 
pencil on Alberts Draft 16, only to include it once again in Alberts Draft 
17 (GRAL T 19). This addition brings the total number of Rubaiyat qua
trains to seven- the number found in the published version - and com
pletes Merrill's initial drafting of this formal section. As it so happens , 
these findings also follow the initial path of the GRAL T algorithm as 
demonstrated in Mayfield's Figure 7. 

After completing the Rubaiyat quatrain section, Merrill turned his 
attention to writing what would ultimately be the ending of the poem, as 
seen in Alberts Drafts 19-23 (with Drafts 20 and 21 dated October 19).16 
He then retyped what has been determined to be the second "complete " 
ver ion (after Alberts Draft 1/GRALT 1), which ha been named Alberts 
Draft 24 (GRALT 20). Thi ver ion al o includes the fir t appearance of 
the epigraph and the dedication , albeit in inverted order from the pub 
Ii hed ver ion, which i omething he corrected in the next full draft. 
Merrill continued to rework and retype the poem in Alberts Drafts 25-29 
(with Alberts Draft 26/GRALT 22 and Albert Draft 29/GRALT 24, again 
presenting full versions of the text).17 

Still seemingly unsatisfied , in Alberts Draft 30 (GRAL T 25) Merrill 
starts to write the first version of what would become published stanza 4 
in stressed alliterative verse and, thus , another cluster forms. As before , 
the typed text mingles with Merrill's marginalia marked in pencil, black 
ink , and what appears to be purple pen. Alberts Draft 31 (GRAL T 27), 
dated November 14, records these changes, as "All except him have seen 
our hostess search" becomes "All except him have seen a cupboard 
searched." Merrill continued to rework this stanza in a series of handwrit
ten revisions on the verso sides of both Alberts Draft 30 and 31, subse
quently named Alberts Draft 32. Merrill then retypes them, shifting "A 
company fallen silent /as a man my age reenters the drawing room" to 
"The library gone silent. / Somebody middle-aged and nondescript / 
Reentering it," as found in Alberts Draft 33 (GRAL T 26). Handwritten 
changes in Alberts Draft 33 surface in Alberts Draft 34 (GRALT 28) , 
turning "The tallest trees tense with shock" into "Are trees towering tense 
with shock" which through the same revision process then become s 
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"Trees tower, tense with shock" in Alberts Draft 35 (GRAL T 30). Once 
again, a textual study of the fragments reveals that the path proposed by 
Mayfield's GRALT in Figures 5 and 6 does fit the pattern of Merrill's craft. 

Having completed the stressed alliterative section , Merrill again 
retyped the whole poem, inserting what became published stanza 4 in the 
appropriate position. Alberts Draft 3 6 ( ORAL T 31) and Alberts Draft 3 7 
(GRALT 32) reflect thi move. In addition , ba ed on a letter found el e
where in the James Merrill Paper to hi mother Hellen Ingram Plummer 
dated November 17, 1972, which enclosed aver ion of the poem that is 
strikingly similar to these drafts, it is believed that this draft was complet
ed around that time.18 But , in what proved to be a puzzle within a puzzle, 
Alberts Draft 36 and 37 also contain exactly the same typed text, along 
with similar handwritten revisions. However, a handwritten line that 
appears in both Alberts Draft 36 and Alberts Draft 3 7-"A cunning , 
uniquely common object "- is altered in Alberts Draft 37 to read "An 
object at once unique & common." This change then appears in Alberts 
Draft 38, the final item in Washington University in St. Louis's "Lost in 
Translation" manuscripts , which bears the date 1973 in Merrill ' s hand, 
suggesting that Alberts Draft 37 was altered after Alberts Draft 36. That 
said, as a side note , like those analyzing the drafts with Rubaiyat quatrains 
and stressed alliterative verse , the ORAL T test accurately predicts the 
order of "full" ver ion , as een in Mayfield Figure 1 and 2. 

And so, with the la t pieces in place, it's done ... or almost. When the 
publi bed ver ion of "Lo tin Tran lation" (Albert Draft 39) i compared 
to Alberts Draft 38, it become clear that additional change were made to 
the final drafted version during the publication process ; for example , 
Merrill's consistently misspelled "Vasselage " is corrected to read 
"Vassalage ." These changes might be recorded in the James Merrill 
Papers (in particular, V.12. Divine Comedies., 1976., boxes 9-10), which, 
unfortunately, were not accessible during the writing of this article. 
However, while space constraints may have prevented me from detailing 
all of the reasons behind my decisions, I believe that my study has pre
sented a reasonably accurate ordering of the drafts. 

Beyond that, while Mayfield's GRALT algorithm is still being devel
oped, I hope that I have demonstrated that it appears to be a tool that 
might help textual critics with genetics and , if these results continue, 
GRALT may have the potential to be an improvement on, or at least a 
complement to , Susan Schreibman 's and the University of Maryland's 
"Versioning Machine."19 Scholarly editors tasked with collation might 
also benefit from GRALT in ways that aren't accommodated by Juxta, 
another open source collation tooJ.20 GRAL T also has the advantage, 
unlike either the Versioning Machine or Juxta , in that it can perform its 
textual comparison even on simple text ( .txt) files not encoded in XML 
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(Text Encoding Initiative , TEI, compliant or otherwise) , thereby enabling 
it to be used early in the digitization process or on texts that are not going 
to become an online digital archive at all. Although initial tests , especially 
when run against files containing data involving the same or clo ely relat
ed pa sages , return surprisingly accurate results , exactly how useful 
GRAL T will be remains to be seen. In time we may find one or more 
missing piece , or realize that all is translation . 

Notes 

1F or a complete explanation of the H-Tree Path and GRAL T algorithm, see 
Katia Mayfield 's "GRALT: A Graph Analyzer for Literary Text Versions. " 

2f or a complete explanation of Levenshtein ' s algorithm , see Vladimir 
Levenshtein , especially pages 707-10. 

3for a complete explanation of the Minimum Spanning Tree algorithm , see 
Richard Neapolitan and Kumarss Naimipour . 

4The source for the EBB poems can be found at <http ://library .und.edu/digi
tal/>. These poems were digitized under the guidance of Sandra Donaldson , editor 
of The Works of Elizabeth Barrett Browning (Pickering & Chatto, 2010). 

5The source for the WW poem is the Walt Whitman Archive , which can be 
found at <http://www.whitmanarchive .org/>. 

6The ources for the WS plays are the Internet Shake peare Editions, which 
can be found at <http://intemet hake peare.uvic.ca/>. 

7Rachel laughter ' re earch wa incorporated into "Final Ver ion : A Digital 
Archive of Revi ion for cholar & Student ," a portion of which i availabl e 
through Wa hington University in St. Louis ' Digital Gateway at <http ://digital. 
wu tl.edu/r/revi ion/Merrill_ Complication/index.html >. In addition, upon review
ing Slaughter ' s results and the manuscripts for this poem, we discovered that not 
all of the items were included in the initial study. We worked with the staff of the 
Washington University in St. Louis Special Collection Library to obtain a full set 
of digital images of the items and transcribed the missing texts for inclusion in this 
study . These images and the transcriptions are slated to be added to WashU 's 
"The James Merrill Digital Archive" available at <http ://digital.wustl.edu/james 
merrillarchive/>. 

8 There are some differences in the manuscripts' marginalia, which, while not 
included in the test data for GRAL T, will be addressed by Alberts later. 

9 William Pannapacker , "The MLA and the Digital Humanities, " Chronicle of 
Higher Education. 28 Dec . 2009. <chronicle.com /blogPost /The-MLAthe 
Digital / 19468/> and "Pannapacker at MLA: Digital Humanities Triumphant. " 
Chronicle of Higher Education 8 Jan. 2011. <chronicle.com/biogs/brainstorm/ 
pannapacker-at-mla-digital-humani ties-triumphant/3 0915>. 

10See T.R. Kennedy , Jr., "Electronic Computer Flashes Answers, May Speed 
Engineering: New All-Electronic Computer and Its Inventors ," New York Times, 
14 Feb. 1946. 
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11Donald Pannapacker , "Pannapacker at MLA : The Come-to-DH Moment," 
Chronicle of Higher Education. 7 Jan. 2012 . <chronicle.com/biogs/brainstorm/ 
pannapacker-at-the-mla-2-the-come-to-dh-moment/42811 > . 

12See the Finding Aid for the Jame Merrill Papers available at 
<http ://library .wustl.edu/unit /spec/manu cript findingaid /MSS083.html >. 

13As shown in Appendix A, Wa hington Univer ity in St. Loui has a igned 
item number to each of the manu cript item . The appendix pair the official 
numbers with those u ed by Mayfield and my own findings. Slaughter's earlier 
re ults are reflected in GRALT Draft numbers 1-33 with each item not included in 
her initial study having been given a sub equent number for identification purpo -
e only. 

' 4Thi includes GRALT Drafts 9, 10, 12, and 35-45. Please note there is no 
GRAL T Draft 29 . 

15These include Alberts Draft 2 (GRALT 2) , Alberts Draft 4 (GRALT 3), 
Alberts Draft 8 (GRALT 8), and Alberts Draft 10 (with Alberts Drafts 8 and 10 
bearing the same date). Also, please note, although Mayfield did run a GRALT 
test on all drafts containing unrhymed pentameter , due to the nature of the algo
rithm, the results do not appear to be very accurate owing to the large difference in 
text size and will not discussed here . 

J6Alberts Draft 18 appears to be mostly unrelated to "Lost in Translation," 
with only a few lines found within the other drafts ; however , it is dated October 
18, 1972. 

17In the GRAL T te t on draft containing Rubaiyat quatrains , both GRAL T 20 
Albert Draft 24) and GRAL T 23 (Albert Draft 27) return re ult indicating that 

they were drafted after the publi hed versi n (in Figure 8) or as ither uh-path 
(in Figure 7). The reason for thi aren ' t completely clear . GRALT 20 (Alberts 
Draft 24) does contain a relatively ub tantial number of change when compared 
to later drafts. However , GRALT 23 clo ely re embles GRALT 24 (Alberts Draft 
29) except for the last page , which is missing for GRAL T 23. This may explain 
the anomaly. 

l8This letter was first pointed out by Slaughter in her study from 2006. 
19AJthough conceived by Schreibman in 2000 , the Versioning Machine was 

made possible by a number of people and institutions, as indicated by their credits 
website available at <http: //v-machine.org/credits.php>. 

20The Juxta software and documentation is available at http: //www.juxtasoft
ware.org /, which is part of NINES (Networked Infrastructure for Nineteenth
Century Electronic Scholarship) founded by Jerome McGann. 
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Appendix A 

James Merrill "Lost in Translation" umbering Relationship 

GRALT 
Alberts' 

Washington University in St. Louis Draft 
Proposed 

Item Number 
Number 

Draft 
Number 

MSS83 - 3338 LostlnTranslation 001 Draft 33 Draft 38 - -
MSS83 _3338_LostlnTranslation_ 002 Draft 33 Draft 38 

MSS83_3338_LostlnTranslation_ 003 Draft 33 Draft 38 

MSS83_3338_LostlnTranslation_004 Draft 33 Draft 38 

MSS83 _3338_LostlnTranslation_005 Draft 31 Draft 36 
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GRALT Alberts' 
Wa bington Univer ity in St. Looi 

Draft 
Proposed 

Item Number 
umber 

Draft 
Number 

MSS83 - 3338_ Lo tlnTranslation_006 Draft 31 Draft 36 
MSS83_3338_Lo tlnTran lation_007 Draft 31 Draft 36 
MSS83_3338_Lo tlnTranslation_008a Draft 31 Draft 36 
MSS83_3338_Lo tlnTran lation_008b Draft 35 ot Related 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 009 Draft 32 Draft 37 - - -
MSS83 _3338_LostlnTranslation_ 010 Draft 32 Draft 37 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 011 Draft 32 Draft 37 - - -
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 012 Draft 32 Draft 37 - - -
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 013 - - - Draft 23a Draft 28 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 014 Draft 23 Draft 27 - - -
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 015 - - - Draft 23 Draft 27 
MSS83 _3338_LostlnTranslation_016 Draft 23 Draft 27 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 017 - - - Draft 24 Draft 29 
MSS83 _3338_Lo tlnTranslation_0l 8 Draft 24 Draft 29 
MSS83 3338 - - Lo tlnTranslation_019 Draft 24 Draft 29 
MSS83 - 3338 - Lo tlnTran lation_020 Draft 24 Draft 29 
MS 83 3338 - Lo tlnTran Jation 021 Draft 30 Draft 35 
MSS83 3338 - - LostlnTranslation _ 022a Draft 12 Draft 18 
MSS83 - 3338 - LostlnTranslation _ 022b Draft 12 ot Related 
MSS83 - 3338 - LostlnTranslation 023 Draft 12 Draft 6 
MSS83 - 3338 - LostlnTranslation 024 Draft 22 Draft 26 
MSS83 - 3338 - LostlnTranslation _ 025 Draft 22 Draft 26 
MSS83 - 3338 - LostlnTranslation _ 026 Draft 22 Draft 26 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation _ 027 Draft 22 Draft 26 - -
MSS83 - 3338 - LostlnTranslation_ 028 Draft 20 Draft 24 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation _ 029 Draft 20 Draft 24 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 030 Draft 20 Draft 24 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation _ 031 Draft 20 Draft 24 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 032 Draft 21 Draft 25 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 033a Draft 21 Draft 25 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 033b Draft 37 Draft 25 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 034 Draft l Draft l 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 035a Draft 1 Draft l 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 035b Draft 38 Draft 13 
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GRALT 
Alberts' 

Washington University in St. Louis Draft 
Proposed 

Item Number 
Number 

Draft 
Number 

MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 036a Draft 2 Draft 2 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 036b Draft 39 Draft 2 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 037 Draft 3 Draft 4 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 038 Draft 5 Draft 3 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 039 Draft 6 Draft 5 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 040 Draft 7 Draft 9 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 041 Draft 8 Draft 8 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 042a Draft 8 Draft 8 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 042b Draft 40 Draft 11 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 043 Draft 10 Draft 10 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 044 Draft 11 Draft 16 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 045 Draft 15 Draft 21 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 046 Draft 14 Draft 20 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 047 Draft 17 Draft 12 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 048 Draft 17 Draft 12 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 049 Draft 34 Draft 14 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 050a Draft 19 Draft 17 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 050b Draft 41 Draft 17 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 051 Draft 19a Draft 22 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 052a Draft 28 Draft 34 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 052b Draft 42 Not Related 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 053a Draft 4 Draft 7 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 053b Draft 43 Draft 7 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 054a Draft 25 Draft 30 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 054b Draft 44 Draft 32 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 055a Draft 27 Draft 31 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 055b Draft 45 Draft 32 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 056a Draft 16 Draft 23 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 056b Draft 46 Draft 23 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 057 Draft 13 Draft 19 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 058a Draft 26 Draft 33 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 058b Draft 47 Not Related 
MSS83 3338 LostlnTranslation 059 Draft 18 Draft 15 
"Lost in Translation" (Published Version) Draft Final Draft 39 
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KYLE CONWAY 

Pedagogy and Digital Aesthetics: 
A Manifesto 

Our task is to think across media 

Today's instrumentalist view of education betrays the very idea of educa
tion. If we teach only discrete skills that employers want and bureaucrats 
can count, we fail our students. We cannot anticipate all that our students 
will encounter after they leave our classrooms. If they cannot adapt 
because we have taught them only di crete skills, what i the value of 
those skills? 

Thi contradiction i e pecially tark in communication. Innovation i 
an ironic beast. Literally - according to it Latin root - "innovation" 
means "to make new," but it i fundamentally destructive: technology 2.0 
might extend technology 1.0, but it negates it, too. Planned obsole cence 
is mart business strategy: the promise that we can do more today than we 
could yesterday is seductive, and it makes an upgrade look like a bargain. 
But it also means we can do less today than we will be able to do tomor
row, when we will need to upgrade again. Whether the bargain is worth it 
is not clear. 

How should we teach students as the rate of innovation accelerates? It 
is foolish to think we can keep ahead of technological change. Instead, we 
must rethink how we relate to technology and reconceive the value of the 
skills we teach. We must turn away from discrete skills as ends in them
selves to something at once more abstract and more practical. We must 
ask how these skills are made possible by a more fundamental relation
ship between form and content. 

We can arrive at that abstraction through a curious path, that of trans
lation and aesthetics. If we want to overcome the gap between technolo
gies 1.0 and 2.0, we must find a way to see it. Translation exposes a gap 
between languages that is analogous to the gap between art forms and
more important-the media that give substance to their expression. If we 
can see the gap, we can examine it (rather than media themselves) for 
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clues about form's effect on content. To do this, we must first pare media 
down to what is e sential and, in the process, reveal what separates one 
medium from another. We can apprehend this difference through aesthetic 
experience: parsimony, in a word, is beautiful. Second, we must recognize 
that communication i material. To experience the gap between media, we 
mu t attune our elve to its manife tation in the out ide world. Finally , 
we mu t trive for a peculative conclu ion. o formula or rule-set can 
tell u how to approach a new medium. Instead, we must cultivate a capa
ble inquisitiveness, the ability to a k new question oriented to what we 
encounter. The ae thetic experience of the gap between media uggest 
questions to ask to pry into a new technology. In an absolute sense, the 
mystery of communication is beyond our comprehension, but we can 
glimpse its secrets. Our task is not to solve the mystery but to see how the 
tools we use show us the direction to take. 

Parsimony is beautiful 

To understand the problem we face, consider ekphrasis. It i the use of 
language to convey the content of another form of art or, more simply , 
it's talking about pictures or music (or other media). The ubstance upon 
which each medium act - language, image, mu ic- i different, and thu 
the content each convey i different too. That i , language tructures 
meaning following a logic incommen urable with that of other media; it 
can draw our attention to ome feature of an art object if we are in it 
pre ence, but it cannot reconstitute the object for u . Con ider John 
Keats's lovers chasing each other on a Grecian urn: 

Fair youth, beneath the trees, thou canst not leave 
Thy song, nor ever can those trees be bare; 

Bold Lover, never, never canst thou kiss, 
Though winning near the goal yet, do not grieve; 

She cannot fade, though thou hast not thy bliss, 
For ever wilt thou love, and she be fair! (15-20) 

Through his words, we glimpse their youth and passion, but we cannot 
remake the urn nor the image upon it. 

The relationship between other media is also one of incommensurabil
ity. The skills for technology 1.0 are inadequate for technology 2.0: 
because they act upon different substances, there can be no direct transfer . 
So how do we prepare our student to encounter new media? It is useful 
here to recognize that all media are new until something replaces them. In 
the 1930s, Rudolf Arnheim wrote two books, one about film and one 
about radio, media that had been new but appeared on the cu p of being 
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replaced by television. His vantage point at that moment of tran ition 
helps us understand the flux that characterizes media today. 

Arnheim was disappointed that filmmaker and radio producers had 
not realized their media's potential. They failed to make art becau e they 
failed to understand how film and radio were different from what came 
before . They did not ee that ' arti tic and cientific de cription of reality 
are cast in molds that derive not o much from the ubject matter it elf a 
from the properties of the medium . .. employed" (Film as Art 2). 

What Arnheim did was bring tran lation into the realm of ae thetic . 
Art, he said, presupposed translation : "Every art translates all content into 
the means of expression most suitable to the medium of representation" 
(Radio 177). In the same move, he took "translation" out of the realm of 
figurative language. We understand translation conventionally as the act 
of rewriting a text by substituting one language for another, but we arrive 
at that understanding by analogy with the word's literal roots. The Latin 
translatus, past participle of transferre, describes something else: 

trans I ferre 
aero s / to carry 

German- Arnheim' s language- makes the idea of movement even clear
er becau e "iibersetzen" has no recour e to a foreign idiom but reveal it 
intention upfront: 

iiber I etzen 
aero I to carry 

Le t we ee translation/Ubersetzung merely a a form of movement, 
we hould heed Andrew Chesterman's warning: "The corre ponding 
term [of 'translation'] in some other languages ( uch a Finnish, Turkish, 
Japanese, Chinese, Tibetan, Vietname e, Tamil) do not foreground the 
notion of carrying something across, but rather notions of difference or 
mediation" (104). Thus, in addition to movement, we have transforma
tion: in the passage from one language to another, from one medium to 
another, from one state-of-being to another, objects change. 

This movement-transformation has implications for art. For Arnheim, 
when art translates content, it does so in ways specific to the medium: 
"There is in art a general law of economy which demands that nothing but 
what is essential for its form should be admitted in a work of art" (Radio 
133). Aristotle tells us (in book 5 of the Metaphysics) that "essential" 
describes that without which something- a medium, say- would not be 
what it is. In that respect, aesthetics implies something akin to parsimony: 
art includes what is essential, but only that. Parsimony is beautiful, 
although in saying o, we risk falling into tautology. 

This movement-transformation also has implications for pedagogy. 
Either we teach each medium anew ( and risk leaving our students without 
skills for the media we do not teach), or we give students tools to decipher 
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the logic by which a new medium structures meaning. How do we give 
them the e tools? How do we equip them to recognize what i es ential 
and what i not? How do we help them appreciate an ae thetics of parsimony? 

We draw their attention to the gap between media. 

Communication i a material act 

But how? on ider linguistic expre ion- tran lation in a traditional 
en e- as a model: it bring our experience of the gap that marks incom

mensurability into the foreground. A word in one language might appear 
to be the equivalent of a word in another, but that appearance is deceptive . 
In fact, words that make up such pairs accumulate different associations 
for different communities of speakers in dialogue with each other over 
time: "a word presents itself not as an item of vocabulary but as a word 
that has been used in a wide variety of utterances by co-speaker A, co
speaker B co-speaker C and so on, and has been variously used in the 
peaker' own utterances" (V olosinov 70). That is, when I respond to you, 

I agree, or disagree, or acquie ce, upport, challenge, negotiate, or other
wise engage with you, but in each ca e, I take account of what you have 
said and how you too re ponded to people before you. Words accumu
late iati n through thi ongoing act of taking account: your pe ch 
echoe in min , ju ta th peech of people befor you echo in your . 

Through thi proce , word organize the chaotic flu of our exp ri
ence of th world into di crete meaningful thing . a re ult, they al o 
betray u by meaning more than we intend: when we u e word to pick an 
object out of the flux, they echo in ways beyond our control. Or as Walter 
Benjamin writes in "Die Aufgabe des Ubersetzers": 

it is nece sary to distingui h, within intention, the intended object 
from the mode of its intention. In "Brot' ' and "pain" [the German 
and French words for "bread"] the intended object is the same, but 
the mode of intention differs. It is becau e of their modes of inten
tion that the two words signify omething different to a German or a 
Frenchman, that they are not regarded as interchangeable, and in fact 
ultimately eek to exclude one another .. . . (156-57) 

Paul de Man explains that translation reveals "a fundamental discrep
ancy between the intent to name Brot and the word Brot in its materiality , 
as a device of meaning (87). When de Man hear Brot , he hears the 
German poet Friedrich Holderlin, who figures prominently in Benjamin ' 
e ay, which makes him think in turn of Holderlin's "Brot und Wein"
"Bread and Wine," one of his mo t famous poem , an elegy to Demeter 
and Dionysu . But in French, that eriousness di appears: Pain et vin "is 
what you get for free in . . . a cheap re taurant where it i still included, so 
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pain et vin has very different connotations from Brot und Wein. It brings 
to mind the pain fram;ais, baguette, ficelie, batard, all those things" (87). 

We must not lose sight of the material nature of intention: through 
words that are grounded in social interaction, the out ide world impinge 
upon our psyche . Translation lay bare language' materiality by howing 
where competing intention - that of Brot and that of pain ontradict 
each other. In thi contradiction we experience the gap between lan
guages: tran lator cannot reproduce the intention of the original, where 
"content and language constitute a certain unity, like that between a fruit 
and its kin," but in tead must give over to the exce s of meaning to cre
ate a translation that "surrounds its content as if with the broad folds of a 
royal mantle" (Benjamin 158). 

The same thing happens in art. Opera and live theater have different 
properties than radio, for instance, and what is essential for one is not for 
the other. Their modes of intention differ, too. They evoke meaning by 
showing us different things about the world, and one cannot be simply 
relayed by the other: radio is "self-sufficient, completes itself in the 
aural ," Arnheim writes, and it demands that opera or theater be restaged 
(Radio 138). If producers put a microphone by a stage to broadcast actors 
performing before a live audience all they do is remind Ii tener they are 
not there: li tener hear the ounds people in the room would hear 
(applause or laughter, or actor shuffling aero the tage), but they cannot 
ee the cau e, and rather than imagine them lve at the performance 

they become aware of what they cannot ee. 
In other words, producer mu t grapple with how the material nature 

of communication is shaped by the medium itself. Tran lators encounter 
the materiality of language; producers encounter the materiality of com
munication . This encounter has important pedagogical implications. In it, 
we experience the gap between languages or media. If we can sensitize 
students to that experience, we can help them discover the tools they need 
to decipher a new medium's structuring logic. 

We must strive for a speculative conclusion 

When we teach, we ask our students to strive for clarity. The acts of writ
ing a clear sentence and building a paragraph are conceptually similar to 
those of creating a working hypertext and composing a Web site or 
recording a clean shot and editing a video. But they are not the same, and 
in the space between them, some hint of the mystery of communication 
shines through. 

Benjamin makes an unexpected claim about translation, one that is 
useful to us: the point of translation is not to render content in another lan
guage. Content is at best secondary. Instead, the point is to discover how 
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languages complement each other in their modes of intention: "in each 
[language] as a whole, one and the ame thing is intended; this cannot be 
attained by any one of them alone, however, but only by the totality of 
their mutually complementary intentions: pure language" ( 156). Pure lan
guage (reine Sprache) i not omething we can peak or even know 
directly. In tead, it is an ab ent element who e contours are suggested by 
each language' mode of intention. When tran lation bring two mode 
into contact, it contour become clearer. But even though we cannot 
peak it we can imagine what qualitie it might have, qualitie Benjamin 

de cribe by quoting the poet tephane Mallarme (in untranslated French 
no le s): 

Les langues imparfaites en cela que plusieurs, manque la supreme: 
penser etant ecrire sans accessoires, ni chuchotement mais tacite 
encore / 'immortelle parole, la diversite, sur terre, des idiomes 
empeche personne de proferer /es mots qui, sinon se trouveraient, 
par une frappe unique, elle-meme materiellement la verite. 

Languages, imperfect due to beer number, are ultimately lacking: a 
thinking is writing without acce sory or whi per, but the immortal 
word remains tacit, the diversity of language on earth prevents us 
from aying the word that otherwi e would find themselves, in one 
fell woop, to be materially the truth. (qtd. in Benjamin 160, my 
tran lation) 

In pure language, the di tance between word and object di appear . 
Pure language no longer m diate but opens immediately onto the world it 
describes. 

In an image, it's as if we have the mold used to ca t an object, but the 
object is missing, the mold is broken, and all we have are some of the 
pieces. Pure language is the object, and the languages we speak 
German, French, English-are the pieces. The modes of intention are the 
grooves and indentations on the pieces' backside, where they gave shape 
to the now-absent object. We cannot see the object, but we can get some 
sense of its form. 

Here is where our focus on discrete skills sells our students short. We 
teach them how to write clearly, compose a Web site, or edit a video. We 
ask them what makes one medium different from another. But if we stop 
there-if we ask them only how content moves between media-we ve 
given them skills to produce only a "bad translation, which can be defined 
as inexact transmission of an inessential content' (Benjamin 152). We 
must ask them instead, if the skills are pieces of a mold, what is the 
object? This question is speculative. It cannot be otherwise. The answers 
cannot be proven or stated absolutely. But asking the question can cast 
new light on the mystery of communication. Here is the paradox and why 
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this approach, in the final analysis, is practical: the ability to ask this que -
tion will be the tool students need to adapt to technologies we have yet 
even to imagine. If they can find the groove and indentations left by 
technology 1.0, they can speculate about where technology 2.0 might fit. 
They can act on their guess and test it against the new medium; through 
their te ts, they can trace out more indentation in the absent object. They 
might not olve th my tery of communication, but they will map more of 
it contour . 

We have organized our universitie -e pecially our re earch univer i
ties-around a fal e distinction between pedagogy and re earch. This is a 
mistake: both are forms of inquiry, our primary enterprise. Teaching-as 
much as research-produces new knowledge, and we must not surrender 
it to what a modern-day Nietzsche might call the will to quantify. 
Teaching is political because it resists the effort to reduce education to 
technical training. It is not a question, as our critics believe, of causing 
our students to think like "us" (as if we were some monolithic group), but, 
more fundamentally, of giving them tools to think-not to answer que -
tions we pose but to pose questions themselves. 

For this reason, we must not shy away from abstractions. We must 
hold the tools we teach-the discrete kill tudents acquir up against 
the light of the e ab traction . What doe their light reveal? And, con
ver ely, we mu t a k how the tools them elve cause u to ee th ab trac
tions differently. When we hold up the e tool , how do they recast the light? 
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PAUL WORLEY 

Digital Art or Analog Object? 

"What is digital art?" can best be answered through an examination of 
analogous questions such as "What is cave art?" or "What is folk art?" 
The privileging of an adjective in each would seem to presume, on some 
level , that these collections of objects are not art in and of themselves. 
That is, the adjective somehow points to a need to justify or explain the 
digital 's particular niche within a broader aesthetic pantheon of cultural 
production that passes ipso facto as art. As frequently happens at even 
poetry readings where the poet's explication of the event that occasioned 
a poem bests the reading of the work itself, so too with digital art, cave 
art, or folk art: often the theory or even the process that produces the 
object exceeds the appeal of the aesthetic object in question. In this sense, 
these adjectives perpetrate a elf-authorizing conceit, being adjectives 
who e de criptive work lie in mystifying thi group of objects a already 
misunderstood by the uninitiated and yet nonetheless e i ting as art 
de pite thi common prejudice. 

At this juncture, however, digital art differs dra tically from cave art 
or folk art in that the latter two are contemporary imposition on objects 
produced in the past, while the former pretends to be an art of the present 
day or a future time. As descriptive terms, then, "cave" and "folk" are far 
more effective epistemological categories than "digital," insofar as the 
fields of cultural production they encompass may appear limited, frozen 
either in time ("cave") or by tradition ("folk"). By comparison, "digital" 
would appear to be at a distinct disadvantage, as the range of phenomena 
it delimits and the field of cultural production it describes are in a state of 
constant flux. As with previously purportedly revolutionary technologies 
like VHS cassettes or CDs, technologies that entailed vast changes while 
rising to prominence and falling into obsolescence in less than two 
decades , we are left with nagging questions surrounding the question of 
digital permanence. What permanence can or does a digital art have? Can 
the art the adjective "digital" seeks to describe ever be permanent in any 
meaningful way, or is it the reverse, with the term "art" lending aesthetic 
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credibility to the permanence of a hardware digital medium whose Mozart 
concertos and abstract expressionist GIFs will eventually be reduced to 
piles of data lying dormant on outdated, unreadable servers? 

These questions are not unimportant when one considers the culturally 
determined nature of aesthetic production itself. Did those who produced 
cave art produce it in the same ways that Titian produced art by putting 
oil on canvas or Warhol produced art by placing a peelable banana sticker 
on the cover of The Velvet Underground & Nico? 1 Of cour e not, but in 
calling a group of objects "cave art" we claim their production, not in 
way meaningful for the human population that produced it, but in way 
that are meaningful to us and our aesthetic traditions. We make these 
things art through the application of a category that may be wholly insuf
ficient for describing the vast array of ritual, religiou , social, and cultural 
activities that may have accompanied the production, maintenance, degra
dation, and installation of the e objects. This privileging of product over 
process provides us with the timeless comfort of the expression ars longa. 

But it is the object produced, not the process, that persists, and we 
should be cautious to describe this with regard to digital art. For what is 
actually produced in the production of digital art? In terms of the aesthetic 
experience, we have a mechani m for representation, perhaps a screen for 
viewing and a bard drive on which data i housed. The e are not unlike 
quipu 2 or a book, a medium for repre enting ome ort of ign ystem. 
Unlike quipu or books, however, the digital require another technological 
int rmediary ( oftware) to interpret whatever i recorded therein. It' a 
kind of Socratic nightmare in which writing no longer erves a a 
mnemonic device, since ther are countle s act of r ading taking place 
within the mechanism itself before one even engages with the work the 
mechanism repre ents. Imagine a world in which you no longer read nor 
write but where you are read to and written for, the world that Apple's 
Siri promises to bring us. The e processes and the aesthetic experience 
they construct for us are, by definition, ephemeral processes or at best 
ephemeral products. If I cut power to the Louvre, no one will have trouble 
believing that the Mona Lisa exists irrespective of electrical currents. By 
comparison, in a world without electricity it is doubtful that anyone will 
ever again see the viral masterpiece March of the LOLcats. In this sense , 
could it still be said to exist? Did it ever, really? 

The product we are left with, then, is the mechanism itself, the 
metaphoric walls of the cave. However, unlike the cave upon whose wall 
someone inscribed something, here things are inscribed behind walls that 
time and technology may well render impenetrable. Future generation 
will be left with what we see as walls but what will, in all likelihood, be 
constructed as the next Woman of Willendorf or Nazca lines--objects 
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speculated upon and about whose ultimate meaning lies not in the present, 
but in the past. It is this wreckage, the past, Klee's Angelus Novus con
templates as, hurled from the ignorance of paradise, he knows no future. 
The digital is now and some of its objects may indeed become art, but hard
ly in any form we could recognize. 

Notes 

IWhat Titian, Warhol, and Lou Reed have in common is another question 
entirely. 

2A record-keeping device of the Inca empire con i ting of a eries of variou -
ly colored strings attached to a base rope and knotted o a to encode information, 
u ed especially for accounting purpo es. 
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"It is the framework which changes 
with each new technology 
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and not just the picture within the frame." 

Marshall McLuhan 



JAMES CARPENTER 

A Rare Complication 

He held up his arm to show the nur e that his finger were curled into a 
claw that wouldn't open. She checked hi hand and then he was gone. A 
young doctor came and took his arm and turned it back and forth and ran 
her fingers along the back of his wrist. She asked him if he felt that and he 
told her no. Then she went away too and a doctor with gray hair stood by 
the bed. He asked the same questions and the three of them, the two doc
tors and the nurse, stood off by themselve and conferred in professional 
whispers. The older doctor came back and told him that the paraly is 
could mean he'd had a stroke during the procedure and he'd ordered a CT 
scan to find out. 

The resident who consented him had said they bad to tell him about 
anything that could possibly go wrong but complication like troke were 
extremely rare, and he igned the paper that aid he knew about the po i
bility of strokes. ow thi rare thing had happened to him and he wi h d 
he hadn't igned, had ju t gone home and lived with hi fluttering heart, 
for however bri fa time that might b . 

During the prep he'd been more cared than he wanted anyone to 
know, and he'd bantered with the nur e and techs to cover it up. They 
laughed when he said they could start the Valium any time now. After a 
young, pretty nurse shaved his groin, he wanted to joke with somebody 
that he hoped he hadn't ruined the poor woman for other men for the 
whole rest of her life, but he certainly couldn't say that to her and there 
was nobody with him but her. He wanted to wi ecrack when he was on 
the table in the operating room too, but people were doing important 
things to him, sometimes telling him what they were doing and sometimes 
not, and he thought it better to stay quiet so they could work and not be 
distracted into a mistake. They pasted electrode to his che t and back and 
tied his arms down in long U-shaped splints. He said he wa cold and 
someone spread a heated blanket over his legs and he wasn't a cold. A 
woman said, "He's ready." An unpleasant warmth snaked along the veins 
in his wrist, and his arm and legs began melting away. Someone pressed 
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a clear mask over hi face, and a man told him to breathe deep and then 
louder, almost scolding, but whatever they had given him made it hard to 
care and all he could muster was a half-hearted panting. 

And then he was awake and his hand didn't work. 
More wa going on than they were telling him. They tried to hide the 

pad he wa lying on when they cleaned him up, but he could see that it 
was soaked with blood. People scurried a11 around him, unhooking hi 
monitor and connecting him to omething portable. They trapped him 
down on two big plastic board and gathered up the wires and tube com
ing out of him and piled them up on the beets. An orderly with a graying 
goatee and a voice like an evangeli t came in and the nur e aid some 
things to the orderly and the orderly nodded and double-checked the work 
order and wheeled him into the hall. The board cut into hi back, and the 
ceiling reeled overhead, making him sick. He clo ed his eyes to keep from 
retching. 

As the elevator doors glided shut, a dusky female voice announced , 
"Tenth floor, going down," and again, balefully, at every other floor. 
"Eighth floor, going down." "Sixth floor, going down." Maybe he had 
died--death was one of those extremely rare complications too. Maybe 
the elevator was a fabrication his dead mind was constructing to make 
sen e of the afterlife. Maybe the voice was counting down his spiritual 
descent and when the elevator doors opened, he would see flames. The 
thought of being burned and not able to really die and put an end to the 
agony of searing fle h cared him far more than the idea of having a 
troke. But when the door opened and the voic aid, "Fir t floor," it wa 

ju t more ho pita! out ide. 
The orderly and the tech dragged him by the heet to the canner and 

something buzzed and clicked above hi head and they dragged him back 
to his bed. Would all thi rough treatment tear open his incision ? 
Up tairs, they'd told him to lie perfectly till to keep that from happening 
and now they were pulling and tugging him in more directions than he 
could keep track of and didn't seem to care what harm they might be 
doing. 

It was after eleven when they pulled out his catheter and he didn't say 
a thing even though the drawn-out stinging inside his penis was the worst 
discomfort he'd felt all day. They disconnected a couple of other thing 
and a chubby black woman came in and wrote her name on the white 
board on the wall: Molina. She said she was the C A and was going to 
take his vitals. He couldn't place her accent. Jamaican? Haitian? He asked 
her where she was from. 

"West Africa," she said, her voice smoldering and musical, but she 
didn't look at him. In the dim yellow of the nightlight reaching out from 
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beneath the bed, he glowed like a shy but curiou phantom gathering 
re olve for her maiden haunting. 

A neurology resident came in and said they'd found a pot on hi 
scan. She pulled a pager from her pocket and while she wa looking at it, 
told him she would escalate the issue through the night and left in a rush 
and then he wa really scared. 

When Molina came back to empty his urinal, he wanted her to tay. 
He wanted omebody to tay with him, and he wa the one here. To keep 
her from leaving, he aid, "Your voice i beautiful.'' 

"Thank you but it' ju t my accent." 
When he came out of the bathroom he asked her what her native 

language was. "Fulani " he aid. "I peak ix different dialects." 
'When did you learn Engli h?" 
"I lived in England until I was five," she said. "So I knew Fulani and 

English from the start." She set the urinal on the table and hurried off. 
Had he been too familiar? 

At three she came back to take his vitals again. Looking past her to the 
lighted skyline outside the window, he asked if her parents were British. 
' o," she said, "my father was a lawyer. He thought he could do better in 
England than Africa." 

Encouraged by her answering, he chanced a glance at her flawless 
walnut face, hoping for at least the wisp of a smile. He gambled again. 
''But you went back?" And he did mile, if ever o fleetingly. 

"My father got bit by the politic bug," he aid, her rolling syllable 
leaching darkly into one another hint of ome twilit ecret hidden in the 
il nee between her word , the way watercolor ble ding into th fiber 

of the paper ummon forth pecter from the ilent white they urround. 
"The pre ident asked him to come back to become finance mini ter." 

He wanted to ask her how the daughter of an officer of an entire coun
try came to be an assistant nurse in an American ho pital, but instead he 
asked, "Were you a nurse in Africa?" 

''No, I took all my training here." 
She put the blood pressure cuff on his arm and watched the monitor 

until it registered. "One-oh-seven over sixty-one," she said. "Very good." 
She slipped the thermometer into his mouth, and he blushed as he 

imagined her lifting her naked breast to his mouth instead, the nipple 
hardening as he stroked it with his tongue. "My mother wa afraid for us 
if my father stayed in the government. She worried he would be assassi
nated or that her children would be taken. She made him leave his po t 
and he became a diamond dealer. He got very rich and tho e times were 
good." 

The thermometer beeped, and she aid, ' inety-eight point two." 
"What happened then?" 
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"My father died, and things were very hard." She looked away and 
walked out of the room, wiping her hands on her smock as if she were 
dusting away the ashes of her family's calamities. He ached with pity 
for the terrible travails she suffered in Africa and how perilous her 
escape must have been and how resolute and courageous she must be to 
have faced such danger alone, disguising herself in the language of 
whatever new place of refuge she'd fled to, only to find it yet another 
land ruled by ruthles despots from which she must once again run. 

He slept in jagged fragments of dream broken up by ound from 
the hall, patient charts snapping shut ungainly thing on wheel lum
bering along the tile floor, telephones ringing, toilet flushing, moans, 
and every now and then a wailing cry from a woman who must have 
been dying. Dreams of soldiers in dirty combat fatigues executing 
Molina's father in some secret, stone-walled prison yard, her mother as 
the president's concubine feigning passion to keep from being killed, of 
kidnappers butchering her brothers and sisters as they clung to each 
other and screamed for someone to rescue them. Of Molina selling her
self as the price of her ticket to this American city. Fantasies in which 
his paralysis did not figure--until some clamor from the hall awakened 
him and he reached for his styrofoam cup and couldn't get his fingers 
around it and had to use his left hand and remembered, the dread 
returning, persisting until he staggered across the ragged edge of anoth
er dream. 

He dreamed about Molina, of the two of them walking barefoot, 
arm-in-arm under the African ky so deeply blue that stars shone 
through ju t above the horizon even though the sun at zenith blazed 
brilliant white. Drum pounded from far away. A they walked, the 
drumming grew louder, and chanting voices drifted toward them 
through the vi cous African air, the resounding voices of tall, strong 
men, the nurturing voices of women, and the trilling voices of children. 
They came to the place where the drummers played. Everyone who was 
not beating a drum was dancing, a swaying, seductive dance redolent of 
naked bodies writhing against one another in the middle of the night, 
their dark skin slick with sweat. He and Molina joined the dancers, her 
stout hips weaving hypnotically, every man there jealous that she was 
with him and not them. He motioned to the drummers to play faster and 
louder, and soon no one but he and Molina could keep pace with the 
music. Everyone stepped back, clapping time with the drums and urg
ing them on in Fulani. As the chanting grew ever louder and faster, he 
threw back his face to heaven where vaporous clouds twined ghostlike 
above them and from where the gods, both his and hers, rained bless
ings down upon their union. He flailed his arms and lifted his knees 
like a dancing spider, the spindles of his legs threatening to splinter 
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from the force of his rapture. Ever more feverishly they danced, their 
arms raised in spinning braids of black and white, the dust billowing up 
from their pounding feet enveloping and embracing them like the wings 
of an angel. 

And then be was awake again and Molina was wrapping the blood 
pressure cuff around his arm, her warm ripe hand lingering on his with
ered one for just the length of a breath. But he didn't have a chance to talk 
to her. His roommate on the other side of the curtain was berating a tech 
who had awakened him to draw blood. The tech tried to ettle him with 
the soothing competence of her practiced bedside manner, saying, 
"Breakfast i going to be here oon and I have to take your blood before 
you eat. They say they might send you home if everything checks out. 
You want to go home don't you?" But the roommate knew she was 
patronizing him and he wanted to stay angry. He said that the food wasn't 
fit to eat anyway and this hospital was run by idiots. Then he started in on 
the nurse, who was just as patronizing, saying he agreed with him about 
the food and he should say something about it on the survey the hospital 
would send him. 

Molina rolled her eyes and left him to take his roommate's vitals, the 
old man already yelling at her for not letting him go back to sleep. He 
waited to hear how Molina would assuage him, how her murmuring 
Fulani accent would enthrall and calm him. Instead she curtly said, "Take 
your nonsense up with the nurse," no music in her voice at all and no 
sympathy, just cold indifference. 

After that, he no longer pitied Molina and her family for their hard-
hips or the retaliation they doubtle had brought upon th m elve . Nor 

did he long to dance with her under the ancient African sun, nor to pray 
for the protections and blessings of her ancestors. He just wanted to return 
to the vacant chambers of his vaulted hou e, to the cripple's life awaiting 
him there, and to crawl crablike through its echoing emptiness, where the 
only wraith haunting him would be the thin January rain hissing incanta
tions from within the folds of her frayed grey shawl and scratching at the 
windows with her bony white fingers. 
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PATRICIA SCHNEIDER 

Cardinal in the Rain 

She i at the feeder keeping careful 
watch for motion on my side of the glas . 

ot so brilliant as the yellow finch 
who can almost pass for flower , or for sun. 
She is ordinary, one who can hide 
against the dark wood of a tree. 
She is like me; creation made me plain. 
I watch her feeding in a pouring rain. 
Her color is as rich as rust 
in all thi world of wet. 
She is not beautiful, and yet 
my heart, leaping into love, cannot forget: 
whoever made us was not blind; 
we are exactly what creation had in mind. 



Last ight I Dreamed 
the Strangest Dream 

Last night I had the strangest dream 
I'd ever dreamed before 
I dreamed the world had all agreed 
To put an end to war. 

I wa in a ba ement 
where I'd never been before. 
It wa vast, with garbage piled 
from door to door to door. 

The stuff had all been processed 
down to mud and lime 
and I was there to walk on it 
one footfall at a time. 

I slowly took my careful way 
on pile higher than I 
the air wa thick the room wa dark, 
nothing wa light or dry 

and then a big machine appeared 
pu bing the tuff around 
and the man in the eat was watching me. 
He topped, and looked and frowned. 

What are you doing here? he asked, 
and I knew I didn't know. 
He told me I should turn around. 
He said, "You have to go." 

He was old, but so wa I, 
and I didn't think him wi e. 
He watched me closely and I saw 
something in his eyes 

- Ed Mc urdy 
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that in another time and place 
would have made me fear 
because I am a woman. 
He didn't venture near 

yet there was sex between us 
that I couldn't understand 
without a single movement 
of his body or his hand. 

I climbed a wall to leave there 
and he watched me go. 
When I reached the top of it 
I looked at him below 

and saw him smile-an angel 
in the garbage of the world 
freeing me to be me 
while the galaxy unfurled. 
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A Doctor Says the Word Leukemia 
Slow , he says. Very slow . 
My own death comes toward me . 
She is at a distance 
ju t above the horizon. 
She is too far away 
for me to be certain 
of her shape , her color 
or whether she looks in my direction . 
But I know her . 
She might be the shape of the red fox 
that Peter and I saw this morning 
as we walked past Amherst College. 
It was full daylight , and the fox 
was unafraid . 
Death must be like that. 
She seemed a miracle , there 
on South Pleasant Street 
with its Wednesday morning traffic. 
She did not seem hurried , 
but purposeful 
a he went around the comer 
of the hockey rink 
and headed toward the tree 
along the old railroad track. 
Death might be a fox 
going her way without malice 
and at least for now , 
without hunger. 
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The Weaver 
She weaves the blue of evening 
and the gold of dawn. 
She lays the thread of light 
down gently. Across the lawn 

winter has left branches, 
twigs, pine cones, and leave . 
All are shadows in the hands 
of the one who weaves 

tomorrow morning and 
late last afternoon. 
Soon she will stand up 
and leave her loom 

to weave the answers 
to the questions in her mind 
while she makes peach ice cream 
- the kind they love. 

Above her, and within her 
the pattern grow 
invisible. What she knows 
she knows. 
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PATRICIA CANRIGHT SMITH 

Snow Goose 

... Ah, whom can we ever turn to 
in our need? Not angels, not humans 
And already the knowing animals are aware 
that we are not really at home in 
our interpreted world. 

-Rainer Maria Rilke 

Her children were dead, her husband in critical condition. But Joy had not 
joined them that July evening for the little family outing, was not there 
when they were hit by a drunk in a speeding pickup; Joy was unscathed. 
Which is to say, she was destroyed. It turns out death isn't the problem. 
The problem is the terrible sorrow. 

She spent her days in the dark, her pale eye ilver nickle in late circles, 
like a lemur's. She scratched and rubbed relentle ly. he aid it felt as 
though her kin had developed electric cilia which were randomly short
ing out. She couldn't think what cau edit. 

Her childhood friend Angela came to cook, clean, feed the animals, 
and make Joy eat. The women of the Saving Grace Guild dropped off 
casseroles and soups, and Dr. Hegg stopped by to give sedation. Joy made 
an effort to speak, but her throat was thick with slag. 

When Angela left she urged Joy to come. Joy pressed her hand to her 
mouth and shook her head-this was where they were. So, promising to 
return, Angela went back to Enumclaw. It was a relief to both of them. 

Joy sat. When the goats put up a racket she trudged to the barn and 
flung flakes of hay into their racks, and the horses', and then hurried back 
to the house. She did not muck out the stalls. 

Angela came again, vacuumed and scrubbed and dusted again. She 
washed the one sheet, towel, washcloth, dishcloth; she cleaned the barn 
and watered withered vegetables, too late to save them but still Angela 
lingered in the garden with the hose running. Because Joy-she was too 
bright, like the face of Moses after he saw God. It made you want to avert 
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your eyes; it evoked something like shame, even in an old codger like Dr. 
Hegg or a best friend like Angela. Terrible sorrow is hard to take. 

This time when she left, Angela chained Joy's six-horse trailer to her 
pickup and took the horses and goats. The chickens had gone off. 

Dr. Hegg visited a second time. He sat at the kitchen table in the muted 
glow of drawn shades and sipped hi fragrant jasmine tea. Joy sat aero s 
from him, her tea untouched. 

Because sunlight hurts, he said. o, she wasn't taking the medicine . 
She wanted to drive to Seattle. To ee Jason. 

But was she eating? How many hours' sleep did she get? Did she visit 
with the church gals? 

She prayed. They prayed. 
She was what, not even thirty? She still had ... but she had to hold on. 
Her look said, what more could be done to me? 
Was there no one ... ? Again, her look stopped him. 
Perhaps she would do better in the hospital. Sleep, nutrition, support. 
A psychiatric hospital? Joy said. I'm not going to kill myself. What if 

Jason wakes up? 
But Joy did not know whether or not Dr. Hegg could force her and so, 

after a polite, desperate negotiation, she promised to eat, promised to take 
the Ambien, and promised to talk to a grief counselor. The doctor wrote 
on his white pad with his fountain pen and aid he would be back in a 
week, though a it turned out, what with the Amos boy's fall and the 
Garcia girl' ectopic pregnancy , he telephoned in tead . 

Joy had met Jason, the lead singer for Lords of Light, at the Puyallup 
State Fair when she was seventeen and he was twenty-eight. He was wan
dering, waiting for a sound check, when he happened upon her in the goat 
barn, a skinny kid with braids and a farmer's tan lying on her back with 
her head pillowed on the belly of a black-and-brown doe alongside anoth
er girl and seven more masticating goats. Just lying there, in the sweet , 
clean straw, like Jesus in the manger. The blue-and-white banner read 
Heavenly Hills 4-H. Jason believed it was divine providence. 

He joked about the girls being livestock. They rolled their eyes. He 
studied the goats with interest and said that goats actually looked like dev
ils with those horizontal pupils. He was serious. He invited the girls back
stage after his three o'clock concert, but Fitting & Showing was that after
noon and the girls declined. When he sauntered away, they looked at each 
other and waggled their hands. The guy was old, a bit intense, but was he 
hot or what. 

Over the next three days, Jason learned about toplines, pasterns, hock 
width, udder attachment, and the general, graceful attribute called dairy-
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ness. Joy even let him milk, or try to milk, her most seasoned doe, Lily, 
who would put up with anything. 

Joy wa an only child, raised by her mother in Enumclaw, Washington, a 
small town in the shadow of Mt. Rainier. She started helping with the 
milking when she wa even and began bowing goats at eight. She 
learned to clip hair, trim hooves, dehorn, castrate, vaccinate, in eminate. 
She nuck the babies into the hou e. One time, when he was ten, Joy 
grew tired of chores and told her mother that when he grew up he wa 
going to live in an apart,-nent in the city with only one goat. 

Of cour e, he got over that. Joy was part of the team, forking traw 
and gathering egg , making bee hive and trading out frame of honey
comb. When he got older he plucked stew roosters singeing off the pin
feathers with a match. She learned to break their necks with her fast-pitch 
wind-up and then lop off their heads on the chopping block, one quick strike. 

They also tried rabbits, but the rabbits made a terrible cry when you 
killed them-a baby's mewl-and Joy's mom, Carrie, decided they did 
not need to grow every single thing they ate. 

Jason was also an only child, raised by his mom in Ventura, California, in 
a little stucco house on a busy arterial. He told Joy his childhood was 
cheap. As a teen, he had gotten into trouble: girl , drinking, pot, and 
breaking-and-entering to "borrow" a guitar and, while he wa at it, to lib
erate the poor Rottweiler. He was a lo t oul, he aid. He didn't know 
what he wanted, but it wa n't Ventura Hi h chool, it wa n't algebra 
homework and TV dinner by him elf on the worn plaid couch in the den. 

Ja on' second DUI conviction entenced him to community ervice 
and Alcoholic Anonymou . He wa crupulous, carrying out the Twelve 
Steps to the letter. He apologized to various neighbor for theft trespas -
ing, late-night racket, and the time he parked his Mom's Lumina on Mrs. 
Sisk's lawn, and offered to mow their grass for a year. To his teachers he 
apologized for his lack of citizenship--disrupting class, making fun of 
Ms. Anderson's knee-highs, getting high-and offered to speak to the 
health class about drug abuse. His mother was harder. He said he was 
sorry. He didn't know what to offer. She said she'd think about it. 

When Jason discovered the Evangelical Free Church he pledged his 
life to Jesus Christ, and with a bass player from A. A. and an Evangelical 
drummer he formed Lords of Light. They recorded Jason's composition , 
" o Stone," "Lost and Found," and "Out the Other Side, Thank You." 
Along with his remor e, Jason handed out CDs. 

They married after Joy graduated from high school, and within three 
months she wa pregnant with their first child, Joshua, dark intense, and 
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beautiful like his dad. Two years later, she had Daniel, the gray-eyed, 
sweet one. Joy had thought of herself and Jason as one, one object whose 
spaces were slippery and wet. With the two boys this object swelled , 
filled her almost to drowning with happiness. They all toured in the big 
silver bus. 

But when Joshua turned five, Joy insisted they stop. Josh needed 
friend ; he needed school. And Joy needed roots. They found a run-down 
fannhou e on forty acres in the Skagit Valley north of Seattle and Joy put 
in a garden, alvaged the apple tree , and planted cherrie . When "Keep It 
Simple" became a cros over hit , riding the top of Billboard for nine 
weeks, Jason built his dream recording studio. He also made appearances 
on Letterman, Good Morning America, and the Music Hour, and he 
picked up a weekly talk show on Spirit 105.3. 

Joy, who loved to read, thought that once both boys were in school 
she might look into college, but she never did. 

Through August and into September, Joy sat. She sat in the car on the 
long drive to the hospital, depressing the clutch, brake, accelerator; repo
sitioning the gearshift. She sat in the gleaming hospital room: chrome, 
tubes, starched white linens; oxygen sighs and monitor beeps; the smell of 
alcohol and waste- while Jason's eyes roamed behind closed lids. She sat 
at the wood table in her kitchen with an apple. She found some cheese, 
cooked a potato, then went and sat on the couch in the sunroom . 
Sometime he tried to read in the broken ilence. Sometime she lay on 
the couch and tried to leep. he never went upstair . 

And once a week, for fifty minute , Joy at in the grief coun elor, Dr. 
Fale 's- usan' -office. Su an, contained, kind, and attentive, a tall 
woman with pacious brown eyes, told her that what he was experienc
ing was normal. 

Normal. 
But she must interrupt her thoughts when she began ruminating about 

the accident. 
Ruminating. That's what Dr. Fales-Susan-called the horrific pic

tures that played in Joy's head. 
Susan offered techniques to effect this interruption, like vigorous 

physical exercise and deep muscle relaxation. There was something called 
diver's reflex: you could step into a cold shower or dunk your face in a 
bowl of ice water to disrupt difficult thoughts. Some people merely sprin
kled the ice water on their wrists. Though it would be highly effective, 
Susan added, Joy should not jump into Puget Sound. 

She studied Joy's response-bright, blank, lifeless as ice-and then 
said, OK. And inging will work, anything, like ''Mary Had A Little Lamb." 
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Then she flushed and said, Just get yourself out of doors. Move. Outside. 
Joy did not tell Susan that sunlight hurt. 

Sometime in late September, Joy started taking the tortuous route to 
Seattle. Skydda Lane, Best Road, Brown's Slough Road to Fir Island 
Road, past sagging farms to Warm Beach, McKee's Beach-cheap devel
opments-Priest Point, across the Tulalip Re ervation into Marysville 
then a jog through north Everett to the Pacific Highway. Joy knew her 
route made no sense. It took twice a long as 1-5, two hour or more. And 
the accident had happened on a back road; most head-ons happened on 
two-laners. But Joy simply could not get on the freeway. One day she 
could, the next day she couldn't. So she had to go the hard way. 

Tail lights, stoplights , and windshield wipers. Joy opened the window 
and took the air in gulps. 

The nurse Leila, assertive, solicitous, lovely Leila, who worshiped 
Jason, encouraged Joy to talk to him. She, Leila, spoke steadily in an 
upbeat, matter-of-fact manner as she changed his bedding, emptied his 
bags, and cleansed his body. She even provided Jason's responses. But 
Joy could not make herself, not even when they were alone, so she whis
pered, Hello and Good night. She held his hand. She pretended they were 
praymg. 

Every week, Susan, who did not eem to mind repeating herself, said what 
Joy wa experiencing was normal. Joy wa doing everything right. Her 
only job wa to keep her phy ical body going. 

Joy thought her job was to pray for Ja on. 
OK. And time was Joy's ally; the implc passage of time would help. 
My ally. Time. 
She just had to get through, brute force through her days until ... 
Until. 
Sometimes Joy found respite in that quiet, featureless space. She 

could tell that Susan believed that she, Joy-what? Had a future, she 
guessed. Susan would hold it for her. 

Jason regained consciousness in November during the night. Leila, who 
had pulled strings to keep him on her floor, was the one to tell him about 
the accident. Then she stayed into the morning to catch Joy. Leila apolo
gized twice, three times. She couldn't get Joy on the telephone, she said, 
and Jason had been so distressed-it would have been cruel not to tell him. 

Joy thanked her. She didn't mind that Leila told him as much as she mind
ed the three apologies. By now, the words "I'm sorry" felt like little slaps. 

Joy hurried to Jason's room. He still lay in the high hospital bed with 
his head on the pillow as though his neck had wilted. His long hair was 
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still stiff and tangled except for the haved place, and his face was still 
waxen and sunken with skinny tubes threaded into his nose. But the feed
ing tube was gone and his lid were half-up. 

Tears brimmed and ran into his ears. Joy edged up to the bed, her 
hand extended. 

Ja on croaked, I am so sorry. 
Threading her elf through wire and tubing, Joy re ted her cheek on 

Jason' che t. he aid Ob Jason, I didn't know if you would wake up. 
And then, nothing. ot a word about the children. 

Susan aid it wa okay that talking made it wor e. That Joy found no 
comfort in prayer. That it did not seem to make Joy as happy as she 
thought it would, Jason's waking up. 

Normal . 
Susan did not worry about the i sue of feeling better. Life was some

thing different now. "Better" might not look like what she was expecting. 
Meanwhile, was she getting outside at all? 

No. 
They sat, looking out the window at the rain and the ugly high-rise 

next door. 
Driving home, Joy tried to remember if Susan ever touched her. It felt 

as though she bad. 

Late in ovember- Ja on bad been awake eventeen day - Joy tepped 
off her back porch in the half-light before dawn in her pajama and stum
bled down the familiar tone path toward Ja on' tudio. The body need 
to move. The dim, drizzly world wa motionle . Ahead, a white mas 
materialized and Joy stopped. he thought it was a mirage: a va t, shallow 
lake the color of lead floated: a thou and white bird . Snow gee e came to 
the valley every winter, but not to this field. And the Skagit River flooded 
every year, but never this pasture. If Joy had been listening to the news 
she would have known that between October 15 and ovember 20 the 
Pacific Northwest had received record rainfall; the entire valley was under 
water. But rain was routine, and Joy could not listen to the news. 

She clambered over the soft berm. Mud coated her socks. She stepped 
onto the access road; the white mass shifted, beads swiveling, soft bodies 
sliding on water, and they cackled among themselves, not a general alarm 
but muted gabble and clicks. Then that plangent cry. 

That sound. It had forced her out. 
Joy dropped to her knees and then onto her tomach across the muddy 

road, her forehead on her fists. She raised her head. The crushing clouds, 
the sullen water the birds, that sound-she tucked her arms under her and 
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lay back down. Then she rai ed up, flicked muddy water on her wri ts, 
and lay down again, her cheek on the gravel. Rivulets trickled down every 
pebble to make tiny, iridescent moats in the mud. 

It was the sound in Joy's dreams. The ound of wailing children far 
away. The doctor had not warned her, or maybe he didn't know, that the 
pills would make sleep a kind of twilit trance· he would remember and 
experience, her dream . 

Revenant. 
Finally Joy rai ed her head. Move. She pu hed her elf to her knee 

and tood . The white mas riffled, clacked. Joy climbed back over the 
berm and strode aero oggy vegetable to the barn, her heavy ocks 
slapping. Inside the large, dark building, frigid and sepulchral without the 
live tock, Joy tomped to the feed room, wrestled the lid off a galvanized 
trashcan and scooped out a coffee can of oats. She replaced the lid and 
pounded the edge with her fist, which hurt which gave her a grim satis
faction. She strode back across the garden, sliding on collapsed, mildewed 
sunflower stalks. She clambered over the berm, edged up to the water, and 
cast the oats. The birds muttered, muddled about. Joy turned, labored back 
over the berm, strode back to the barn, and flung the coffee can through 
the heavy wooden door. 

Then she began to run. Down the gravel drive: ruined pajamas, mucky 
ocks, long straggling hair and dirty face, a di aster survivor. 

"The outh pa ture i completely under water." 
Leila had wa hed and combed Ja on' hair and changed hi pale blue 

ho pital gown, exposing harp clavicl and the pul e in hi throat. Thi 
hroud of a man reminded Joy of Edward ci orhand : that beautiful. 

After a pau e Jason aid in a dry whi per, "Wow. ever had that field 
go under, have we?" The rich timbre of hi tenor, so loved by million , 
was shredded. "I wonder what it means .... " Jason's world had always 
been lush with meaning. 

"There were snow geese on it, like it wa a lake. Hundred of them. 
Thousands." 

"Snow geese," he said, as though he were tasting the words. Jason's 
brain, like his speech, was muffled and slow, but his drive, his curiosity, 
whatever the quality was that made him compelling, had awakened. His 
pine brown eyes sucked at Joy. 

She looked at her hands. Her fingernails were thin sickles of mud. 
"Is that right," Jason said again. "Snow gee e. Floating on the south 

pasture. I'd like to see that." 
Joy was breathing deeply, her hands cla ping and unclasping. Move. 
"Any swans?" Jason said. 
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"They make thi ound, like-something sad." Joy did not raise her 
eyes. Back from the dead. 

Another pause. "Corne here, Joysie." Jason laid his hand, palm up, on 
the sheet. "Let me hold you." 

Joy stood up, dragged the heavy chair to the bed with a rubbery 
skreak and sat. She leaned forward. She took Jason's hand in both of her 
and turned it examining the rai ed vein . Then he laid her cheek on hi 
knuckle . he clo ed her eyes. 

Su an aid Ah, gee e. Life. 
Revenants. Revenants , revenants. 
You weren't there, you never saw them; death is hard to grapple with 

in the ab tract. 
No. 
Oh, too bad, Susan said. Because with Skydda Lane now flooded, Joy had 

to take Dodge Valley to Best Road. She had to drive past the Rexville Grocery. 
Don't look. Don't think. Just breathe. 
Joy watched Susan's mouth. She was doing everything right. The 

body needed to move. 

Early the next morning before she left for the hospital Joy pulled on her 
mother' old green, duct-taped parka, which she'd kept-that and the 
Frye boots- after her mother's death from breast cancer. Fingering the 
small abalone shell in the pocket, a birth-gift from her mother's brother, 
Joy trudged to the barn and then the pa ture. Where are you? She threw 
grain into the glutinou lake and watched the whit bird mill about like a 
crowd in a four-way cro walk. Overhead, gull circled and hrieked , and 
a big raptor, a vaporous blur, perched in the snag on the far ide. The 
geese would not approach, but Joy told her elf she did not care. Let the 
gulls have the oats. She just wanted the walk to the barn. She wanted the 
smell of the straw, the sweet alfalfa, the oats' molasses. She wanted the 
weight of a coffee can of grain in her hand, the pull on her arm, the famil
iar feel in her shoulder of swinging that can, something other than the 
brick on her chest and the burning in her throat, that bitter aspirin taste; 
anything, thighs, nose, fingers; hot, cold, anything. She was not feeding 
the geese. The geese were nothing. 

"I don't think there are any swans. At least, I couldn't tell. Do they, um ... " 
" ... Flock?" 
"Together?" 
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"Yeah. Sometime ." Jason gazed out the window. He had told Joy and 
Leila he could not get enough cloud-iron white weighted with charcoal, 
thick with purpo e and heavy with healing. 

He turned back to Joy. His chapped lips had relaxed into a smile. 
"Remember that time over by the dike, what was it two years ago? That 
huge flock of gee e?" Jason aid. "Must have been thousand there, too." 

No. 
Jason did not notice. 
Remember the eagle ? Eight right? . . . flapping and leaping like 

marionette , like they were playing a game with each other . Or with some 
poor rabbit." 

Then he looked at Joy. 
They bad gone down to the dike with the boy , five and seven at the 

time. Josh and Daniel bad started running after the birds and just as Jason 
snared them they spotted the eagles. This is what God will give you, 
Jason told the excited boys. Dancing eagles. A reward for showing respect 
to His creatures. 

"Oh, honey, I'm so sorry. Joy. I am so sorry." 
"I know you are." 

Dawn. The water was receding, exposing alluvial mounds on which the 
gee e roosted. Their under ides were caked with mud, the juveniles were 
gray. As Joy drew near they snapped up, half- pread their wings and then 
hopped and flapped away , honking . But they didn't fly . he flu hed 
bunch after bunch: flap paddle and ettle again on a new muddy hump to 
nibble at their wing a though waiting to be erved. o wan . Joy won
dered if they would tay all winter. 

"But I thought you weren't really a Christian anymore." 
The other driver, the drunken driver, was here, in this hospital. In 

Joy's mind he was dead, pale, bloated, with puffy hands and foul breath. 
For Jason, he conjured forgiveness. "Come on, Joy. We've talked 

about this." Jason paused. "Because I left the church? That's Pastor 
Sullivan. My faith has never wavered." He closed his eyes. Every day, he 
asked to get up. 

"Do you need to rest?" 
"I am not going to do anything without talking to you first. You know 

that. But I wanted you to know ." 
"Do you need to rest?" 
Without raising his head , Jason opened his eyes. 
"Don't go," he said. 
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Susan said feeling could be een as improvement. Anger. Of cour e. 
Normal. 
It was life. 
No. 
Life returning to her as it had to the pasture. 
No. 

he wa doing everything right. 
But where did they go? 
They at tog ther. They watched it rain. Su an did not mind Joy' ilence. 

Joy watched her hu band. 
"Did they tell you what room he' in?" 
Ja on rolled hi head on the pillow. "Leila wa not really uppo ed to 

tell me he was here." 
''You cannot forgive the per on who took your children. It is too much." 
After a minute, "God does not ask anything of us that is too much." 
Joy shook her head. She pressed her lips together. She swallowed, and 

then swallowed again. 
"Joy, I am not asking you to forgive him." Jason coughed. "I am only 

saying I must. I must try. It's who I am." That zeal, that strict scrupulosi
ty: ea ier to admire in an idol. She had loved it once. 

Joy wiped her cheeks. In the mirror her colorle s eyes looked like 
Tanka' , her wifty appaloosa's, when he thought he aw a nake. 

"Are you writing a song about it? ' 
Jason rolled hi head, one long-fingered hand to hi brow. The I.V. ticked. 
Joy punctured the ilence. "What happened. That night. How did it 

happen?' 
Ja on reached out. Ticking. Huff: and his es and queak . The blurred 

garble of the Public Addre sy tern. Finally he dropped his hand and 
turned toward Joy. 

"I don't know," in a hoar e whi per. "I have no memory. Nothing. 
Not even pulling out onto Dodge Valley. No memory of the truck, no 
memory of the crash, no memory of anything until I woke up here." 

"Okay, then, what do you remember? What happened at the grocery, 
what happened in the parking lot, what did-" 

"Joy. Stop." Though his lips were stiff, his gaze was the one be gave 
to the horses, to the boys after a nightmare. 

"What kind of ice cream did Daniel get? I know Josh had chocolate, 
but what did Daniel want?" 

It had been unusually hot. After washing up, Joy had gone to the porch to 
watch the sun sink into Skagit Bay. Ja on did not join her because he 
wanted to take the boys for a treat. He'd been irritable for months, con-
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flict with hi pastor and his manager, and he'd colded again at dinner. 
Joy had not wanted them to go. It was late; they needed baths. But Ja on 
in isted. A quick run to Rexville' and then he'd help her get them to bed. 

Joy stopped just inside the door. Jason was sitting in a chair, flu bed, with 
a blanket over his lap. 

"Joy, thi i Tom Keegan . From the New York Time ." Joy had 
thought the elegant crisp man holding a notebook was that man though 
of cour e he couldn't be traight and tall in hi chinos and dark jacket. 

' He ha come to interview me about, you know, how the recovery is 
going." 

Joy nodded. 
"Hello, Mr . Treeling. I am orry for your lo . " 
Joy nodded again. She looked at Jason. 
'Could I speak to Jason for a minute, please?" She did not addres the man. 
"Of course. I' LI go to the cafeteria. Be back in fifteen minutes?" 
"Sounds good," Jason said. 
The journalist pushed through the thick wheezing door. Joy waited 

until it clicked. 
"Where did he come from?" she aid carefully. 
"He called a while back. You know, while I was out." Joy did not 

return Jason' wry smile. 
"We don't have to talk to him." 
"No." 
"I don't want to. I think it i ob cene how p ople want all the- like 

vulture ucking up what' left." 
"I don't think he' like that, Joy. I poke with him at length." Ja on 

laid bi head back. "Tom i intere ted in the redemptive a pect of ... 
what happened." 

"What does that mean?" 
Jason slowly lifted his head and sighed. "Well, you know. My beliefs. 

Healing. Forgiveness. The meeting with Roy Andersen." 
"What does that mean?" 
"Roy Andersen has agreed to meet with me. ' 
Joy stared at him. "You said you wouldn't do anything without talking 

to me." 
Jason nodded. He placed both hand on the arms of his chair and with 

great effort shifted his seat. "I know. I know I did. I have prayed and 
prayed on it-what is the highest good here? Oh Joysie, I-Joy?" 

Joy had abruptly raised both hand . "You 're meeting that man with a 
reporter?" she hissed. "You're doing this for publicity?" 
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Joy stood at the edge of the field. The sun was a weak smear behind the 
scrim of cloud, the water thick, opaque swaths, cold and mineral. She 
watched geese rip at sod. Somewhere. She turned, climbed the berm, and 
trudged toward the barn. She stopped to stare at Jason's studio, weathered 
cedar with windows all around like an observation tower . She considered 
going in. Singing will work. Her mouth filled and she spat. She spat again 
and continued to the barn. 

She hauled open the heavy door, pushed a brick against it with the toe 
of her boot, marched aero the dank space, and grabbed a worn rung of 
the vertical ladder. The litter in the loft wa labyrintbed with slender , 
hand- wept path . But o cold. Joy pulled her elf up and crawled carefully 
across loose straw until her hand landed on something sharp. 
Tyrannosaurus Rex, the large, lifelike, hard-rubber one. Daniel's. She cra
dled it to her chest and lay there, inhaling dust, until she started to shake. 

She relinquished the dinosaur back to its grave with a wordless prayer. 
Then she crawled to the ladder and stumbled down to the feed room , 
where she scooped grain and took off. Now she was sweating, breathing 
in gulps, her mouth flooding as though she were about to retch. Some 
geese had begun to roost, some still worked the sod. She scrambled over 
the berm. Life returning. Sing to them. She dropped the can. She spat, 
hands hanging. She snatched the little abalone from her pocket and hurled 
it. The geese nibbled. Another fallow moment, and then Joy ran at them. 
The ground was coated- puddles, sludge, shit- and twice she lost her 
footing, but she caught her elf and charged ahead a gee e honked, whis
tled, flapped, coggled. Finally they lifted off in great whoofing skeins 
wingtip black again t the hoary sky. Except tw running honking and 
flapping- two could not take off. Joy lunged and landed on them, naring 
one meaty wing. The animal squalled· its free wing slashed her face. Joy 
rolled, muddy hair plastered across her neck and chin, and clutched the 
bird to her belly. She smelled it, a sticky substance oozing from neat holes 
on its chest, and her hand jumped as though the holes were hot. She 
gripped the ropy neck and pushed herself to her feet. 

She bent over, panting, dangling the limp bird carelessly. Life is some
thing different now. Her throat was sick with bile. Again she spat. The 
flock flew farther, braying like hounds. Like the cries of children. No. 
Suddenly the heavy bird in Joy's grasp thrashed and shrieked. No. The 
weight in her band, the pull on her shoulder. It's time/or you to go. 

Joy windmilled her arm around and around and around until she felt 
the neck snap and the goose go limp. She let loose, and the dead white 
bird flew across the darkening sky. 
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Editor's Notes 
Congratulations 

Madelyne Camrud, an as ociate poet laureate of orth Dakota, has pub
lished a new book of poetry, Oddly Beautiful, which focuses on love and 
loss in connection with her husband's struggle with Alzheimer's. Camrud 
earned a BA in visual arts and an MA in English at UND. Her earlier 
book of poetry, This House is Filled with Cracks, was published by New 
Rivers Press in 1994. 

Call for Submissions: Honoring Robert W. Lewis 

In honor of long-time editor Robert W. Lewis, who passed away in 
August 2013, North Dakota Quarterly plans an issue to celebrate his life, 
work, and interests. 

We especially ask for submissions that speak to Bob's longtime schol
arly, humanistic, and community commitments: American and interna
tional literature, the work of Ernest Hemingway progressive politics, 
American Indian tudies, birding, regional hi tory, natural cience, art, 
and of course his many decades working with students at the University 
of North Dakota, as editor of the North Dakota Quarterly, and as a found
ing visionary for the North Dakota Museum of Art. Our hope is that the 
Tribute Issue will serve to honor Bob Lewis and the many people, places 
and cultural issues that he cared so deeply about. 

Please send contributions to: 
Tribute Issue 
North Dakota Quarterly 
Merrifield Hall Room 110 
276 Centennial Hall-Stop 7209 
Grand Forks ND 58202-7209 

Deadline for submissions is April 30, 2014. 

ra 
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Please Note: Reading Period For Fiction and Poetry 

In order to better manage the flow of submissions, we now read fiction 
and poetry from September through May. Fiction and poetry received at 
other time will be returned unread. 
Please also note that we do not accept nor read simultaneous submission 
of poetry. We are quite diligent about judging poems quickly. 

Cover Date 

Yes, our calendars, probably like yours, read 2014, and this issue of NDQ 
is the first in Volume 79 of 2012. All subscribers receive four issues per 
year, and eventually we hope that those years will be the same as on your 
calendars and date-obsessed magazines and newspapers. 

GI 

Sea Changes: Books That Mattered 

Just as they provide pleasure and prompt critici m books have a role in 
the developmental history of their readers. For the impact of a book 
depend not only on how it i read but when. Many books fortify or deep
en the beliefs of readers; other prompt adaptive re pon es- that is, the 
newly read text i fitted to its reader' fund of knowledge and experience . 
Encounter with ome texts, however, amount to a ea change in the live 
of their readers. They produce fundamental reorientations of belief, under
standing, and purpose. North Dakota Quarterly publishes occasional 
accounts of books that mattered, books that produced a sea change in their 
readers. These personal essays have been about well-known books like 
Jack Kerouac's On the Road and lesser known ones such as George 
Morgan's The Human Predicament. As one contributor has proposed , 
books that matter "liberate the reader from a parochial view of experience 
... and usher their readers into a fuller understanding of self, society, and 
culture." NDQ continues to invite contributions of personal essays on a 
book or books that mattered. 

Explore ... Endure ... Evolve ... 
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Contributors 

Cry tal AJberts i an A i tant Profe sor of Engli h at the University of 
orth Dakota and the co-director of the UND Writer Conference. She is 

the co-editor of William Gaddis, "The La t of omething ": Critical 
Essays (with Christopher Leise and Birger Vanwesenbeeck). Her work 
also appears in Paper Empire: William Gaddis and the World System 
(eds. Joseph Tabbi and Rone Shavers) and The Salt Companion to Diane 
Glancy (ed. James Mackay). In addition to her print research, Alberts is 
also a digital humanist. She is currently building the UND Writers 
Conference Digital Collection (1970-present), a project funded in part by 
the ational Endowment for the Arts. 

Amber Annis is currently a doctoral student in the American Studies 
department at the Univer ity of Minnesota. She received her BA in 
History and American Indian Studies at the Univer ity of North Dakota 
where she also received an MA in History. he is a member of the 
Cheyenne River Lakota Oyate, and her re earch intere t include 
American Indian education and hi tory in the 20th century and American 
Indian cultural and public diplomacy during the old War era. 

William Caraher is an Associate Professor in the Department of Hi tory 
at the University of North Dakota. His research focuses on the history and 
archaeology of Greece and Cyrus. He has published in Hesperia, Journal 
of Mediterranean Archaeology, Near Eastern Archaeology, and other 
obscure journals. He won several fellowships with the best of the lot 
being the Carpenter Fellowship at the American School of Classical 
Studies at Athens. He biogs at the Archaeology of the Mediterranean 
World. 

James Carpenter began writing fiction after retiring from the affiliated 
faculty of The Wharton School where be taught computer programming 
and system design. His stories have appeared in a number of publications 
including the Chicago Tribune, Fiction International, and Fifth 
Wednesday Journal. 
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Sharon Carson teaches American literature and comparative religions 
and literature at the University of orth Dakota and also works in public 
humanities. Her current research projects include comparative analysis of 
early 19th century African American and German writers, and cross
national teaching and research in Turkey. She also worked as project writ
er and academic advisor for the audio documentary and community dia
logue project Race with History: Between Civil War and Civil Rights 
(racewithistory.org). 

Kyle Conway once translated a book by an Iranian poet who lives in 
Canada and writes in French. The book was called The Tower of Silence, 
and it was about the failure of language. He did not publish his transla
tion. 

Kim William Fink received his BF A degree in painting from the Pacific 
Northwest College of Art, Portland, OR, studying painting from Mike 
Russo and printmaking from Clifford Smith, the first Education Director 
of Tamarind Institute. In 1979, he graduated from Tyler School of Art at 
Temple University, Philadelphia, PA, and Rome, Italy, with an MFA in 
printmaking. Fink has participated in more than 200 solo and group exhi
bitions nationally and internationally. Currently, he is Professor of Art at 
the University of North Dakota, Grand Forks. 

Lucy Ganje is a Professor of Art/Graphic Design at the Univer ity of 
orth Dakota Department of Art and De ign where he teache cour es in 

graphic design, typography, and letterpre . Her vi ual art investigate 
identity con traction, the taking of American Indian lands, overeignty 
and intercultural dialogue, often taking a journalistic approach to visual 
storytelling. 

Katia Mayfield is an Assistant Professor of Computer Science at Athens 
State University and a PhD student in the Scientific Computing program 
at the University of North Dakota. She received an MS degree in 
Computer Science from Midwestern State University and worked for 2 
years as a Computer Science instructor at Cameron University. Her 
research interests include digital humanities, software engineering, and 
parallel processing. She has co-authored nine published papers and previ
ously worked in a project sponsored by the Texas Higher Education 
Coordinating Board. She is also a member of Upsilon Pi Epsilon (UPE), 
the honor society in the Computing Sciences. 
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Rose Miron is a first year PhD student at the University of Minnesota in 
the department of American Studies. Her research interests include 20th
century American Indian history, representation in museums, self-repre
sentation in tribal museums, and Indian self-determination. She holds a 
Bachelor's Degree in History from the University of Minnesota, where 
she also minored in Spanish. 

Nuri Oneel was born in Konya, Turkey. He received his BSc degree in 
Physics in Bilkent University (Turkey) in 2003. He earned hi PhD in 
Experimental Conden ed Matter Physic from the University of Twente 
(the Netherlands) in 2007. Following his PhD, he joined Professor S. L. 
Bernasek's group as a post-doctoral research associate at Princeton 
University. In 2009, he joined UND as a faculty member. Currently, he is 
an Assistant Professor in the Department of Physics and Astrophysics. 
His research interests are mainly focused on physical and electronic prop
erties of self-assembled nanostructures, especially the low-dimensional 
novel structures formed on various semiconductor surfaces and on 
graphene. 

Timothy J. Pasch is an Assistant Professor of Communication at the 
University of North Dakota, where he researches cyberculture and cultur
ally-optimized digital media localization. His work in the Canadian Arctic 
and the Circumpolar North utilizes digital convergence in multiple media 
platforms to promote cultural and lingui tic enhancement and preserva
tion. He is fluent in French and Japanese, with communication abilities in 
Inuktitut, and i an Apple Developer. 

Ann Reed is an A istant Professor in the Department of Anthropology at 
the University of North Dakota. She has published in the areas. of diaspora 
and tourism, slavery heritage, and heritage sites and memory. Her forth
coming book, Pilgrimage Tourism of Diaspora Africans to Ghana, exam
ines Ghana's slavery heritage sites and Pan-African festivals used to 
attract diaspora African visitors (Routledge 2014). She has also pursued 
research on the socio-cultural impacts of the oil boom in western North 
Dakota and is interested in the broader theoretical implications of the 
interplay between energy resource extraction and culture change. 

Pat Schneider is a poet, playwright, librettist, and author of ten books, 
including How the Light Gets In: Writing as a Spiritual Practice and 
Writing Alone and With Others, both from Oxford University Press, and 
Another River: New and Selected Poems. Founder/director emerita of 
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Amher t Writers and Artists , he i an alumna and for 30 years wa 
adjunct faculty member at Pacific School of Religion , Berkeley , 
California. WWW.pat chneider.com. 

Patricia Canright Smith write fiction , memoir , and per onal es ays. 
"Snow Goo e" i from a collection of linked torie with human animal 
interactions - condor spiders python , wallabies , rats , a feral cat , 
gnat - which con ider the olace of the natural world . Or in ome cases , 
not. Her work ha appeared in anthologie and journal including Short 

tory America (third prize) , Jabberwo k Review and Catamaran Literary 
Review. ew work i upcoming in Fourteen Hill and Blue Lyra Review. 
She al o create vi ual art in various mediums and, until recently , he also 
practiced p ychotherapy. 

Paul Worley is an Assistant Professor of Spanish at UND specializing in 
contemporary Latin American indigenou movements, culture , and liter
atures. Designed in conjunction with collaborators in Yucatan, his digital 
work can be acce ed at tsikbalichmaya.org . 

To access the Digital Bloom with a martphone or camera-enabled tablet , 
scan this image with QR scanning software such as the free QR Reader 
application. To access the Digital Bloom companion site without 1!111• J!l 
a smartphone, navigate to http: //arts-sciences.und.edu/north- ' . ~ 
dakota-quarterly / and click on Digital Bloom. ~ ... _· 
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